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THE PAm OF THE CALF
Once upon a time there was a calf. One evening he walked home through
a thick jungle. The distance to his home was only one kilometre but he
walked three since, like all calves, he wandered here and there, left and
right, up and down.
The next morning a shepherd's dog passed that way and saw the calf's
hoofmarks, and followed the path ofthe calfthrough the woods. Shortly
thereafter, the first sheep ofa flock followed the path and behind him all
the other sheep. Thus, a path through the woods was made.
Men began to .use that path, cursing its twists and turns as they did, but
doing nothing about it.
The path gradually became a lane, the lane became a road and horses an!J
bullock carts followed it - followed the steps of the wandering calf.
A century later the road became a street, and then a city's crowded
thoroughfare, with thousands following in the footsteps of the wobbly
calf.
Three centuries later the road became the main street ofa very large city.
Buses, lorries, trams and cars followed the path of the zigzag calf.
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"A HUNDRED THOUSAND MEN WERE LED
BY ONE CALF NEAR THREE CENTURIES
DEAD - THEY FOLLOWED STILL HIS
CROOKED WAY AND LOST ONE HUNDRED
YEARS A DAY •••
FOR MEN ARE PRONE TO GO IT BLIND
ALONG THE PATH CALF OF THE MIND
AND WORK AWAY FROM SUN TO SUN
TO DO WHAT OTHER MEN HAVE DONE.
THEY FOLLOW IN THE BEATEN TRACK,
AND IN AND OUT AND FORTH AND
BACK, AND STILL THEIR TWISTING
COURSE PURSUE •••
TO KEEP THE PATH THAT OTHERS DO
THEY KEEP THE PATH A SACRED
GROOVE, ALONG WHICH ALL THEIR
LIVES THEY MOVE."
From a poem by Waiter Foss (1895)
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THE MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT:












In this dissertation a study ofthe management ofchange in local government is
undertaken with specific focus on the North Local Council area ofthe Durban
Metropolitan Council.
In the previous era municipalities were structured to coincide with the system of
separate development under apartheid. The new democratic order in South
Africa at national and provincial levels ushered in the need to transform
municipalities in various ways as follows:
From a system of apartheid to a system of democracy.
From beingfinancially unsustainable to being sustainable.
From merely providing basic services to being
developmental in nature. From being tiny enclaves to
covering broader catchment areas. From doing isolated
xvu
land use planning to undertaking integrated development
planning holistically. Frombeingthe sole service provider
of municipal services to being service facilitators in
certain instances. From being the regulator of
development to being the facilitator of development.
The above challenges were presented to all the roleplayers in municipal
government to transform municipalities to meet these challenges.
Change impacts on everyone in one way or another within the system that has
changed. In a public environment this could mean millions of people.
Municipal government was programmed to change over three phases, namely,
the pre-interim phase, the interim phase and thefinalphase oftransformation.
Municipal government is currently in the interim phase oftransformation and will
reach the final phase of its transformation after the next municipal elections
which are expected to take place any time between November 2000 and
February 2001.
During the apartheid era municipal government had numerous failings. The
system of separate development saw the White minority having the best land
which was close to economic activities and tourist facilities much to the
detriment ofthe Black majority who were only allowed to occupy land that was
far from any economic activity. Based on this method ofland allocation there
were wealthy White municipalities and poor Black municipalities. Blacks, mainly
the labourer class, contributed to the economic growth ofWhite municipalities
whilst the areas in which they lived lacked the infrastructure and other municipal
services some distance away from where they worked.
The challenge to transform municipalities means that the basic needs ofpeople
ought to be linked to economic activities. This is quite a challenge given the
innumerable constraints in the environment. Separate developments coupled with
abject poverty the majority ofpeople suffered from, will take time to overcome.
The Indians in Chatsworth, Whites in Umhlanga Rocks and the Africans in Kwa-
Mashu will be with us for a long time to come. It must be accepted that real
change to overcome the effects of apartheid will not happen overnight. It will
take time. However, every effort must be made to speed up the process of
change to enable South Africans to benefit sooner rather than later from its
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chosen course of democracy. The key to achieving this would be to integrate
development for which integrated development planning is a prerequisite.
This dissertation provides a historical overview of municipal government in
South Africa during the apartheid era and thereafter proceeds to document the
post apartheid transformation ofmunicipalities, with special focus on the North
Local Council of the Durban Metropolitan region. The study also documents
and evaluates new legislation that will set municipalities on the 'final phase' in
its transformation. The penultimate chapter is dedicated to 'change management'
which includes the theory of change and the final chapter make's general
conclusions and offers several recommendations.
RECOMMENDAnONS:
The following recommendations have been made at the end ofthe study. These
include:
Municipalities must be democratic and transparent
Democracy and transparency must be prevalent at the local sphere of
government before South Africans can claim that their country has
transformed from the legacy ofapartheid to a fully fledged democracy.
The way municipalities are structured is therefore important to the
measure of transparency and democracy that could be achieved. If, for
example, they are too large, with vast areas that are inaccessible,
democracy and transparency could be compromised.
Municipalities must be financially viable
For municipalities to be effective they must be financially viable. Mariy
of the apartheid structured municipalities relied on the national
government for their funding which was grossly insufficient. This
position needs to be remedied in the restructuring and demarcation of
municipalities so as to ensure their financial viability.
Promote mixed use zoning of land wherever feasible
Bringing people closer to their places of employment will reduce
travelling time and costs as well as improve their social well-being.
Recognise that each town or area will have features that are unique
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and must be taken into account in any transformation
The legislature is required to establish a framework for the orderly
transformation of municipalities from apartheid to democracy. In so
doing the legislation must be flexible to enable people to live out their
new found democracy.
Change must be processed in manageable portions
To enable change to be managed properly it must be processed in
manageable portions to enable resources allocated to manage change
cope.
Any new system must be given adequate time to settle
Change and especially major change takes time. It must be afforded the
time to settle. For example, the Durban Metropolitan Council started to
reap the benefits of its transformation in 1999 although the
transformation process began in 1994 and took effect in 1995 with the
establishment of the transitional councils. However, in March 1998 the
national government pronounced that the transformation of
municipalities across the country was inadequate and embarked on a new
transformation process.
Senior management must be made part of the change process
The technical expertise and experience of senior management must be
utilised by their councils during the transformation ofmunicipalities.
The organisation must fit reality on the ground
Municipalities must be able to meet the requirements ofits citizens and
consumers. When municipalities are being transformed the realities on
the ground must be taken into account.
A process for change must be determined and then change must be
implemented according to that predetermined process
Change must be planned and managed and must be recognised as a
process and not an event.
Avoid organisational change that is ineffective
Change is instituted to improve any given situation. Ifchange does not
xx
improve the situation or makes it worse than it already is, then such




This chapter describes the research objectives of the study, the research
methodology used in this study and the limitations encounted during the study
whereafter a brief outline ofeach chapter is provided.
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Transformation or metamorphosis is a process which depends on many
integrated aspects. The quality and well being of successful transformation
depends solely on the role ofintegrated aspects. In order to ensure success it is
essential that the impact of transformation be properly managed.
The South African government changed radically from a system ofapartheid to
a fully fledged democracy in April 1994. Such dramatic change impacted on
every facet of human life in South Africa and even beyond its borders. This
change sets off a series of further changes that impacted on every institution,
whether public or private in one way or another. The lives ofordinary citizens
changed dramatically.
Along with the transformation ofcentral and provincial governments at the birth
ofthe new South Africa, local government bodies were also required to undergo
significant change. The country could never be transformed until municipalities
were completely restructured. This process which commenced in the early
'nineties' and really gained momentum with the enactment of the LOCAL
GOVERNMENT TRANSmON ACT, ACT NO. 209 OF 1993, is proving,
as this study will demonstrate, to be an extremely complex task.
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
In light of the background issues discussed above, the broad research goals of
this study include inter alia the following objectives:
• To understand and evaluate the system ofmunicipal government
that prevailed during the apartheid era in South Africa;
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• Determine the scope and extent of the transfonnation of
municipalities that have been effected immediately after the
apartheid era ended and to evaluate the final legislative
arrangements proposed for their further transfonnation;
• To analyse how the legislative arrangements took effect in the
Durban Metropolitan area and how the various structures within
the North Local Council ofthe DurbanMetropolitan region were
established to render municipal services to all its citizens;
• To provide a theoretical analysis ofthe management ofchange;
c • To devise and propose a model for Metropolitan governments in
South Afiica; and
o
• To draw conclusions and make recommendations on the
restructuring ofmunicipalities that may contribute to a smoother
transition during the 'final phase' of the restructuring process.
The research findings of both the apartheid and post apartheid eras were
statistically analysed and reported, and taken into account in the proposed model
for metropolitan governments.
The study intends to answer the following questions:
• What do the terms "change" and ''transformation'' mean?
• Was the transformation ofmunicipalities theoretically sound?
• Could the further transfonnation of municipalities follow the
theoretical guidelines detailed in this dissertation?
• How a practical model for metropolitan governments can be
devised within the purview ofthe Municipal Structures Act?
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1.2.1 Research Methodology
A literary study ofavailable texts comprising relevant books, minutes, journals,
legislation and Written commentaries have been undertaken.
In order to obtain a global perspective on the structuring of municipalities
information was obtained through several mediums including the e-mail. It was
necessary to communicate with numerous practitioners and councillors in the
field of municipal government and administration as well as the general public
to ascertain their views on the impact of the changes municipal government is
expenencmg.
A survey was conducted in Durban on a metropolitan wide basis by the Urban
Strategy Department ofthe Durban Metropolitan Council with the cooperation
and on behalf of the associated local councils. This survey was conducted by
distributing questionnaires designed to measure the quality oflife in the Durban
Metropolitan area. Although it was a random survey, households were selected
throughout the metropolitan region in both informal and formal dwellings. The
interpretation ofthe data consisted interalia ofanalysing and evaluating the data
to enable policymakers to gauge the success of the changes municipal
governments have undergone.
1.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
A research undertaking of this nature always presents limitations. The key
concerns are the following:
> further legislation that will emanate out of the White Paper on Loc8.I
Government is still being developed and could therefore not be critically
analysed;
> the transformation process is still in progress and will continue for some time
to come. It is therefore not possible to comment factually on its success or
failure.
> There are numerous options in the Local Government: Municipal Structures
Act (Act No. 117 ofl998) that will be available to municipalities. Some ofthem
are new types of structures for South African municipalities, for example an
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executive mayor type as opposed to an executive committee type of
municipality. Whether this structure will work or not must still be tested. All one
can do at this stage is analyse the changes to date and measure such changes
against the relevant theory.
1.4 OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS
The chapters in this study are organised as follows:
CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
Government institutions were the key targets for marked change. In this regard
municipalities received special legislation to effect their transformation. In this
dissertation the study will focus on the management of change in municipal
government in general and the North Local Council ofthe Durban Metropolitan
area in particular.
CHAPTER 2:
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN THE
NORTH LOCAL COUNCIL AREA
In order to appreciate the full extent ofthe transformation oflocal government
that has become necessary, an understanding of the history of municipal
government and development in South Africa is a prerequisite. This history is
provided in chapter two ofthis study. Chapter two begins with an analysis ofthe
system ofmunicipal government in South Africa during the apartheid era. The
history is then narrowed downto the Durban Metropolitan region in general, and
the North Local Council in particular. The analysis includes a survey of
legislation that existed prior to the democratization oflocal government. Also
included in this historical review were the types ofstructures that existed which
shaped municipalities during the apartheid era to propagate that system of
government. The focus will then shift to the transformation oflocal government
which really began with the enactment ofthe Local Government Transition Act.
The three phases of transformation as envisaged in this Act will be elucidated
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upon in some detail. The different models ofmetropolitan government that exist
in the country are also examined.
CHAPTER 3:
LOCAL GOVERNMENT RESTRUCTURING IN SOUTH AFRICA
The Local Government Transition Act (Act 209 of 1993) outlines three phases
oftransition, that is, the pre-interim, interim and the final phases oftransition. In
chapter three the study focuses on the restructuring ofmunicipalities as outlined
in the said Act. Part ofthe study includes the'Second Amendment' to the Local
Government Transition Act.
Also included in this chapter is the White paper process. This was an important
process from which all the legislation that will move municipal governments into
their final phase of transformation will emanate. Other legislation that impacts
on local government is also briefly highlighted.
CHAPTER 4:
THE ESTABLISHMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE DURBAN
METROPOLITAN AREA
Chapter four deals with the transition itself This is a study of the Durban
Metropolitan region and an in-depth study ofthe North Local Council.
CHAPTER 5:
CHANGE MANAGEMENT WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO
THE DURBAN METROPOLITAN AREA
Chapter five deals with the management ofchange in local government and the
relevant theory on the management ofchange. This theory can be used to test
whether the practice to date has been undertaken against sound theoretical
guidelines. This is a prolonged transition ofmunicipal government and one can
still learn much in preparation for the final phase which will commence
immediately after the next election of local governments.
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The transition thus far has been fairly awkward and impacted on all roleplayers
in one way or another. These roleplayers have been identified and the impact the
transition had on them is carefully examined. Municipal government is currently
still in the transformation phase and the key legislation for the further
restructu~g of municipalities, that is, the Local Government: Municipal
Structures Act, is already in place. Role players in municipal government would
have to grapple with this new Act and prepare for the next phase. The
preparation taking place in the Durban Metropolitan region is recorded in
chapter five.
CHAPTER 6:
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAnONS
Chapter 6 contains general conclusions and recommendations arising from the
empirical research. It will be seen that it was necessary to transform municipal
government but that the measure of such transformation may have been
excessIve.
1.5 TERMINOLOGY
It is important for the purposes ofthis study to clarify the meaning ofcertain key
concepts.
1.5.1 Municipality, local authority and local government
'Municipality', 'local authority' and 'local government' have been used
interchangeably in this study. Someliterature and legislation especially stemmirig
from the apartheid era used the terminology 'local authority' or 'local
government', whereas current legislation, including the Local Government:
Municipal Structures Act, utilises the term 'municipality'. In all instances these
terms refer to municipalities as defined in the Local Government: Municipal
Structures Act.
1.5.2 Transformation and change
'Transformation' and 'change' are defined in the text (see chapter 5) and for the
purposes of this study these words have been used interchangeably.
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1.5.3 Organisational culture
According to van Niekerk in van der Waldt & Knipe (1998:52) organisational
culture is about an institution's distinctive traditions, habits, policies, values,
goals, expectations and practices.
According to Hodge & Anthony in van der Waldt & Knipe (1998:52)
organisational culture is "the mix ofvalues, beliefs, assumptions, meanings and
expectations that members ofa particular organisation, group or subgroup hold
in common and that they use as behaviour and problem solving guides".
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CHAPTERlWO
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT
IN THE NORTH LOCAL COUNCIL AREA
"Dear Lord .•.
grant me the serenity to accept the things I
cannot change, the courage to change the




A history of how municipal governments were structured in South Africa is a
prerequisite to grasping the magnitude oftheir transformation that has become
necessary in this country. To put it simply, municipalities were structured along
racial lines. The result was catastrophic. White municipalities were wealthy and
did effect sustainable service delivery. On the other hand, development in "Black
areas" was neglected. This meant that the vast majority ofSouth African citizens
were deprived of basic services such as water, electricity, housing, refuse
removal and so forth. Until a few decades ago there were no formal authorities
to institute development in Black areas. As some sort of authority started to
emerge for the development of ''Black areas", they were extremely poor and
therefore financially dependent on other levels ofgovernment and other outside
support they could solicit.
In this section, the impact the system ofapartheid had on municipal government
is dealt with and covers the constitutional aspects as well as the Group Areas
Act. This is followed by a brief overview of municipalities in and around the
former City ofDurban. The focus then shifts to the North Local Council area
and the impact the system of apartheid had on the former municipalities that
existed in this area during the previous era. This is an in-depth section and it
should become apparent that in any system of government that denies all its
citizens true freedom to develop and excel will in the course oftime prove to be
a failure.
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2.2 THE CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL
GOVERNMENT: 1910 TO 1993
Prior to independence, local government activities in South Africa were
undertaken on a small scale, based mainly on the principles ofBritish local self-
government (Hattingh, 1986: 105). When the Union of South Africa was
established on 3IIt May 1910, municipal affairs were made the responsibility of
the provincial authorities in terms ofthe South Africa Act, 1909. For many years
thereafter, central government did nothing towards the development of local
government and administration systems that were suitable for South African
urban areas (Cloete, 1986: 12-13). The said Act did provide under Section 93,
that all powers and functions of municipal councils, lawfully exercised, shall
continue after the commencement of this Act until varied or withdrawn by a
competent authority (Cloete, 1982:243). This meant that there was no
improvement in the general modus operandi ofmunicipalities.
Several decades ago local government in South Africa referred only to White
local government. There were no autonomous local authorities for other race
groups. The intention, however, had always been to have some form of local
government for Blacks, Coloureds and Indians 'when they were able to govern
themselves to this extent' (Hattingh, 1986: III). Various elementary forms of
local government were instituted but within the Republic's policy of separate
development (Hattingh, 1986: Ill).
In respect ofBlack development numerous attempts were made under apartheid
to introduce a system of self management structures for Blacks at local level.
This was partly to compensate for limited rights and partly to bolster the
economic privileges of racial exclusion. The following, taken from the Local
Government White Paper (1998: 1-2) explains why this-was the case:-
• The apartheid regime did attempt under apartheid to introduce
'own management' structures for Black residents at the
community level. This was a sweetener, in part to compensate
for restricted rights, and in part to bolster the political and
economic privileges of racial exclusion.
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• In Bantustans, limited local government was established.
Traditional leaders were given powers over land allocation and
development matters in areas with communally owned land.
Some small rural townships (the so-called 'R293 towns') were
giventheir own administrations, but these lacked real powers and
resources. They depended on Provincial Administrations for
funding. As such they were also controlled by the Provincial
Authorities.
• In the 1960s, 'Coloured' and 'Indian' management committees
were established as advisorybodies to Whitemunicipalities. They
could advise only in respect oftheir areas. They had no power to
enforce their points ofview.
• The Bantu Affairs Administration Act of 1971 established
Administration Boards, which removed responsibility for
townships from White municipalities.
• In 1977, Community Councils were introduced. Community
Councils were elected bodies, but had no meaningful powers and
few resources. They never gained political credibility. They
depended on their relevant Provincial Administration for funding
and as such were controlled from above.
• In 1982 Parliament passed the BlackLocal Authorities Act, 1982
(Act 102 of 1982) to cater for a system of government and
administration for Black towns and cities. Black Local
Authorities (BLAs) replaced Community Councils. The BLAs
had no meaningful revenue base, and were seen as politically
illegitimate from the start. They were rejected by popular (and
sometimes violent) community mobilisation in the mid 1980s.
To some extent these forms of 'own local government' acknowledged the
permanent presence of Black people in urban areas. However, they were
designed to reinforce the policies ofsegregation and economic exclusion. None
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had resources to make any real difference to the quality of life of their
constituents" (Republic of South Africa, 1998: 1-2).
Legislation passed by Parliament on local government matters prior to the
Republicof South Africa Constitution Act, 1983 (Act 10 of 1983) dealt mainly
with:-
• specific matters dealing with individual municipalities for example the
Durban Borough Extension of Area, (Act No. 12 of 1927);
• the administration ofAfrican areas, for example, the Black Urban Areas
Consolidation Act, 1945 (Act No. 25 of 1945); and
• financial affairs, for example the Local Loans Act, 1926 (Act 19 of1926)
(Hattingh, 1986:243).
In view ofwhat is stated above, each of the four provinces developed its own
system oflocal government for Whites, Indians and Coloureds. Each Provincial
Council passed its own Local Authorities Ordinance applicable to municipalities
within its province. For example, in the Transvaal (one of the four provinces
during the apartheid era), the Provincial Council passed its ordinance regulating
municipal affairs in 1912. After various amendments it was consolidated and
entitled the Local Government Ordinance, 1939 (Ord 12 of1939). Two further
ordinances were passed as follows:-
• Local Authorities Rating Ordinance, 1933 (Ord 20 of1933), and
• Municipal Elections Ordinance, 1927, Ord 4 of1927 (Hattingh, 1986:
243).
In Natal (as it was known previously) a similar situation occurred. The current
ordinance governing matters in this province is theLocalAuthoritiesOrdinance,
1974 (Ordinance No. 25 of 1974). Provision is made in this ordinance for
different categories of local authority ranging in order of size from Health
Committees, Town Boards, Borough's and Cities. Cities of course being the
largest type of local authority that existed in South Africa under the apartheid
government. It is interesting to note that in the Natal Ordinance provision was
made for members of smaller local authorities such as health committees and
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town boards to be either appointed or elected (Ordinance 25 of1974, Chapter
Xlll). The implication of this provision is that the Administrator had control
over who served as members on these smaller local government bodies. This
provision was used to the fullest extent as will be seen later under the section
2.5.1.
Each province had a general ordinance, and other ordinances on certain specific
matters. For example, town planning in Natal is regulated by the Town Planning
Ordinance, 1949 (Ord 27 of1949).
In terms of the general ordinances in all provinces local authorities could
legislate by-laws, but these were subject to the approval of the then
Administrators ofthe relevant provinces.
When the Republic ofSouth Africa was established in 1961 there was no change
in municipal government and administration. In fact Sections 84 and 92 ofthe
then Republic of South Africa Constitution Act, 1961 (Act 32 of 1961)
reinforced the status quo that municipal authorities would remain under the
control of provincial councils.
The government and administration of municipal affairs of Africans was
neglected completely and only from 1 October 1986 Parliament passed
legislation entrusting the municipal affairs of Africans to the provincial
authorities (Cloete, 1993: 13). The so-called reform process to institute separate
systems oflocal government for Coloureds, Indians and Whites began with the
establishment ofthe Department ofConstitutional Development and Planning in
August 1982. The following year Parliament enacted the Republic of South
Africa Constitution Act, 1983 (Act 110 of 1983). With this Act matters had to
be dealt with by Parliament and state departments as either one oftwo categories
as follows:-
• generalaffairs (including municipal affairs for Africans) were dealt with
in unison by the three Houses ofParliament; and
• own affairs of Coloureds, Indians and Whites were dealt with by the
relevant House ofParliament, that is, The House ofRepresentatives, The
House ofDelegates and The House ofAssembly respectively.
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This was known as the ''Tricameral system ofgovernment", because ofthe three
houses ofparliament. It followed then that from 1983 up to 10 May 1994 each
ofthe four provinces continued to have four different systems oflocal authorities
(for Africans, Coloureds, Indians and Whites). In practice, however, each local
authority system for the provinces and the population groups did not differ much
from each other (Cloete, 1986: 12-13).
Since Union of South Africa in 1910 local government bodies in South Africa
constantly addressed the issue of insufficient revenue to operate and several
commissions were appointed to investigate and report on this matter, for
example, the Brown Committee (Hattingh, 1986: Ill).
Whilst certain municipalities prospered because of the apartheid factor, they
were few and far between. One can safely say that the overall system of local
government in South Africa during the apartheid era was ineffective, and close
to the end of apartheid, many ofthe municipalities in the country were on the
verge ofcollapsing.
2.3 THE ESTABLISHMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL
GOVERNMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF THE GROUP AREAS ACT
Certain legislation during the apartheid era severely hampered the development
oflocal government. Communities could not evolve nor develop because ofthe
constraint certain apartheid legislation brought about. One such piece of
legislation was the Group Areas Act, Act 41 of 1950. This Act was the
cornerstone ofthe apartheid system. In essence the citizens ofSouth Africa were
geographically separated, that is, allocated land, along racial lines. Prime
industrial, agricultural, commercial and residential land was allocated to Whites,
be they South African or not, whereas Black South Africans who were, and still
are, the majority race group in this country were always allocated land that was
poor, uncultivable and often quite a distance from any form of activity which
these citizens, through their labour, made viable.
The establishment ofmunicipalities within the context ofthe Group Areas Act
resulted in racially structured and segregated municipalities. Because of the
selective allocation of land, coupled with other apartheid ills, such as poor
education for Blacks, it was a common feature to have rich White municipalities
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and inadequate structures to cater for the development ofBlacks within their
demarcated areas.
2.4 DURBAN METROPOLITAN AREA: INCORPORATION OF
MUNICIPALITIES
Some forty-eight municipalities have been merged within the Durban
Metropolitan area to establish the Durban Metropolitan Council and associated
local councils. Durban lies along the Indian Ocean rim and is on the east coast
ofKwa-Zulu Natal. The former City ofDurban is the hub ofthe metropolitan
region. It is a thriving seaport and is the economic centre of the Province. All
around the former City of Durban were numerous medium to small
municipalities. Pinetown, Amanzimtoti and Umhlanga Rocks were some ofthe
medium-sized municipalities whilst Yellowwood Park, Mt Edgecombe and
Hambanathi were some ofthe smaller municipalities.
The Greater Durban Functional Region grew to what it was during the apartheid
era in a peculiar fashion. Development only took place north and south along the
coast and westwards along the national freeway, that is, from the city centre
along the N3 up to Pinetown. This '1" type development was purposefully
articulated by the apartheid government of the past. There was very little
development outside this '1" where the vast majority of the people lived as
depicted in orange on Annexure 1. These people had no urban amenities whilst
elite residential development was provided for the minority White population
within the '1". Those areas that fell within the ''1''' were essentially White areas
whilst Kwa-Mashu, Umlazi, Ntuzuma and a portion ofInanda, all former Black
municipalities fell just outside the developed '1" area. The Black masses worked
and spent their money in the former White areas and thereby contributed to tne
economy ofthe developed White areas.
These inequalities are clearly visible on the map (labelled Annexure 1 taken from
a report on the profile ofDurban (Durban Metropolitan Council, 1999: 9). All
planning initiatives or lack of it in some instances were articulated to suit the
previous government's policy of separate development. The employment
opportunities existed in Durban central and Pinetown areas.
Poor planning resulted in a mis-match between where people lived and where
they worked. People lived far from where they worked and therefore had to
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commute fair distances daily. People were really scattered in a disorganised way
outside the developed portion ofDurban with hardly any facilities and therefore
an efficient and affordable transport system was difficult to provide. Annexure
2 depicts the inefficient city structure (Durban Metropolitan Area, 1999: 10).
Apartheid style development in and around the Durban area rendered it virtually
impossible to manage and plan for natural growth and urbanisation resulting in
a distorted growth pattern. High population densities prevailed in the areas most
poorly serviced with infrastructure. Furthermore, the natural resources that fell
just outside the aforementioned "T" development of the greater Durban area
were not included in any planning initiative to be utilised to optimal levels in the
best interest ofthe wider community. Without proper planning these resources
were becoming unsustainable. Annexure 1 also depicts the myriad of informal
settlements among the natural resources void of any planning in the past that
would have ensured their sustainability (Durban Metropolitan Area, 1999: 9).
2.5 DURBAN METROPOLITAN AREA: INCORPORATION OF
MUNICIPALITIES IN THE NORTH
Having described the historical development ofmunicipal government above, it
would be interesting to observe how this system of municipal government
actually affected communities on the ground. The current North Local Council
of the Durban Metropolitan area has inherited, in the main, a mixed bag of
poorly structured municipalities of the past. These authorities, now
disestablished, ranged from small to medium sized municipalities. These
municipalities were the following, namely,
• The Town Board of the Township ofTongaat;
• The Borough ofUmhlanga;
• The Borough ofVerulam;
• Canelands Health Committee;
• Mt Edgecombe Town Board; and
• Hambanathi Town Committee.
There were also several areas that were declared local authorities but because of
their size, that being very small, these authorities were administered by the








Also included in the North Local Council area is a fairly large Provincial housing
initiative called Waterloo. The entire area spans some 209 square kilometres in
extent. It extends from Glen Ani} in the south to Tongaat/ Frazers in the north
and to Buffelsdraai in the west. Its eastern boundary being the Indian Ocean
(North Local Council,1997a: section 2).
To expand on how these structures developed and operated, an elucidation of
some ofthem is provided hereunder:-
2.5.1 The Town Board of the Township of Tongaat
Tongaat is a town on the north coast ofthe Durban Metropolitan region in the
Province of Kwa-Zulu Natal. This medium-sized town has a rich history of
political, cultural and social activities. It started, however, being a little sugar
producing village from where it grew to a middle-sized town just prior to being
disestablished in favour ofthe NorthLocal Council and the Durban Metropolitan
Council.
The local authority in Tongaat commenced with the establishment of the
Tongaat Health Committee in 1930. This move was essentially to combat the
outbreak of malaria. The Health Committee was strongly supported by die
Tongaat Sugar Company. The scope ofthe local authority increased soon after
it was established and commenced a series ofhousing projects for African and
Indian residents (Watson, 1960:172).
There were many problems with regard to land acquisition due to the
government's policy ofseparate development. Africans and Indianshad extreme
difficulty in acquiring land. In keeping with the government's policy ofseparate
development the local authority did reserve certain areas for African housing
developments and certain areas for Indian housing developments. For example,
the Victoria Village was established as an Indian residential area. In so
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establishing this area for the Indian population some 'White' owned land had to
be expropriated. TIlls was done and the affected six White residents were given
land in the European village ofMaidstone (Watson, 1960:174).
In 1944 the local authority put forward its doctrine of social and residential
separation ofthe races in the beliefthat, "... the greatest measure ofsuccess in
the attainment oftheir avowed policy ofsecuring optimum living conditions and
amenities for all groups in the community in the most economical way possible
could be most successfully achieved by developing amenities for each group on
separatist lines" (Watson, 1960: 174). No doubtthe beneficiaries ofthe so-called
"optimum living conditions" were quite disgruntled about their living conditions.
How could they not be when they were suppressed by, inter alia, racial
discrimination and extreme poverty. The so-called "optimum living conditions"
were determined differently for the different race groups. Here is a direct quote
from Mr Watson's book which reflects this scenario aptly:-
"while our scheme introduces the principle of segregation,
.•••.• we should emphasize that the whole area has become
segregated voluntarily and by natural circumstances, and
second, that in placing the accent on segregation in our
rebuilding scheme, we have done so primarily from a
utilitarian point of view. Each of the communities has its
own cultural and recreational pursuits. It is to us clearly
evident that these interests, as well as other amenities, can
best be served by a system of grouping the communities"
(Watson, 1960:174).
The above is clearly evident of the fact that not only central government
legislated and promoted the idea of separate development but many local
government bodies such as the Tongaat Town Board encouraged it. Separate
development should have been a choice of individuals or communities and
should not have been planned by governmental bodies. As communities develop
and grow and their needs broaden, separate development, therefore could never
be economically viable in the long tenn. Besides, as communities develop there
is a natural tendency to integrate with other communities.
The cost incurred by the local authority to create Victoria Village for Indians
was well in excess of250000 pounds. Ofthat amount between 80000 to 100000
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pounds covered just the costs ofexpropriation of certain properties. The local
authority's income at that stage was less than 3000 poundsper annum (Watson,
1960: 174-175). Separate development was totally uneconomical.
The first move to promote the plan was to win the support of the Indians.
During 1939 Indians were located in all major towns throughout the province.
These towns were formerly regarded as exclusively White areas. This created
resentment among the Whites towards the Indian community (Watson,
1960: 175).
These were the foundations of separate development in the Tongaat region.
There was mainly tension between the White and Indian populations regarding
land rights. Indians and Africans were deprived of participation on local
government matters.
The Indians through 'The Tongaat Indian Ratepayers Association' made a
number ofrequests to have direct representation on the local authority but were
met with all kinds of obstacles. For example, the Indians were told that they
know nothing about democracy, the majority ofIndians could not read or write,
and that ifan Indian is chosen to serve on the council he must have a liberal point
of view (Watson, 1960:178). This certainly defeated the basic principles of
democracy in the sense that ifthe Indians were allowed representation they were
restricted with the choice ofperson whom they could choose to represent them.
The Broom Commission was set up in Tongaat to deal with the various requests
of the Indian population. After a lengthy enquiry ..., "Smuts rejected the
recommendations of the Broom Commission on what was possibly the most
important of its terms of reference - participation of the Indian population i'n
democratic government" (Watson, 1960:180). The Commission regarded the
non-representation ofIndians in local government as indefensible.
On 1 July 1945, the Tongaat Health Committee was reconstituted as the
Tongaat Town Board. The Ordinance (Ordinance No. 21 ofl942) was amended
to meet the peculiar needs of Tongaat (Watson, 1960: 182). In essence the
amendment created the opportunity for the then Administrator to appoint, with
certain restrictions, a number ofmembers to serve on a local authority.
The effect of the amendment was that the Tongaat Town Board could have
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implemented its declared policy of providing its Indian residents with
representation on the said Board. They no doubt looked for every excuse not to
do so. For two reasons it did not do so immediately. Firstly, to request two
'Europeans' to step down to make way for two Indians would have caused
resentment and dissatisfaction and secondly, it was felt by the said Board that
'European' control of the township should be maintained, since a Board
composed ofthree 'Europeans' and two Indians was not considered sufficiently
weighted in favour of 'European' domination (Watson, 1960:183). It is ironical
that members of the same Board also held the view that the Indian inhabitants
knew nothing about democracy.
It was subsequently agreed to grant Indians representation on the understanding
that the local authority would apply to the Administrator to increase its
membership from five to seven members. This was duly done and on Sib
December 1946 the Administrator's approval to increase the number of
members ofthe Board from five to seven, was received. By giving the Indians
just two seats out ofseven, it was considered sufficiently weighted in favour of
the Whites. Mr D S Khan and Mr K P Desai were the first two Indian members
that served on the Tongaat Town Board. With the limited representation the
Indians had and with the attitude ofthe White members wanting to dominate the
Board one wonders just how effective these two Indian members were.
The population ofTongaat grew fairly rapidly and so did its area ofjurisdiction.
Apart from the natural growth of its population there was an influx of Indians
from other areas within the province due to the shortage of land for Indians.
Housing and other basic services had to be provided by the local authority. Due
to the control ofthe local authority by the Tongaat Sugar Company development
mainly took place to suit the said company's needs. Very little economic growth
took place and Tongaat became essentially a dormitory town. With the support
ofthe Tongaat Sugar Company, the Tongaat TownBoard provided all the basic
services the town needed. It had its own water supply which it purified and
reticulated. It had its own electricity department. It purchased electricity directly
from Escom and reticulated electricity to its residents. In fact Tongaat provided
full municipal servicesjust as some ofthe largermunicipalities such as the former
City ofDurban did. Yet Tongaat did not grow in the commercial and industrial
sectors. Just prior to being disestablished, property rates in the Tongaat region
were extremely high by comparison with other neighbouring White controlled
towns (see chapter four in this regard).
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2.5.2 The Borough ofUmhlanga
This exotic Zulu name means 'place ofreeds', reminiscent ofthe days when the
foreshore and the beach were covered with reeds washed down by the river.
Until early this year Umhlanga Rocks was a lush wooded countryside and dense
bush (Gurr, Undated: 13).
One ofthe landmarks ofUmhlanga Rocks is a cottage called 'The Oyster Box'
which passing ships used as a navigational point. This cottage was built in 1869
and its corrugated iron roof was easily identifiable by passing ships. Today
Umhlanga Rocks is Southern Mrica's premier holiday resort (Gurr, Undated:
13).
Umhlanga started off as a local authority having the status of a Health
Committee in 1931. In 1964 its status as local authority was upgraded to that of
a Town Board. In the year 1970 its status was once again upgraded to that ofa
borough. In 1972 LaLuciawas amalgamated with UmhlangaRocks and because
ofthe increased size ofits area, it became a fully fledged borough known as the
Borough of Umhlanga. It was a Grade 6 local authority and was a l000ha in
extent.
Under the old Group Areas Act Umhlanga was declared a White area. Although
the said Act has been repealed, this area is still today predominantly inhabited by
''White'' residents. Umhlanga enjoys a beautiful coast line that has become an
international tourist destination (Official South Afiican Municipal Yearbook
1995: 289). More recently in 1993 the Development and Services Board area of
Glen Ani! and another smallerneighbouring local authority calledUmdloti Beach
merged with the Borough of Umhlanga (provincial Proclamation No. 30 of
1993).
Its residents were high income earners and because of its location, that being
about eighteen kilometres from the city centre of Durban and with an
exceptionally beautiful coast line, land in this area was much sought after. All of
this added to the value ofproperties and the local authority was in a position to
gain a decent income from property rates.
The services provided to the residents ofthe former Borough ofUmhlanga were
split among three authorities. The City ofDurbanprovided electricity. TheNorth
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Coast Regional Water Board supplied water and the fonner Borough of
Umhlanga provided all other municipal services. The City of Durban usually
earned a surplus from electricity which is utilised to subsidise its rates account.
This cross subsidisation benefited the Durban ratepayers only and not the
residents ofUmhlanga because the Borough ofUmhlanga was an independent,
selfstanding local authority having its own rates base. Notwithstanding the fact
that the majority of the services provided by the Borough of Umhlanga was
funded from the property rates it levied, it was a financially viable local authority.
2.5.3 The Borough of Verulam
Verulam having been established in 1850 is one ofthe oldest towns in Kwa-Zulu
Natal. It was properly constituted in 1882 as a local authority. As depicted by
its Coat of Arms per Annexure 3, this town was established by the merging of
eastern and western cultures (Verulam, 1987: 5).
In tenns ofits physical features this town borders Durban's Phoenix suburb and
lies approximately six kilometres inland from the sea. Its area was 1500 hectares
with a very steep topography. In many parts ofVerulam the gradient is in excess
of 1 in 3. Because of the poor gradient this town could not attract industrial
development (Verulam, 1987: 4).
The Group Areas Act affected the hannony that once existed in Verulam.
Almost immediatelyafter the compulsory determination ofVerulam as an Indian
Group Area there was feverish buying and selling of properties. The hannony
that existed among all population groups was crushed. The influx of displaced
Indians from other areas, mainly from the suburbs ofDurban, made Verulam one
ofthe fastest growing towns in the country (Verularn, 1987: 5).
The question is: What went wrong with Verulam? Very simply Verulam was
limited in size and therefore had a limited growth potential. Its geographical
boundaries and the possible expansion ofthese boundaries were limited to land
surrounding Verulam that was declared an Indian Group Area under the Group
Areas Act. With such limitations this town could not have any meaningful
industrial development to enhance its rates base apart from the topographical
problems mentioned earlier. From the various popular land zones such as
industrial, commercial, residential and agricultural properties, Verulam mainly
had residential land usage. Other land uses were limited. With a lack ofadequate
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income as well as a lack ofnatural resources such as water, Verulam had to rely
on the City ofDurban for the provision ofcertain services such as electricity and
water. The cost of these services to the consumers in Verulam was solely
determined by the City Council ofDurban. The City ofDurban benefited from
this because Durban made a surplus from the provision ofelectricity and utilised
a portion ofthis surplus to subsidise its rates account. Only the City of Durban's
ratepayers benefited from such subsidisation of rates with the surpluses from
electricity. Ratepayers and consumers ofelectricity who resided in Verulam and
contributed to the surpluses Durban earned from electricity were therefore
prejudiced. They were further prejudiced in the following ways: -
• Poor rates base, mainly residential properties. Verulam was therefore a
dormitory town that provided dwelling to its residents who, in the main,
worked and conducted other economic activities in Durban thereby
developing the economy ofDurban. Durban on the other hand, with its
buzzing economy, blossomed and grew in leaps and bounds as a City.
It's residents no doubt benefited in several ways. Durban did not have
the burden oftending to the needs ofthe urban poor. These people lived
all along the periphery ofDurban and became the burden ofsome other
authority, for example, Tongaat and Verulamwho were dormitory towns
and whose residents performed their economic activities in Durban.
• Apart from having a poor rate base and struggling to be self-sufficient
the local authority at Verulam did suffer from mismanagement on a fairly
large scale. On account of mismanagement several commissions of
enquiry were held at the said Borough. The last enquiry prior to the
disestablishment of the Borough of Verulam was the 'Roberts
Commission'. The Commission was split on whether any ofthe officials
were guilty ofmismanagement. The said Commission did, however, find
no less than three Councillors guilty ofmisconduct and, as such, not fit
for public office. Itmade its recommendationaccordingly (Roberts 1994:
274-275).
Just prior to being disestablished, Verulam was in debt by some forty million
rand. The Borough ofVerulam was on the brink ofcollapse before becoming a
part ofthe North Local Council. The financial burdens ofVerulam still haunt the
North Local Council (Panday 1999: interview).
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2.5.4 Canelands Health Committee
This is a very small area just north of the old City of Durban that is wedged
between the Borough ofVerulam and an area known as Shortlands. Shortlands
is several kilometres south of Tongaat. There is no literature available on
Canelands. What is known though is that it had the status ofa Health Committee
and in the early days the area was purely a sugar farm. The land was owned and
cultivated by the Armstrong family. The Health Committee itselfwas a Grade 1
local authority under the then grading system for local authorities (Moodley
1999: interview).
In more recent times, just prior to the local authority being disestablished,
several industries operated in this area. Canelands also has a small residential
component. Apart from the old residents that still reside in the area the then
Canelands Health Committee did develop a small low cost housing scheme
(Mudaly 1999: interview).
It is contiguous with the Borough of Verulam. The Borough ofVerulam itself
was fairly small and needed to expand its rates base. It is difficult to understand
how two local authorities of the size of Verulam and Canelands could be
contiguous to each other and still be declared separate authorities. This was just
half the problem. What was worse still is that, after it was discovered that
Canelands could not manage on its own resources, it decided to enter into an
agreement with the Tongaat Town Board to render administrative services to it.
Canelands on its own could not afford the cost of employing professional and
other staff on the one hand, whereas the Tongaat Town Board could recover
some ofits staffcosts from Canelands on the other hand. Tongaat, however, was
much further away from Canelands whilst the Borough of Verulam was
'.
contiguous to Canelands begs the question why Canelands opted to enter into
an agreement with the Tongaat Town Board rather than the Borough of
Verulam. There may be various reasons for this move by the Canelands Health
Committee but the underlying rationale for this move was probably politically
motivated since Verulam was an Indian town.
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2.5.5 Mt Edgecombe Town Board
This little Town was formally established as a local authority as recently as 6
August 1992 (provincial Proclamation 1992: 1). This was well after it was
recognised that the system oflocal government in the country was rapidly failing
and that there was no place for small municipalities.
The inaugural meeting ofthe said Board was held on 29 September 1992. The
then Administrator ofNatal, the Honourable C. J. Van R. Botha was the guest
ofHonour at the inaugural meeting ofthe Mt Edgecombe Town Board. In his
speech he stated inter alia that, "there have been many important
developments in local government in recent months, yet many of these
developments and happenings have been the subject of sometimes totally
unnecessary controversy and debate" (BothaI992: 1). To put matters in
perspective this was a relatively small local authority area ofabout 1000 hectares
in extent (Structure Plan 1994: 15). Mt Edgecombe was bordered by the City of
Durban, the BoroughofUmhlanga and the BoroughofVerulam. Mt Edgecombe
could have been incorporated into anyone ofthese established areas. Since most
of the land in Mt Edgecombe was and is still owned by the Tongaat Hulett
Group the said company believed that ifa local authority was createdjust for Mt
Edgecombe it would have direct control over the affairs ofthe local authority
which would suit the development plans they had for their substantial land
holdings. Had this area been incorporated into one ofthe larger local authorities
the Tongaat Hulett Group would have had little or no say in the affairs of the
local authority. With the Group's substantial land holdings it was material to it
to have control over the local authority.
In the Administrator's speech he later went on to say"•••• Today the
community of Mt Edgecombe, in more ways than one, truly comes of age,
For this evening's inaugural meeting of the Board sees the culmination of
Mt Edgecombe's transition from a company -run 'sugar' village into a fully
fledged and viable local authority with most exciting prospects for the
future" (BothaI992: 2).
Mt Edgecombe has historically developed as a company-owned agricultural
support village. In terms of its structure most of the land is owned by the
Tongaat-Hulett Group or its subsidiaries. The population is approximately 4000
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persons. Ninety-five percent ofthese people live in company housing. The land

















2.5.6 Hambanathi Town Committee
In 1939 an African village was constructed in the Tongaat region as an attempt
to eliminate slums. As the years went by many houses were constructed and the
Provincial Education Department provided a school for about 300 children. This
little village was called Hambanathi. This name was derived from an
interdenominational church that was built in the area. The church itself was
called Hambanathi in memory ofAlIen Gardiner. one ofthe first missionaries in
Tongaat (Watson, 1960: 184).
The following explains the meaning ofHambanathi and how the village derived
its name. ''Hambanathi, si ya kupata kahle [Come with us- let us go together-
and we will do thee good]- and the name was subsequently applied to the village
as a whole" (Watson, 1960: 184).
The first sign ofHambanathi gaining local authority status was in 1951 when
Hambanathi was laid out as a village in terms ofGovernment Notice 1353 dated
13 April 1960 (Government Notice 1960: I).
The Hambanathi Community Council was established by Government Notice
R1122 in terms ofthe Community Councils Act No. 125 of1977. Although this
area is contiguous with Tongaat it was not included as part ofTongaat because
of the government's policy of separate development. This was the case
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notwithstanding the fact that the little village ofHambanathi was not financially
viable. This meant that the Provincial Government had to sustain Black local
authorities financially which they did with limited funding. Black local authorities
could never really be effective and developmental in nature and were limited in
the services it provided, which services were limited to the meagre funding it
received (Government Notice 1979: 786).
In 1982 the Black Local Authorities Act, (Act No. 102 of 1982), renamed
Community Councils to that ofTown Committees, hence Hambanathi became
known as the Hambanathi Town Committee.
2.6 CONSEQUENCES AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE APARTHEID
STRUCTURED MUNICIPALITIES
.The outcome of having these poorly structured municipalities was two fold.
Firstly, the majority ofSouth Africans did not receive municipal services. Most
ofthese services such as water and electricity, sewerage disposal, housing, safety
and security, refuse removal, and access roads. This prevented growth and
development. Ifthe majority ofcitizens in a country do not prosper, how can the
country as a whole prosper?
Secondly, the consequences of all of this led to general unrest in the country.
Communities began mobilising against the apartheid system of Local
Government. The United Democratic Front was launched in 1983 and at its
launch gave prominent attention to the Koornhof Bills which established the
Black Local Authorities (Ministry of Provincial Affairs and Constitutional
Development, 1998: 2).
In an effort to raise revenue Black Local Authorities (BLA's) attempted to
impose rent and service charges but this only angered communities. 'The
rejection ofthe BLA's in the mid- 1980s led to a popular uprising which shook
the foundations of the apartheid order' (Ministry of Provincial Affairs and
Constitutional Development, 1998: 2).
As the 1984 uprising gathered momentum, civics and other community-based
organisations began organising themselves into strong protest groups that had
to be acknowledged. Their main concern was the shocking social and economic
conditions that prevailed among the masses in townships and Bantustans. The
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ability ofthese protest groups to organise boycott ofrents and service charges,
and consumer boycotts benefited their cause. For the first time in all the years
ofapartheid there was such large scale organised protests undertaken against the
way human settlements were spatially and economically distorted (Ministry of
Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998: 3).
In the late 1980s the apartheid government made an attempt to prevent the
BLA's from failing and to calm political tensions by redirecting funds to
underprivileged areas. Intergovernmental grants were institutedto channel funds
to collapsing townships. Regional Services Councils and Joint Services Boards
were established to direct funds to Black areas. These attempts had, however,
come rather late. It became apparent that the BLA's would never be viable
(Ministry ofProvincial Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998: 3). '
It can safely be said that local government is the foundation ofany government
in a country. Social, political and economic structures are established at grass
roots level in which lies the foundation ofthe very fabric ofa nation. In the case
of South Africa the very foundation ofthe apartheid government was in great
turmoil, that is, local government. After it was too late, it was realised that a
new deal was needed. White municipalities started to experience the financial
impact oforganised consumer, service and rent boycotts. This led them to enter
into negotiations with township representatives. Initially forums were
established to manage crises. Such forums later formed the basis for local
negotiations which eventually led to the present system of local government
(Ministry ofProvincial Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998: 3).
On the other hand local government in the developed White areas blossomed.
Several large cities such as Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban prospered
under the apartheid run government. These cities had full infrastructure and
could compete with many cities from first world countries around the globe.
Many other cities, towns and even villages in the former White areas ranging
from small to large flourished under the apartheid regime. These developed
areas, particularly the cities, became the major economic centres ofthe country.
The Black majority did not benefit from these developed areas. Land in the
country was divided between White and Black, rich and poor, literate and
illiterate, developed and undeveloped or underdeveloped areas respectively.
Unfortunately the majority ofthe citizenry were Black, poor, illiterate and lived
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in the undeveloped or underdeveloped areas ofthe country. This state ofaffairs
could not continue indefinitely. Government exists to cater for the needs ofall
its people. In a sense many of these municipalities could be described as
artificial municipalities. Artificial in the sense that the White enclaves, for
example the Borough of Ballito and the Borough of Umhlanga Rocks were
relatively small White municipalities that could sustain themselves financially but
were not large enough to provide certain services cost effectively. These services
include water and electricity provision. For the provision of such services these
municipalities had agency agreements with larger municipalities such as the City
ofDurban.
Apart from the many pressures brought to bear on the apartheid government
such as political and moral pressures to transform there was the pressure for
development. Black people were not prepared to accept this tenuous situation
anymore. Many Black people worked in the cities and towns ofthe country but
lived on the periphery ofthe developed areas. This meant limited or no services
where they lived. In a sense these people contributed to the building up and the
economy ofthe cities but did not enjoy the fruits ofits development. A series of
protests and boycotts for the payment of poor services ripped through the
country (Ministry ofProvincial Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998:
3).
The pressure was now on local government for development. It was clear that
local government could not be efficient within an inefficient apartheid
framework.
2.6.1 Separate development led to fmaneial inequality
Separate development, in its broadest sense, saw White people get the best land,
education, jobs (particularly in government) and business opportunities. Proper
education counted a lot for their development. The Black man on the other hand
was suppressed and exploited by his White counterparts. He was prevented from
developing himself in an apartheid environment. This scenario led to grave
financial inequality between Whites and Blacks. This is stated because one could
pose the question, why didn't the Black man develop as the White man did in a
separate environment. In any event since they were excluded from participating
in any form of government they had no legislative means of establishing local
government bodies. The Blacks did not have the financial resources nor the
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know how (due to, inter alia, a lack of adequate education) to develop. Since
money is the pivot around which everything revolves in the public sector the
shortage of money prevented any form of meaningful development in Black
areas.
2.7 . THE FINANCIAL DILEMMA ARISING OUT OF THE APARTHEID
STRUCTURED LOCAL AUTHORITIES
Historically, local authorities in urban South Africa generated their own revenue
through property taxes and by charging for the delivery of certain services. In
the case ofWhite municipalities there were small populations to serve and large
concentrations ofeconomic resources from which to draw their revenue. Blacks
in the form oflarge and cheap labour concentrations contributed to the economic
strength of the White areas. Apart from providing labour on a massive scale
they also conducted their economic activities within the boundaries of these
White municipal areas.
In the case of Black areas the situation was reversed, in that they had no
meaningful economic tax base and fairly large populations to serve.
Municipalities in Black areas fell far short ofthe means to meet the needs oftheir
residents, even if these means were provided in the form of subsidies by
provincial and central governments.
In the late 1980s the apartheid state attempted to prop up collapsing Black Local
Authorities's and calm political tensions by redirecting funds to disadvantaged
areas. A system ofad-hoc intergovernmental grants was developed to channel
resources to collapsing townships. Regional Services Councils and Joint
Services Boards were established to channel funds to Black areas (Ministry of
Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998: 3).
However, these interventions were 'too little too late'. By the late 1980s most
townships and many homeland rural areas were effectively ungoverned, and it
was clear that Black Local Authorities or any similar structures would never be
viable (Ministry ofProvincial Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998: 3).
Table 1 below illustrates the huge differences in rates income of three similar
sized municipalities that existed within the North Local Council area. Although
Tongaat and Verulam's population was far higher than that ofUmhlangaRocks,
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it was Umhlanga Rocks that had a strong rates base. In fact, Umhlanga Rock's
rates base was more than both Tongaat and Verulam put together.
TABLE 1: AREA STATISTICS
Popul. D/lings Local Property Values Predomin.
Authority Race
11727 2715 Umhlanga R2321795826 White
51479 11228 Tongaat R 926063000 Indian
39791 8954 Verulam R 721831150 Indian
North Local Council, Archives, 1994
A survey revealing the human development index of some Black and White
municipalities within the North Local Council area was undertaken for the
1995/96 financial period and the results are as follows:-
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Note:"
1) Those sett1em~ in capital letters are from the Census data base (1993) and those in lowercase from the Socio-Economic Database African
Population, DFR (1994). .
"2) The Local Authorities are named on the maps while the settlements are labelled by number. "
3) An explanation ofthe column headings is found at the end ofthe table.
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cANELANDS Fonnal 325.02 0.887 77.62% 0.304 68 0.556 0.582 0.418
GLENANJL Formal 1788.38 0.216 95.73% 0.058 73 0.000 0.91 0.909
HAMBANATI Fonnal 250.04 0.922 88.46% 0.157 64 1.000 0.693 0.307
MTMORELAND Formal 1697.73 0.257 84.100.lct 0.216 73 0.000 0.158 0.842
(JITAWA Formal 491.72 0.811 87.97% 0.163 68 0.556 0.510 0.490
REDCLIFFE Fonnal 248.20 0.923 75.50% 0.332 68 0.556 0.604 0.396






- -TONGAAT Formal 552.70~) 0.783 88.26% 0.159 U68 0.556 0.499 0.501
UMDLOTI· . Formal 1649.63 0.279 90.60% 0.128 73 0.000 0.136 0.864
BEACH
UMHLANGA Formal 2257.90 0.000 93.170/ca 0.093 73 0.000 0.031 0.969
VERULAM Formal 542.47 0.788 89.24% 0.146 68 0.556 0.496 0.504
NOTES: Sources:
SETI TYPE: Settlement Type Census, 1991. Atlas, GIS. Urban Strategy Department, 1993.
PCAPINCMON: Per capita monthly income Socio-Economic Database African Population, DFR.
PCIDEP: Per capita income deprivation Urban Strategy Department, Durban Metropolitan Council, 1994.
FLPERC: Percentage adults who are functionally literate
LITDEP: Literacy deprivation
LIFEPECT: Average life expectancy (by predominant race)
LEXPDEP: Life expectancy deprivation
ADVEP: Average deprivation (per capita income, literacy and
life expectanCY)
lIDI: Human Index value
A human development index ofone is perfect. As one takes a closer look at the
statistics a pattern starts to emerge. The previously 'White' areas ofUmhlanga
Rocks, Glen Anil, Mt Moreland and Umdloti Beach have human development
indices ofnear-perfect whilst on the other hand 'Indian and Afiican' areas with
larger population densities had an average to below average human
development index. From the table it is evident that Hambanathi had the lowest
human development index and it is worth mentioning here that Hambanathi is a
small residential suburb, adjacent to Tongaat and should not have been an
autonomous municipality since it would have been difficult to make it financially
sustainable.
A full list of the former municipalities that now make up the, Durban
Metropolitan Council and associated local councils are provided hereunder..
The former municipalities mentioned hereunder made up the Central Transitional
Substructure council:-
> the City Council ofthe City ofDurban, the Town ofKwa-Mashu, the defined
area of Inanda Newtown, the Town Committee for Nmgizimu, the body
exercising local government functions in respect ofthe Town ofNtuzuma, the
body exercising local government functions in respect of the Town ofUmlazi,
and the Health Committee for the Health Committee area ofYellowwood Park
(proclamation LG123 of 1995, schedule 1);
The former municipalities mentioned below made up the Northern Transitional
Metropolitan Substructure Council:-
> the Development area of Blackburn, Canelands Health Committee, the
Hambanathi Town Committee, the Town Board of the Township of Mount
Edgecombe, the Development area ofMount Moreland, the Development area
ofRietrivier, the Town Board ofthe Township of Tongaat, the Town Council
ofthe Borough ofUmhlanga, the Town Council ofthe Borough ofVerulam, the
defined area ofWaterloo (Proclamation LG123 of 1995, schedule 1);
The former municipalities mentioned below made up the Southern Metropolitan
Substructure Council:-
> the Town Council of the Borough ofAmanzimtoti, the Town Council ofthe
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Borough of Isipingo, the Town Council of the Borough of Kingsburgh, the
Town ofKwaMakhuta, the defined area ofLovu, the Health Committee for the
Health Committee Area ofLower movo, the body exercising local government
functions in respect of the Town of Magabheni, the Town Board of the
Township ofUmbogintwini (proclamation LG123 of 1995, schedule 1); and
The former municipalities mentioned below made up the Western Metropolitan
Substructure Council:-
> the Health Committee for the Health Committee area ofAssagay, the Health
Committee for the Health Committee area ofBothas Hill, the Development area
ofCato Ridge, the defined area ofClermont, the Regulated area ofCliffdale, the
Health Committee for the Health Committee area of Drummond, the Health
Committee for the Health Committee area ofEverton, the Town Board ofthe
Township ofGillitts, the Development area ofHammarsdale, the Town Board
of the Township of Hillcrest, the Development area of Inchanga, the Town
Council for the Borough ofKloo( the defined area ofKwaDabeka, the Town of
KwaNdengezi, the defined area ofLower Langefontein, the Mariannhill Local
Health Committee for the area of Mariannridge, the body exercising local
government functions in respect ofthe Town ofMpumulanga, the Town Council
for the Borough of New Germany, the Town Council for the Borough of
Pinetown, the Town Council for the Borough ofQueensburgh, the Development
area ofSha11cross, the Town Board for the Town ofWaterfall, the Development
area of Welbedacht, the Town Council for the Borough of Westvi1le
(Proclamation LG123 of 1995, schedule 1).
The number of municipalities that were dissolved in favour of the Durban
Metropolitan area equalled fifty-one. Among them were innumerable small,
financially dependable municipalities that did not provide adequate municipal
services. It would have been extremely difficult for these municipal areas to
develop and prosper as autonomous bodies.
2.8 CONCLUSION
A briefsurvey ofthe historical development oflocal government indicates that
separate development rendered most municipalities financially unviable. This
state of affairs prevented the majority of South Africans the right of access to
basic services offered by local government such as clean running water, housing,
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electricity, water borne sewerage, transport systems and refuse removal. In the
early days after independence from British rule the South African government
showed little interest in promoting development in areas where it directed the
majority ofSouth Africans to reside.
The economic activities ofthe country were concentrated in certain areas ofthe
country which blossomed. These areas included, inter alia Durban,
Johannesburg and Cape Town. The contributors of such economic activities
were both Whites and Blacks. The beneficiaries, however, were only the White
residents who were allowed to live in these areas. These areas enjoyed full
municipal services and could be compared with many first class cities around the
world. On the other hand the poor Black folk lived just outside these plush
suburbs with very little or none of the basic services provided by municipal
government.
The above situation stemmed from the government's policy of separate
development. The system ofapartheid was embodied in the constitution of the
country (Act 32 of 1961) and other laws such as the Group Areas Act (Act 41
of1951). In terms ofthe constitution Black people were treated as second class
citizens and had no voting rights. In terms ofthe Group Areas Act Black people
were given land in certain areas that was not strategically located for them to
participate meaningfully in any form ofeconomic activity on their own.
The apartheid system of government created two distinct classes of people
divided along racial lines. Through this system it was found that Blacks were
generally illiterate, poor and unskilled whilst Whites were generally found to be
literate, wealthy and skilled. What was sadly lacking was a democratic form of
government at all levels wherein all citizens had equal opportunity to participafe
in all aspects of societallife.
Ifone looks at the former municipalities within the North Local Council area of
jurisdiction (described above in detail), one could see strong evidence of the
ap.artheid structures, yet this is but a microcosm ofwhat prevailed throughout
the country. These features of the apartheid system left its mark on all
municipalities in one way or another either directly or indirectly.
The impact the apartheid system ofgovernment had on municipal government
is that municipal government was restrained from providing municipal services
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to the majority ofcitizens ofthe country. Economic development was therefore
stymied. This led to large scale poverty with little or no hope ofprogress for the
majority ofcitizens under the apartheid system ofgovernment as is evident in the
human development index described above. This led to major local government





"Whoever thinks the transition would be easy, is (eh) mistaken"
Nelson Mande/a
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter a detailed survey of the legislative process is provided. It
commences with the transitional legislation that was installed, which legislation,
mapped out a process for change and then addresses the contemporary
legislation that will take municipalities into the 'so called' final phase of
transformation. The latter legislation underwent a rigorous process of country
wide discussion and debate in pursuit of an 'ideal' system for municipal
governme~t. This process and the legislation that emanated therefrom are also
provided in this chapter.
In order to transform the country from a system of apartheid to a fully. fledged
democracy, all government structures had to undergo significant change. There
had to be vertical and horizontal changes. As much as the will existed to have
this change sooner, such change could not take place at all levels ofgovernment
at the same time for several reasons. It was therefore decided that elections
would take place for central and provincial governments whilst local governmeqt
would start the process of change by creating temporary structures, which
structures would create the platform for permanent change. This meant a two-
step transformation process for local government. Besides it would have been
extremely difficult from a logistical point of view to have had elections
concurrently for central, provincial and local government bodies. Also the
majority ofpeople in South Africa were going to vote for the first time and with
literacy levels among the populace being fairly low it would have been far too
complicated to have held elections simultaneously for all three spheres of
government.
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Even though it was not feasible to hold elections for municipalities whilst other
spheres ofgovernment were being democratised, legislation was put in place to
start the process of democratisation of municipalities. Thus the inevitable
transformation oflocal government really began with the enactment ofthe Local
. Government Transition Act (Act 209 of 1993). With the mounting pressure on
the apartheid government of South Africa from both within the country and
abroad to dispense once and for all with its policy ofdiscrimination it was forced
to negotiate a new system of government. As this pressure gained momentum
for a complete transformation ofgovernment, national debate took place in 1990
about the future of Local Government. The Local Government Negotiating
Forum was established to negotiate the future ofLocal Government vis-a-vis the
national negotiating process. That process provided the impetus to put
transitional arrangements into place and thus the aforementioned Local
Government Transition Act was drafted and subsequently promulgated. This
happened whilst the apartheid government was in place (Ministry ofProvincial
Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998: 3).
The aforementioned forum prepared the Agreement on Finance and Services
and the writing offofarrears to Black Local Authorities (Ministry ofProvincial
Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998: 3). It also reached agreement on
the provisions contained in the Local Government Transition Act, which
legislation, "sketched a process for change" of municipalities (Ministry of
Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998: 3).
3.2 THE TRANSFORMAnON PROCESS: LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY
DEVELOPMENTS
To transform the system of local government from that of an apartheid-based
system to a fully fledged democratic and representative system of local
government, certain legislation was negotiated and instituted. For example,
certain laws had to be repealed and other laws had to be promulgated just to
enable people ofall races to vote. Mentioned below are some events, reports and
enabling legislation that set the pace for the transformation ofmunicipalities.
3.2.1 Council for the Co-ordination of Local Government AtTain - local
government in the transitional phase
The establishment of the Council for the co-ordination of local government
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affairs really demonstrated the seriousness with which all the roleplayers,
including the apartheid government felt about the state ofLocal Government.
On 27 Mat:'ch 1992, Minister Wessels, the then Minister of Constitutional
Affairs, gave a comprehensive address at the Co-ordinating Councils Meeting in
Cape Town. The Minister placed special emphasis on the legitimacy and financial
problems being experienced by Black local authorities. Such problems did not
only affect Black local authorities because much broader social and economic
problems traversed larger regions well beyond municipal boundaries thereby
having a negative impact on neighbouring White local authorities. The question
was: How should these problems be addressed? It became an accepted fact in
the Local Government sphere that there was only one answer, that is,
"representative, non-racial, and economically viable local authorities have to be
established (Council for the Co-ordination ofLocal Government Affairs 1992:
1).
Many small to medium sized municipalities were established in the country
arising out of the apartheid system of government. These municipalities were
mainly in Kwa-Zulu Natal and were established to suit apartheid ends. Towns
and villages such as Westville, Verulam, Ballito, Isipingo, Marburg, Mt
Edgecome, Hambanathi and Kloofeachhad their own autonomous municipality.
These were not representative municipalities but based on the apartheid system
of separate development. Many of them were not economically viable. The
limited economic framework in the country could not sustain the many hundreds
of relatively small municipalities. Viable small municipalities existed next to
several poor municipalities. This situation could not prevail forever because
even if non-viable municipalities collapsed, their neighbouring viable
municipalities would also be negatively affected because economic boundaries
are often not aligned to municipal boundaries but expand over a much wider
region. The economy ofone town impacts on that ofanother particularly ifthey
are relatively small to medium sized towns.
Residents of the non-viable municipalities contributed to the economy of the
economically viable municipalities through their labour and other economic
activities. Any restructuring ofmunicipalities must prevent the errors ofthe past.
This would be a difficult challenge because in as much as the Group Areas Act
has been repealed much ofthe damage has already been done in a sense that:-
highly valued properties are still in the hands ofWhites;
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q- the wealth ofthe country is still in the hands ofWhites;
A" skills are still with the Whites;
education is lacking among the Blacks,
recreational and sports facilities are to be found in White areas,
and most important,
the attitude ofboth Black and White citizens towards building
the New Democratic South Africa is changing rather slowly.
These are just some of the 'ills' that have been inherited from the apartheid
government of the past. To attain the ideal of "representative, non-racial,
economically viable local authorities" would indeed be a tall order in view of
what has been stated above. Although the process has begun, the complete
transformation would take many years.
The question of how this could be achieved was debated and it was accepted
that, in the interim, local authorities had to be amalgamated and, as soon as it
became feasible, local authorities were to be completely restructured. This
followed a series of meetings and other activities which culminated in a final
report which was compiled as follows:
"Chapter 1 contains the background, objective, composition of
the working and certain definitions applicable to the report.
Chapter 11 addresses the main points of departure of the
document, namely sections 28 and 29 of the Provincial and
Local Government Affairs Act, 1992 (Act 134 of1992) and the
five target dates determined on 27 March 1992. Chapter 11
addresses the results ofthe working group sessions in the form
of the draft report distributed to members after the working
group sessions, after which Chapter 1V contains a discussion of
the results according to the comments received Chapter V
addresses certain differing points ofview that surfacedduring
the August meeting and in the comments, while Chapter VI
comes to certain conclusionsfollowing the discussion" (Council
for the Coordination ofLocal Government Affairs 1992: 3-4).
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This was a comprehensive report that paved the way for the transformation of
Local Government to begin. Notwithstanding the complexities ofthe situation
and some disagreements among the parties there was a genuine commitment to
transform local government. A few ofthe more pertinent issues are mentioned
hereunder.
In the background to the report it is mentioned that, inter alia, the following
resolutions were taken by the Council for the Co-ordination of Local
Government Affairs on 27 March 1992 as a direct result of Minister Wessels
speech which highlights what was mentioned earlier about the complexities of
the problem, namely,
"Black local authorities as they are presently demarcated, as
well·as other smaller local authorities, are not viable on their
own and that ways have to be found to address the problem;
the problem can only be addressed by way ofthe establishment
of non-racial economically viable local authorities and that
encouraging measures are desirable;
the creation ofjoint administrations on a voluntary negotiated
basis, is a mechanism to reach the goal, but where it doesn't
take place spontaneously before·1 January 1993, certainfiscal
measures be determined to encourage it;
the principle of uniform trade tariffs is accepted within joint
administrative areas with the target date being 1 January 1993;
The system of intergovernmental grants for services for
residents ofBlack local authorities be continued until 30 June
1993;
Most of these issues were embodied in the Local Government Transition Act.
On ~ August 1992 members and observers at a special meeting of the Co-
ordinating Council in Bloemfontein took a closer look at the position of local
government and how it would operate during the transitional phase. Differences
and viewpoints were identified during a general session ofthe committee and a
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final report was compiled (Council for the Co-ordination ofLocal Government
Affairs 1992: 3-4).
The objectives ofthe report were to bring about a uniform approach towards the
implementation ofSections 28 and 29 ofthe Provincial and Local Government
Affairs Amendment Act, 1992. Sections 28 (1) ofthe then Provincial and Local
Government Affairs Amendment Act (Act 134 of 1992) passed as follows:-
Section 28
"(1) An Administrator may, notwithstanding any other law, by
proclamation in the Official Gazette and with effect from a
date specified in the proclamation -
(a) after consultation with the local government bodies
concerned:-
(i) demarcate an area (hereinafter referred to as
a joint administrative area) which comprises
the areas of jurisdiction of two or more local
government bodies or a part of those areas of
jurisdiction (whether such areas are
contiguous or not) by determining and
describing and from time to time altering the
boundaries thereof;
(il) assign a name to such a joint administrative
area;
(b) after consideration of a relevant recommendation of the
Commission established by section 29 (1), provide for the
apportionment of revenue derived from and expenditure
incurred in connection with the performance ofa function or
the rendering of a service by such a local government body
within or in connection with the joint administrative area
concerned;
(c) provide for uniform tariffs in respect of such a service".
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Section 29 ofthe said Act provided for the establishment ofa commission to be
known as the Advisory Commission on Financial Aspects regarding Local
Government Affairs. The purpose of the Commission in subsection (6) is as
follows:
"(6) The Commission shall at the request of-
(a) the Minister of Finance investigate and make
recommendations, in writing, regarding the apportionment
of grants to local government bodies by the State;
(b) an Administrator investigate and make recommendations in
writing regarding the apportionment of income and
expenditure in accordance with section 27(1), including the
determination of a basis on which such apportionment may
be made having regard to the viability of the local
government bodies concerned".
Section 28 quoted above were attempts by the previous government and other
stake holders to start rationalising local government due to the state of the flux
local government was in, in the early 1990's. Such rationalisation depended upon
the will of the various administrators because they were empowered to merge
two or more local authorities. There appeared to be very little movement
towards the rationalisation of local government arising out of these
aforementioned provisions in the Provincial and Local Government Affairs
Amendment Act (Act 134 of 1992).
Section 29 expressed the concern with which the financial posItion of
municipalities were viewed. At the request of the Minister of Finance and the
Administrators of the Provinces the commission was to investigate and make
recommendations in terms ofSub-Section (6) of Section 29.
In essence it was recognised that there was a need to establish a set ofguidelines
for the fast tracking ofthe establishment ofjoint administrations and to look into
the financial affairs ofmunicipalities. Specific objectives were identified such as
determining the feasibility of the target dates, determining norms for judging
progress with negotiation as criterion for the application of fiscal measures,
determining ways in which uniform tariffs can be determined and enforced,
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finding alternatives to deal with the debts ofBlack local authorities, determining
guidelines for dealing with surplus personnel, determining the necessity oflocal
government elections in the transitional phase and so forth.
3.2.2 The Interim Constitution - Act 200 of 1993
Firstly it must be mentioned that section 6 ofthe above Act makes provision for
all persons who qualifY to vote, irrespective of their race, to vote, in any
national, provincial and local government elections. This provision indeed paved
the way for democratic elections to take place at all levels ofgovernment.
Because local government elections could not take place simultaneously with
national and provincial governments elections, section 245 of the Interim
Constitution made provision for transitional arrangements for local government
and in this regard referred to the Local Government Transition Act (Act 200 of
1993).
3.2.3 The Local Government Transition Act - Act 209 of 1993
This was the key piece of legislation that brought about fundamental
transformation oflocal government. It was a document put together by the Local
Government Negotiating Forum, alongside the national negotiating process
(Ministry of Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998: 3). It
must be pointed out that this Act was not intended to be a blueprint for a new
local government system but was merely introduced to commence the process
of change of a rapidly failing local government system prevailing at the time
when other spheres ofgovernment were being radically transformed (Ministry
ofProvincial Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998: 3). In essence the
aim of the Act was to create a framework for the orderly transition of local
government from a system of apartheid to full democracy which would
simultaneously address the inequalities, structural, financial and other problems
such as legitimacy at local level. It was a mechanism to guide transformation
immediately whilst awaiting the final constitutional dispensation (Secretariat of
the Local Government Negotiating Forum, 1993: 4).
There are two aspects ofthis Act which brought about dramatic transformation
that are worthy of mention. Firstly it allowed all citizens, irrespective of their
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race to be nominated to serve on municipal bodies and secondly it established a
process for the complete transformation oflocal government.
In respect ofopening up participation in local government to people ofall races,
Section 5 (3) of Schedule 1 of the aforementioned Act makes provision for
persons ofany race, subject to certain other qualifying criteria, to be nominated
as a member of a transitional municipality. This was in direct contrast to the
system oflocal government that prevailed during the apartheid era. During that
era people could only be nominated to serve on local councils, ifcouncils existed
in their areas, according to their race. If it was a White area then only Whites
could be nominated to serve in White municipalities (Act 97 of 1996, Section 5
(3) of Schedule 1).
In terms of the process for the complete transformation of local government
three phases were determined. The phases were the "pre-interim phase" (part
iv ofthe Local Government Transition Act), the "interim phase" (part v ofthe
Local Government Transition Act) and the "'-mal phase" oftransformation of
local government. The Local Government Transition Act will take local
government to the beginning of the ''final phase" in the transition process.
Thereafter the Local Government Transition Act, having served its purpose,
would be repealed and new legislation would be enacted that could once again
alter the shape and form of local government and will continue into the final
phase. It is envisaged from an overview ofpreparatory documentation such as
the White Paper that such bodies ought to be financially viable and
developmental in nature. Apart from being undemocratic these were two key
fundamental aspects that were missing during the apartheid era that brought
about the failure ofthe local government system in this country. The transitional
phase saw a vast improvement in these defects but it is felt by the current
legislators that this is inadequate. Besides, the Local Government Transition Act
was only intended to start the process oftransforming local government and not
to provide a blueprint for a local government system (Ministry of Provincial
Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998: 3). This is further expounded a
little later on in this chapter.
3.2.3.1The Pre-Interim Phase
Thepre-interimphase envisaged the establishment offorums. Theseforums were
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the vehicles that drove the transformation oflocal government, in other words,
they were the official bodies that brought about the restructuring of local
government.
Official i~ the sense that their status was legislated for in the Local Government
Transition Act and in terms of the provisions of the said Act these structures
were given recognition by the relevant Member of the Executive Committee
responsible for local government in each province (Act 209 of 1993, Section 6).
These forums were to restructure local government bodies by negotiating new
structures. As agreements arising out of such forums were accepted by the
member of the Executive Committee responsible for local government who
utilised suchagreements to establishTRANSmONALLOCAL COUNCILS,
old councils were simultaneously disestablished. Section 6 ofthe Act empowered
the member of the Executive Committee responsible for local government in
each province to grant official status to Forums. In order to gain official status
in terms of Section 6 ofthe Act, Forums had to comply with the principles and
procedures outlined in Schedule 1 of the said Act. These principles and
procedures are detailed hereunder:-
• Area of forum
For example, in the context of the Greater Dwban Functional Region it was
inconceivable to think that this region was split into so many autonomous local
authorities. The Borough ofVerulam and the Canelands Health Committee were
actually separate local authorities yet neither could manage as fully fledged local
authorities on their own in the long term. The Borough ofVerulam was on the
brink ofcollapse just prior to it becoming a part ofthe North Local Council of
the Durban Metropolitan Region. The Canelands Health Committee was
administered by the Tongaat Town Board which was a fair distance away from
the said Health Committee.
Paragraph 1 (2) ofSchedule 1 ofthe Act (Act 209 of 1993) required, intera/ia,
areas whichinclude commercial and industrial linkages, daily commuting patterns
and the provision of services within the area.
Paragraph 2 of Schedule 1 of the Act also empowers the Member of the
Executive Committee concerned to determine the area ofthe forum. Should the
Member ofthe Executive Committee invoke the provisions ofthis paragraph he
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would have to notify the Town Clerks ofthe relevant local authorities concerned
(Act 209 of 1993, Paragraph 2 (l)(b) of schedule of schedule 1).
In so detennining the area ofa forum the Member ofthe Executive Committee
had to take into account the area ofany existing forum as well as the area ofany
existing local government body (Act 209 ofl993, Paragraph 2 (2)(b) ofschedule
1). When an area has been declared a forum area one ofthe Town Clerks from
the said area had to convene the inaugural meeting of the forum in terms of
Paragraph 2 (3) of Schedule I ofthe Act. In doing so the said Town Clerk had
to invite all potential members and observers to the meeting. Sub paragraph (a)
also provided power to the Member ofthe Executive Committee to nominate a
particular Town Clerk to arrange such inaugural meeting.
The reasons for these provisions are clear. Local governments were compelled
to transform. Should roleplayers in any area not come together for the purposes
of transforming local government or should there be too many disputes that
cannot be resolved relative to transitional arrangements, the relevant Member of
the Executive Committee was empowered to act decisively. Sub Paragraph (5)
therein made the Member of the Executive Committee's decision final and
binding.
• Membership of forum
Membership ofthe forum is covered in Paragraph 3 ofSchedule 1 ofthe Local
Government Transition Act, 209 of 1993. The fundamental principle here was
the principle of inclusivity and representativity.. But notwithstanding this
principle the Act made provision for the process to continue should any
stakeholder decide not to participate (Act 209 of1993, Paragraph 3 ofschedule
1). The Act also made provision for observers (Act 209 of 1993, Paragraph 3
(2) of Schedule 1).
In terms ofsub-paragraph 3 ofthe said schedule only bonafide institutions could
apply to be members or observers of forums. In making an application,
applicants were required to submit, in writing, their constitution, a list of their
office-bearers and details of activities and their membership. In terms of sub
paragraph 4 membership ofthe forum was only available to:-
>members of local government bodies;
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>persons representing local organisations which are representative
of substantial sectors of the wider community having a vested
interest in the political restructuring oflocal government, including
civic associations, residents' associations and the local structures of
politial parties"(Act 209 of 1993).
In terms of sub paragraph 5 herein applicants for membership ofthe forum had
to indicate whether they were part of the statutory component or the non-
statutory component. Each component was described in the Local Government
Transition Act as follows:-
(a) the statutory component, comprising members of the
existing local government bodies and persons representing
bodies or organisations approved by the forum as being part
of the component; or
(b) the non-statutory component, comprising persons
representing any other bodies or organisations not
contemplated in item (a) having a vested interest in the
political restructuring orrocal government and approved by
the forum as being part of such component (Act 209 of
1993).
Once again should any forum not be able to reach agreement on whether a
member is to be regarded as part ofthe statutory or non-statutory components
such matter is to be referred to the Member ofthe Executive Committee for a
final decision, which decision was binding on the forum.
Negotiating matters and objectives
Matters to be negotiated by the forums were contained in section 7 ofthe Local
Government Transition Act. These issues to be negotiated have been further
amplified in Schedule 1 to the said Act and these have already been described
above. Specific to transitional metropolitan areas Section 7 (1)(b) provides for
negotiation of the following:-
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> a transitional metropolitan council with transitional
metropolitan substructures for a metropolitan area of
local government within the area of the forum as a
possible option during the pre-interim period (Act 209 of
1993).
The said section in the Act further provided for further matters to be negotiated
should the option of metropolitan government be agreed upon. Such matters
included the powers and duties that would be metropolitan powers and duties
and those powers and duties that would be undertaken by the metropolitan
substructures. The Act in Section 7 also made it clear that any transitional
metropolitan council may, in its discretion, decide not to exercise power or
perform any duty (Act 209 of 1993). The number ofseats and the nomination of
persons to serve on the transitional metropolitan council and the transitional
metropolitan substructure councils also had to be negotiated.
Section 7 ofthe Act also stipulated a time frame within which all matters had to
be negotiated. Should the cut-off, of 30lb November 1994 not be met then the
Member ofthe Executive Committee concerned had the power to refer problem
cases to an arbitration committee also instituted in terms ofSection 7 ofthe Act,
which committee would decide on matters ofdisagreements within forums. This
demonstrated the seriousness with which the legislature and the other
roleplayers were about transforming local government. The other roleplayers
included those political parties and interest groups who negotiated the provisions
ofthe Local Government Transition Act (Act 209 of 1993).
With certain exceptions decisions of the forum could only be taken by a
concurrent majority of two-thirds of both the statutory and non-statutory
components ofthe forum (Act 209 of 1993, Section 7 (3)).
In the final analysis the function of these forums was to negotiate transitional
structures that replaced apartheid structured municipalities in the pre-interim
period.
Nomination by forum of persons for appointment as members of
transitional councils
In terms ofthe Local Government Transition Act (Act 209 of 1993, Paragraph
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5 of Schedule 1) both the statutory and the non-statutory components of each
forum had to prepare and submit to each other a list of their nominations of
candidates who would serve on the transitional metropolitan council and the
transitional metropolitan substructure councils. The Act provided for a
representative committee comprising members ofeach component to meet and
try to reach consensus on such nominations but the said section stipulates that
at least one half of each component's list should be acceptable by the other
component.
Sub-paragraph (2)(a) reads as follows:-
"One half of the nominations shall include members
of the local government bodies concerned and shall
comprise equitably weighted representation of the
local government bodies concerned which shall not
disturb the pre-existing relationships within and
between those local government bodies".
whilst sub-paragraph (2)(b) reads as follows:-
"The other halfof the nominations shall comprise equitable
representation ofall those sectors ofsociety which in the past
did not participate in the electoral process in the area ofthat
forum" (Act 209 of 1993).
The above quoted paragraphs created the opportunity for those who participated
in local government during the apartheid era to work with those who, because
of the apartheid laws, could not participate or, because of certain restrictions
legislated for by the apartheid government, chose not to participate.
Secretarial services
Paragraph 6 ofSchedule 1 ofthe Act made provision for the forums to appoint
a secretariat and the expenses of such secretariat are to be met by the local
government bodies concerned. This meant that there was no undue financial
burden placed on individual participants of the forums (Act 209 of 1993).
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Procedures at meetings of forum
The Local Government Transition Act went so far as to provide rules oforder
to regulate meetings ofthe forums (Act 209 of 1993). During the early days of
transforming local government, diverse groupings ofpeople met and there had
to be set procedures to avoid unruly meetings.
In essence the Local Government Transition Act made provision for the
establishment of forums, which were to negotiate the establishment of
transitional councils. These transitional councils and their administrations were
tasked with, inter alia, the following crucial issues, namely,
continue to provide local government services to its citizens (local government
had no time to stop providing services, deal with the transformation issues and
then provide services when all the transformation issues were resolved);
tend to issues such as the merging ofthe old disestablished local authorities, (this
included, inter alia, the rationalisation of staff, services, tariffs and property
rates), and at the same time to provide services in areas previously deprived of
such services (in many cases this meant stretching your administration well
beyond their capacity);
prepare integrated development plans;
tend to all human resource issues coupled with the unifying of administrations
as well as assist staff to cope with change, and
prepare for the first democratic elections (there were demarcation issues as well
as organising the administrative machinery to run the elections.
Such negotiations gave birth to the Greater Johannesburg Transitional
Metropolitan Council and its associated transitional sub-structure councils as
well as the Greater Durban Transitional Metropolitan Council and its associated
transitional sub-structure councils.
All the above detail provided in the Local Government Transition Act was to
guide the transition process during very turbulent times. In the circumstances it
served its purpose well. Not only was the Pre-interim period instituted to
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commence the process oftransformation but it also had to pave the way for the
first democratic elections for local government which would lead local
government into the next phase oftransformation which is the "Interim Phase"
(Act 209 of 1993).
3.2.3.2 The Interim Phase
The interim phase commencedwithdemocratic elections for municipalities being
held for the first time throughout South Africa. The structures created were
provided for in the Local Government Transition Act, and were recognised to
be transitional arrangements awaiting the final phase oftransformation.
Section 8 of the Local Government Transition Act made provision for the
delimitation of areas ofjurisdiction and establishment of transitional councils.
This meant that council boundaries could once again change. In fact it did
change in some instances. In the Durban Metropolitan region the external
boundaries ofthe DurbanMetropolitan Transitional Council itselfdid not change
but some ofthe sub-structure boundaries did change. The Western sub-structure
and the Central sub-structure were split into two sub-structures each. Thus the
Durban Metropolitan region, during the interim phase, ended up having six sub-
structures compared to the pre-interim phase where there were four sub-
structures. The Western sub-structure was split into the Inner West Local
Council and the Outer West Local Council. The Central Sub-structure was split
into The North Central Local Council and the South Central Local Council (Act
209 of 1993, Section 8).
Section 8 also made provision for per sub-section 2 (b) (ii) for the Board and the
Member ofthe Executive Committee to determine or redetermine powers and
duties with certain provisos. There is also provision in the same sub-section for
the Board and the Member ofthe Executive Committee to decide on the number
of seats. In the case of the North Local Council of the Durban Metropolitan
region the number of seats from the transitional council to the elected council
have been redetermined. This council initially had forty eight seats whereas the
current elected council now has thirty seats. In fact most ofthe councils had their
seats reduced from what existed during the pre-interim period (Act 209 of1993,
Section 8).
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The Act in terms of section 9 made provision for the election of transitional
councils. There have been strict cut-offdates and in terms ofthe said section of
the Act the cut-offdate was 1sI November 1995 with certain overriding powers
granted to the Minister. Sub-section lA of Section 9 held the provision that if
elections were unlikely to be held by 31 August 1996 the powers vested in the
Member of the Executive Council responsible for local government in each
province shall vest in the Minister of Provincial Affairs and Constitutional
Development. Section 9, Sub-section 1B provides for the dissolution of the
transitional councils upon election ofthe new councils. The Act goes further in
terms of Section 9, Sub-section (lB)(c), to provide for the dissolution of
municipalities should elections not be held by 31 August 1996. This stresses the
importance with which the legislators viewed the transition oflocal government
(Act 209 of 1993, Section 9).
In the case ofKwa-Zulu Natal and the Western Cape, their first democratic local
government elections were delayed due to problems encountered with voters
rolls. The elections in Kwa-Zulu Natal were eventually held in May 1996. The
Local Government Transition Act, however, via Section 9 (lA) contained a
provision for the Minister to proclaim transitional councils (Act 209 of 1993,
Section 9).
At the time ofwriting this dissertation local government in South Afri<!a is in the
Interim Phase in terms ofthe Local Government Transition Act. The final phase
with the new legislation is still awaited. The Local Government Transition Act,
which is the interim legislation, had to be amended to put in place stricter
financial controls until the final phase is reached.
3.2.3.2.1 Amendments to the Local Government Transition Act
The Local Government Transition Act was amended to cater for certain
situations not thought about during its preparation. One of the most striking
features included in the said amendment is Section lOG covering financial
matters. The financial dilemma in which local authorities found themselves
before the transition began and in the early years ofits transition started to gain
the attention ofall roleplayers least ofall the legislators (Act 97 of1996, Section
lOG).
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Section lOG has been crucial to the successful transformation of local
government during the interim phase of transition. In essence section lOG
required all municipalities to conduct its affairs in an effective, economical and
efficient manner with a view to optimising the use ofits resources in addressing
the needs of its communities, to conduct its financial affairs in an accountable
and transparent manner and prepare a financial plan in accordance with its
integrated development plan in respect of all its powers, duties and objectives.
In addressing the needs of the communities in post apartheid South Africa,
municipalities faced the enormous challenge ofhaving to extend its services to
all areas under its control. Many communities that have been brought into
municipalities come from the previously disadvantaged sector that either had no
municipal services or very limited municipal services. The challenge placed·on
local government by the legislators ofthe second amendment is to cater for these
communities with prudent financial management.
With the amalgamation ofmunicipalities, the already cash strapped municipalities
have been burdened even further with the need to take services to areas that
were previously denied such services without the corresponding income to meet
these new challenges. In other words municipalities literally had to do more with
less money and other resources. With this in mind the legislature placed onerous
tasks on the chief executive officers of municipalities. Such tasks as stated in
section 10 G (2) require the chief executive officer to inter alia keep all the
accounting records of the municipality that are necessary to reflect the
transactions and financial state ofaffairs ofthe municipality.
In the capital estimates the municipality must also reflect the future capital
charges, operating and maintenance costs as well as the consequential influen~e
thereof on levies, rates and services charges.
Municipalities shall not budget for a year-end deficit on its operating account.
Previously municipalities were allowed to budget for a deficit. This is not a good
method of budgeting and the legislature has taken care of this by legislating
against deficit budgeting. Municipalities must also ensure that its budget is in
accordance with its integrated development plan.
Further sub paragraph (4) (a) requires municipalities to only incur expenditure
in accordance with its approved budget, provided that any decision required to
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be taken by a council to incur expenditure shall be taken by a majority of the
votes cast.
The budget must be submitted to the Minister ofFinance within 14 days from the
date of adoption by the council for the purpose of monitoring whether the
maximum expenditure limits set by the Department of Finance have been
complied with. The Minister ofFinance may delegate this monitoring function
to the Member ofthe Executive Committee responsible for Finance.
Ifa budget does not comply with the maximum expenditure limits, such budgets
shall be referred back to the council concerned for reconsideration and
amendment thereof at the next council meeting. The Minister of Finance may
exempt a particular municipality from complying with the said maximum
expenditure limits.
A municipality shall award contracts for goods and services in accordance with
a system which is fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and cost-effective. At
the same time municipalities are also required to give preference to the
protection or advancement ofpersons or categories of persons disadvantaged
by unfair discrimination, and shall make the granting ofsuch preferences public
in the manner determined by the council.
Sub sections 6 and 7 of section lOG deals with the valuation and rating of
properties. In this regard sub section 6 reads as follows:-
"(6) A local council, metropolitan local council and rural council
shall, subject to any other law, ensure that -
(a) properties within its area ofjurisdiction are valued or
measured at intervals prescribed by law;
(b) a single valuation roll of all properties so valued or
measured is compiled and is open for public
inspection; and
(c) all procedures prescribed by law regarding the
valuation or measurement ofproperties are complied
with, provided that if, in the case ofany property or
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category of properties, it is not feasible to value or
measure such property, the basis on which the
property rates thereofshall be determined, shall be as
·b d "prescn e ....
The main source ofa municipality's income is property rates. In this regard sub
section (7) (a) (i)provides for municipalities to levy and recover property rates.
Section lOG ofthe Local Government Transition Act, Second Amendment Act
does provide stringent measures in respect of the finances of municipalities.
Municipalities are under great pressure financially and are now required in terms
oflaw to be prudent in their financial affairs. ChiefExecutive Officers under the
old order did not have the financial dilemmas that face the modern day
municipalities, nor did they have the prudent financial requirements embodied in
current legislation. The challenges are great and the requirements stringent.
3.2.3.3 Final Phase
The final phase ofrestructuring oflocal government bodies will take place at the
next local government elections targeted for the end ofthe year 2000. The final
phase will commence with all the legislation that emanates out of the White
paperprocess. Municipalities will be completely restructured in terms ofthe new
dispensation and most ofthe old legislation as well as the interim legislation will
be replaced. The entire legislative process has been an enormous task in search
ofan 'ideal' system ofmunicipal government within a democracy. This process
is examined hereunder.
3.3 THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS TO RESTRUCTURE MUNICIPAL
GOVERNMENT (The fmal phase)
Notwithstanding the transformation alreadyundertaken municipalities would still
have to be transformed. The legislation during the pre-interim and the interim
phases were merely temporary to start the process of change (Ministry of
Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998: 3). The relevant
provisions of the then Interim Constitution, the Local Government Transition
Act and all the proclamations issued were to cater for special circumstances
during the transitionto give some legitimacy to arapidly failing local government
system prevailing in the country at that time. That was the period just prior to
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and after the first democratic elections for both national and provincial
governments held in April 1994. The result of the present composition of
transitional municipalitieswere the result ofagreements betweenpolitical parties,
even though they had divergent views on the matter. Staffofthe former councils
were appointed by agreement rather than on merit. The rationalisation of staff
is under way, but the "right sizing" ofcouncils can only take place at the time of
the next general elections (Moosa 1997: 9-11).
It is envisaged that this will be done because municipal council structures will be
determined by national legislation after much research and consultation coupled
with the experience that has now been gained from the transformed councils. The
structures will relate to efficiency and the number of councils. Ultimately
councils should be effective service delivery agents with adequate financial
resources to do so. Ofthe situation regarding local government the Minister said
"We now have the responsibility oftaking a very dispassionate, and if! may say,
logical view of exactly what kind of dispensation this country needs at a local
government level and it is for this reason we have embarked upon the White
paper process ...." (Moosa 1997: 10).
3.3.1 An incomplete transition
When the new South Africa was born in April 1994, transitional arrangements
were made for the restructuring of local government. These were only
transitional arrangements with the final dispensation still to come. The key
legislation that brought about a fair measure ofchange to municipal government
in this country has undoubtedly been the Local Government Transition Acts.
These were the Local Government Transition Act, 1993 (Act 209 of 1993) and
the Local Government Transition Act Second Amendment Act, 1996 (Act 97 of
1996). As the word ''transition'' suggests, both these Acts were temporary
piecesoflegislation introduced to merely kick start the process oftransformation
ofmunicipal government. It was envisaged right at the beginning ofthe process
that these were interim measures until a final dispensation is in place.
In this regard the preamble to the Act states, inter alia, that the Act is ''to
provide for the revised interim measures with a view to promoting the
restructuring oflocal government"(Act 209 ofI993). Further, PART IV and
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PART V of the Act provides for the ''Pre-interim phase" and the ''Interim
phase"ofmunicipalities (Act 209 of 1993).
Being mindful ofthe above the Ministry for Provincial Affairs and Constitutional
Development commenced the process towards what has been labelled the'1inal
phase" of the transformation ofmunicipal government.
3.3.2 The Legislative Process Begins
The Minister ofProvincial Affairs and Constitutional Development has deviated
somewhat from the usual way in which legislation is prepared and approved by
Parliament in South Africa, to prepare for the awaited legislation that would take
local government through to the final phase. The said Minister, together with the
White Paper Political Committee, has issued a document entitled, ''Towards a
White paper on Local Government in South Africa".
The White Paper process had several key documents that were workshopped by
all the key stakeholders to achieve the legislation which will take municipal
government through to its final phase in its transformation. These documents
were:
> firstly, the discussion document entitled Towards a
White paper on Local Government in South Africa;
> secondly, the Green Paper on Local Government;
> thirdly, the White Paper on Local Government, and
> fourthly, the relevant Bills that will emanate from this
process.
3.3.3 Towards a White Paper on Local Government in South Africa - A
Discussion Document
This document provided an overview ofthe major issues on which policies were
required to be embodied in future local government legislation. This was an
extremely important document as it laid the fouridation for the formulation and
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implementation of several Acts of Parliament which would see municipalities
move from the transitional phase into a new era of democratically elected,
financially viable and community-driven entities and from a system of cold, far
removed from the community type government, to an internationally recognised
system ofpeople-oriented local governance.
With the introduction of this Discussion Document, the Minister of Provincial
Affairs and Constitutional Development constituted two committees known as
the White Paper Technical Committee and the White Paper Political Committee.
In respect of the Technical Committee its members are practitioners in local
government and its purpose is to assist the WhitePaperPolitical Committee with
technical aspects of the legislation including the drafting thereof (Ministry of
Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development and White Paper Political
Committee, 1997: 4).
The White Paper Political Committee is a multi-party Committee that was
established to assist and advise the Minister on the drafting of all legislation
regarding municipal government (Ministry of Provincial Affairs and
Constitutional Development and White Paper Political Committee, 1997: 4).
This document addresses inter alia the need for a vision for local government.
Since this was the basis on which all discussion, debate and ultimately Acts of
Parliament evolved and still have to evolve, a briefdiscussion on each ofthe key
headings is provided below.
3.3.3. JVISion for local government
Apartheid policies such as the Group Areas Act are the causes of the way our
cities and towns look today. The majority ofour cities are spatially divided and
unintegrated. Key components such as land, transport infrastructure and
community facilities were designed in a fashion that favoured residents ofWhite
suburbs much to the detriment ofthe urban poor. According to the discussion
document municipalities must be fundamentally transformed to "change the
urban environment, to racially integrate our towns and cities, and to stimulate
functional and integrated local economic development as well as redistribution"
(Ministry ofProvincial Affairs and Constitutional Development and White Paper
Political Committee, 1997: 8).
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Because of the appalling state of the cities and towns of South Africa the
discussion document proposes as a starting point a vision for municipalities. At
this juncture only elements to the vision still to be formulated have been provided
in the said document.
3.3.3.2 The international con/at
In the search for an ideal model for municipalities in South Africa no stone was
left unturned. A study of international trends on municipal government was
undertaken by the Department of Provincial Affairs and Constitutional
Development and placed in the discussion document for debate and discussion.
Some ofthe issues from the study ofmunicipalities internationally include,
> from government to governance;
> municipalities are thinking globally and acting
locally;
> fmaneial pressures;
> public sector and private sector are working more
closely together;
> shifts in the role and organisational structure of
municipalities;
> environmental issues are increasingly important,
and
> international networking (Ministry of Provincial
Affairs and Constitutional Developmentand WhitePaper
Political Committee, 1997: 9-12).
From the above it would appear that the issues and problems from the
aforementioned study are very similar to some ofthe issues and problems facing
South African municipalities. South Mrican municipalities, however, have the
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added challenge ofovercoming the problems caused by the apartheid system of
government.
3.3.3.3 Local government SWOT analysis
All municipalities in the country, provincial associations and provincial
governments were requested to perform the local government Strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) analysis as provided for in the
discussion document and forward their input to the Department of Provincial
Affairs and Constitutional Development. The idea was to determine the current
status of all municipalities to enable the said department to understand where
local government stood and where they needed to take local government in the
future.
3.3.3.4 The Constitution and local government
Chapter 7 in the country's constitution has been devoted to local government.
The constitution clearly spells out the aims and objectives of local government
under section 152 (Act 108 of 1996, section 152). The issues dealt with in this
section of the discussion document tie in with the constitution and include
development duties ofmunicipalities, co-operative governance, categories and
types of municipality, municipal functions and powers, municipal ·finance,
organised local government and gender (Ministry of Provincial Affairs and
ConstitutionalDevelopment and WhitePaperPolitical Committee, 1997: 22-24).
3.3.3.5 Governance andparticipatory local govemment
The international experience has been that of governance rather than
government. In promoting governance the discussion document states that 'lhe
essence ofgovernance is how a municipal council relates to its constituency -
those individuals who elected it"(Ministry of Provincial Affairs and
Constitutional Development and White Paper Political Committee, 1997: 26).
According to the discussion document, governance is about listening to all
groupings whilst government is about a mandate to take decisions on a wide
range ofissues (Ministry ofProvincial Affairs and Constitutional Development
and White Paper Political Committee, 1997: 26).
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3.3.3.6 The role o/Iocal government: what should municipalities do?
According to the discussion document the primary responsibility of
municipalities is to provide the essential services to all South Africans. Such
services include water, sanitation, electricity and so forth. (Ministry ofProvincial
Affairs and Constitutional Development and White Paper Political Committee,
1997: 29). One may easily say so what? What is new or different from the old
South Africa? Well there is a big difference! In the old South Africa not aD
South Africans had access to these essential services. In fact the vast majority of
South Africans were denied access to such essential services. The secondary role
ofmunicipalities is to promote economic and social development and to join in
with national and provincial development programmes (Ministry ofProvincial
Affairs and Constitutional Development and White Paper Political Committee,
1997: 29).
3.3.3.7 A new system/or local government
The discussion document acknowledges that the current system of municipal
government is not efficient and effective and states that this needs to be
addressed. The said document raises the issue ofthe style of local government
system, the key issues of which are the specific powers and functions of the
various structures, the boundaries ofmunicipalities, rationalisation, the number
ofmunicipalities, the link between small towns and adjacent rural areas, the two-
tier structure and the financial relationships between municipalities (Ministry of
Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development and White Paper Political
Committee, 1997: 35).
3.3.3.8 Municipal elections
The Constitution lays the groundwork for a democratic and open society. The
discussion document attempts to direct this process through to the envisaged
legislation so as to achieve these democratic principles and objectives (Ministry
ofProvincial Affairs and Constitutional Development and White Paper Political
Committee, 1997: 41).
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3.3.3.9 Municipal administration and human resource management
This chapter deals with the administrative arm ofmunicipalities and states that
municipal administration needs to change from the "old style" to become more
developmentally oriented. It also emphasises the Constitutional requirements of
municipalities, which are, inter alia
> to play a developmental role;
> to be accountable;
> to exercise their duties efficiently;
> to be representative; and
> to act lawfully, reasonably and follow fair procedures
(Ministry of Provincial Affairs and Constitutional
Development and White Paper Political Committee,
1997: 44- 45).
3.3.3.10 Building a financially viable sphere ofgovernment
One of the problems with municipal government in the past and during the
transitional phase has been undoubtedly the lack offinancial resources. Again in
this chapter the call is for public participation coupled with sound financial
management. This chapter was included to pick up this all important debate to
see what could be included in new municipal legislation emanating out of the
White Paper (Ministry ofProvincial Affairs and Constitutional Development and
White Paper Political Committee, 1997: 48).
3.3.4 The Green Paper on Local Government
The debate on the awaited legislation really started to intensify with the release
of a document entitled, 'The Green Paper on Local Government', in October
1997. It will be fair to say that this document threw out more problems than it
did solutions that local government needed at the time. But this was the
intention. The foreword in the Green Paper written by Minister M V Moosa, the
then Minister ofProvincial Affairs and Constitutional Development, provided a
clear intention to search for, inter alia, the best possible policy solutions for
municipal government in South Africa.
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The Green Paper merely paves the way for the White Paper, which will be a
more focussed document. It is therefore not necessary to go into too much ofthe
details of this document. What is important, however, is the process and the
extent to which the current government views the role and importance of local
government and the need to transform local government that it has gone into
such a detailed process in bringing about this new legislation. The Green Paper
was available on the internet and did attract international readership.
The document spells out a vision for local government. For the first time in
South Africa, local government as a whole has a vision. The vision is as follows:-
"Local government should be developmental. It
should exercise its powers and functions in a way
which maximises the social development and
economic growth of communities. It should plan and
manage development in an integrated and
sustainable manner, and promote spatial and social
integration. Local government should be responsive
and accountable, and deliver services which meet
community needs in an efficient and equitable
manner. It should seek to promote democratic values,
both within the community and within its
institutions.
Local government in South Africa is a distinct sphere
ofgovernment, interdependent and interrelated with
the national provincial spheres. Municipalities have
the right to govern on their own initiative, the local
government of their community, subject to national
and provincial legislation.
They are required to give priority to the basic needs of the
community, promote the social and economic development
ofthe community, and participate in national and provincial
development programmes.
Within a co-operative system, the Constitution mandates local government
to:
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• provide democratic and accountable government for local
communities;
• ensure the provision of services to communities in a
sustainable manner;
• promote social and economic development;
• promote a safe and healthy environment; and
• encourage the involvement of communities and community
organisations in the matters of local government." (Ministry of
Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1997: 1).
With regard to this vision the Green Paper states the following:
''This mandate places local government at the centre
of building local environments in which our
communities can develop and grow. The task is
daunting: apartheid has fundamentally damaged the
spatial, social and economic environment in which
people live, work, raise families and seek to fulfil their
aspirations. Local government can only rise to the
challenge of reversing the legacy of the past, and
constructing sustainable living environments for the
future, if municipalities are financially and
institutionally empowered. It is therefore critical that
we transform and capacitate local government"
(Ministry of Provincial Affairs and Constitutional
Development, 1997: 1).
It is often said that municipal government is also known as the people's
government. It is the closest form ofgovernment to the people on the ground.
It touches their lives. Ifany form or sphere ofgovernment can tackle challenges
of re-building a divided nation then certainly local government must be at the




In the wake of the state local government has come from, and the state it is in,
together with the vision and the challenges mentioned above to transform local
government for the future, the Green Paper recognises the enormity ofthe task.
In this regard it would appear that the government is embracing itself to assist
municipalities with these changes. The Green Paper provides a special section to
cater for " Implementing the new local government system"(Ministry of
Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development 1997,: 90). The Green Paper
states that care will be taken to ensure that municipalities, which have already
undergone substantial administrative restructuring are not subject to undue strain
during any reorganisation that may arise from the implementation of the new
local government system. Such changes will be structured and phased.
Apart from the "vision" and "the transformation process" the paper has seven
sections and each section is briefly captured hereunder (Ministry ofProvincial
Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1997: v-vi).
Section A - The cu"ent reality
This section ofthe paper provides:
a history of local government, which outlines the dynamics of
apartheid local government, and which explains the origin of
existing divisions within local areas;
an overview of the existing transitional system of local
government, based on an extensive primary research project
undertaken;
an overview of human settlement patterns and trends, which
illustrates some of the challenges faced by municipalities in the
social geography ofthe settlements they manage, and
a conclu~ion defining the challenge for local government.
Section B - C~operative Government
This section covers the constitutional framework for local government







Section C - Development Local Government
One of the key issues that will no doubt be embodied in the new
legislation is the developmental role local government will play in the
future. According to the Green Paper a new energetic brand of
leadership and institutional forms is required to take local government
into the next millennium.
Section D - Institutional Systems
This section covers the various types ofmunicipalities for which criteria
will have to be embodied in legislation so that (a) particular type(s) of
municipality could be determined for a particular area.
Section E - Political Systems
This section describes the different models ofpolitical structuring as well
as municipal committee systems and democratic participation. It
proposes that the existing number ofmunicipal councillors be decreased.
The question oftraditional leaders is briefly dealt with as well.
Section F - Administrative Systems
The need for local government to play a developmental role has been
emphasised many times in the Green Paper. This section calls for
fundamental transformationand reorganisationofthe administrative arms
ofmunicipalities to support the establishment ofdevelopmentally based
municipalities.
Section G - Finance
Many municipalities of the past were not financially sustainable. They
depended on subsidies from provincial and central government. Most of
the post apartheid municipalities albeit still in their infancy, are not in a
position to address these financial imbalances. This section envisions a
new local government finance system.
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3.3.5 White Paper on Local Government
This document was released in March 1998. In the wake of having already
discussed the documents, namely, 'towards a White paper on localgovernment'
and 'Green Paper on localgovernment' earlier in this section it is only necessary
to focus on the heart of this research, that is, that new creature of statute,
namely, metropolitan government.
3.3.5.1 Metropolitan Governments ofSouth Africa - Refining the System
South African metropolitan municipalities, emerged as democratic
transformation of government at the local sphere began. For the first time in
South Africa metropolitan municiPalities were introduced. The previous
chapters hopefully demonstrated just how poorly local government was
structured under the previous regime's policy of separate development. There
is a danger, however, in trying to fix up all apartheid's ills in one go. The danger
is that if the structures are changed too radically they may not have the
infrastructure and sophistication to be effective. This chapter takes a closer look
at this relatively new type of authority in South Africa called metropolitan
government.
3.3.5.1.1 Definition ofa metropolitan area
An acceptable definition of"metropolitan area" has been provided in the White
Paper on Local Government. This definition is as follows:-
"..•Iarge urban settlements with high population densities,
complex and diversified economies and a high degree of
functional integration across the larger geographic area than
the normal jurisdiction of a municipality.
Economic and social activities transcend municipal
boundaries, and metropolitan residents may live in one
locality, work in another, and utilise recreational facilities
across the Metropolitan area" (Ministry ofProvincial Affairs
and Constitutional Development, 1998: 58).
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In South Africa there are six metropolitan areas - Greater Johannesburg, Greater
Pretoria, Cape Metropolitan area, Durban, Lekoa Vaal and Khayalami.
An all embracing reason for wanting Metropolitan governments according to
Sutcliffe is that "Metropolitan areas require special consideration, given the
density ofpopulation, the existence ofmultiple, overlapping externalities and the
need to coordinate services over larger areas, while simultaneously ensuring
proximity between voters and councillors"(Sutcliffe, 1998: 6).
The White Paper cites three further reasons for the establishment ofmetropolitan
authorities: -
• To establish a basis for equitable and socially just metropolitan
governance;
• To promote strategic land use planning, and coordinated public
investment in physical and social infrastructure; and
• To develop a city wide framework for economic and social framework
so as to promote the economic competitiveness and well-being of the
city (Ministry of Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development
1998: 59-60).
This is a vast difference from the previous municipal structures. For instance,
around the old City ofDurban were numerous relatively medium and small-sized
local authorities such as Umhlanga Rocks, Verulam, Mt Edgecombe, Canelands
and Westville. Each ofthese authorities was autonomous and did planning, for
instance, independently of its neighbours with whom it shared common
boundaries. Each authority therefore went in its own determined direction. Many
could barely survive financially, for example, the fonner Borough ofVerulam.
Many could not also provide all the services and depended on larger authorities
such as the fonner City ofDurban for the provision ofcertain services such as
the supply and reticulation ofelectricity.
Durban Electricity did provide extended services well beyond the old City of
Durbanboundaries. Some ofthe smaller local authorities around Durban entered
into agency agreements with the City ofDurban to provide electricity to their
areas because it was not viable for these authorities to provide this service. In a
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sense this service was already "metropolitanised". The problem was that only the
old City of Durban benefited from the surplus that it earned from the sale of
electricity.
In the main, White controlled cities and towns blossomed, whilst contiguous to
these prosperous areas were unviable Black local authorities. This certainly
amplified the need for metropolitan government.
3.3.5.1.2 Metropolitan government institutions
With regard to the type of institutional arrangements for municipalities, the
White Paper gets to the heart of the issue by this powerful statement:
"The choice of institutional arrangements for the
municipalities which will govern South Africa's
metropolitan areas is a key policy issue which not
only impacts on the lives of millions of metropolitan
residents, but is central to the economic weD-being of
the nation as a whole"(Ministry of Provincial Affairs
and Constitutional Development 1998: 61).
In establishing municipal institutions the difficulty lies in determining how large
a municipality ought to be to achieve maximum economies of scale and at the
same time manageable, in terms of its size, so that it will be efficient.
Unfortunately there is no ready made formula to determine the ideal size that will
achieve both the economies ofscale required and still be efficient. And this 'ideal
size' may vary from one metropolitan region to another and even from one
country to another depending on their state ofdevelopment. Both these aspects
are vital to the success ofa metropolitan authority. After all, the economic well-
being ofthe country is dependent upon the success ofits metropolitan areas. In
the next chapter a closer look at metropolitan structures is undertaken and
whether the proposed structures that are currently under debate in the process
are likely to achieve the proposed aims ofour democratically elected government
(Ministry ofProvincial Affairs and Constitutional Development, 1998: 61).
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3.3.5.1.3 Metropolitan government systems
In the South African context the government is looking at one of two types of
Metropolitan systems, namely, metropolitan government with ward committees
and metropolitan government with metropolitan local councils.
a) Metropolitan governments with ward committees
With this type of metropolitan arrangement there would be a metropolitan
council which is empowered with full legislative, executive and administrative
municipal powers and functions.
There would also be aWard Committee for each ward in the metropolitan area
on which would serve the ward councillor and representatives from civil society
organizations. These ward committees will be committees of the metropolitan
council and may receive powers and functions delegated to it from the
metropolitan council. They may also advise the metropolitan council on certain
matters and they may be consulted on specific issues. The intention behind this
type ofmetropolitan government is to bring government closer to the people and
also to get people to participate in the affairs oftheir local government (Ministry
of Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development 1998: 65). The ward
councillor must be chairperson of the committee and not more than 10 other
persons who are residents in the ward must serve on the committee (Municipal
Structures Act, 1998: section 73 (2»).
In earlier drafts of the Municipal Structures Bill ward committees were
mandatory, however, later drafts make such committees optional. The purpose
of these ward committees according to the Municipal Structures Act is to
enhance participatory democracy in the local sphere ofgovernment (Municipal
Structures Act, 1998: section 72 (3». In terms of Section 73 (1), should a
metropolitan council or local council elect to have ward committees, it must
have such committees for each ward. The metro or local council may make
administrative arrangements to assist ward committees to beeffective (Municipal
Structures Act, 1998: section 73 (4».
An interesting feature ofthe ward committees is that its members would not be
eligible for remuneration (Municipal Structures Act, 1998: section 77).
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b) Metropolitan Government with metropolitan local councils
These councils are provided for under Part 3 ofthe Municipal Structures Bill In
this type of metropolitan government full legislative, executive and
administrative municipal powers and functions are given to the metropolitan
council. The metropolitan council is given discretionary powers to establish
metropolitan local councils. Ifa metropolitan council exercises this prerogative
it would have to do so by passing by-laws (Municipal Structures Act, 1998:
Section 57).
This is a vast change from the existing arrangement ofmetropolitan government.
In terms ofthe Local Government Transition Act,1993 (Act 209 of 1993), the
Member of the Executive Committee for Local Government in each province
determines metropolitan areas, metropolitan local areas within metropolitan
areas as well as the powers and functions of metropolitan councils and
metropolitan local councils. In terms of the Municipal Structures Act the
Member of the Executive Committee's role in the structure of metropolitan
government has been diminished. All power, it would appear, will been given to
the metropolitan councils (Municipal Structures Act, 1998: Section 57).
The rationale for this move by the Department of Provincial Affairs and
Constitutional Development is to be found on page 58 of the White Paper on
Local Government. This section reads as follows:-
"Some ofthe factors which have guided the choice ofmunicipal
institutions proposed in this White Paper are:
•
•
The legacy of (colonial and apartheid) separation,
which has created distortions in our settlement
patterns.
The uneven distribution of municipal capacity,
particularly between urban and rural municipalities.
Previous legislation created disincentives for skilled
staff to work in rural and small town areas.
Furthermore, under apartheid there was little
commitment to building sustainable municipal
capacity in large parts of the country.
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• The need for rapid intervention in the management
of urban and rural systems, to tackle entrenched
patterns of inequity, increased economic
competitiveness and viability, and harness
concentrated capacity and investment.
• Sharp social divisions within local communities, and
the need to enable diverse community groups to have
adequate voice and representation within municipal
system without perpetuating existing divisions.
• The new vision for local government, and the need
for empowered and capacitated municipalities to play
a transformational and developmental role in
building viable human settlements which meet the
needs and aspirations of local communities.
These factors lead to:
• The need for capacitated municipal institutions at an
appropriate level to address spatial distortions in
settlement patterns.
• A focus on district governments as centres of
municipal capacity to manage integrated
development planning and to ensure rapid delivery
where local municipal capacity does not exist.
• A focus on metropolitan governments to promote social
inclusion and the spatial, economic and political integration
of metropolitan areas" (Ministry of Provincial Affairs and
Constitutional Development 1998: 58).
A fair question to ask is whether the existing structures of municipal
governments are inadequate to overcome the Ministry's concerns. There are
several points to consider in this regard. Firstly, municipalities have changed
dramatically, especially in the metropolitan areas, from what they were under the
apartheid government. Secondly, much has already been done during the
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transitional phase to address some ofthe concerns raised above. Perhaps another
question to ask is whether the proposed structure of metropolitan councils as
envisaged in the Municipal Structures Act will address the concerns raised
above. Much ofthis discussion will be addressed in chapter 6 ofthis dissertation.
Also interesting is the vast amount ofautonomy given to metropolitan councils
in the Municipal Structures Act. The complete internal structuring of
municipalities, which would be vast powers, will be given to metropolitan
councils. In summary the following powers have been granted, inter alia, to
metropolitan councils, namely,
Q> Should a metropolitan council be eligible to establish metropolitan local
councils it may do so entirely at its discretion «Municipal Structures Act,
1998, Section 58);
Q' Metropolitan Councils may assign duties and powers at will to metropolitan
local councils (Municipal Structures Act, 1998, Section 60);
Q> Metropolitan councils may establish ward committees if they so desire
(Municipal Structures Act, 1998, Section 69);
Q> The term of office of ward committees will be determined by the
metropolitan council (Municipal Structures Act, 1998, Section 71);
Q" The procedure offilling ofvacancies in ward committees will be determined
by the metro councils (Municipal Structures Act, 1998, Section 72), and
Q" the dissolution of local councils or ward committees will be at the
determination of metropolitan councils (Municipal Structures Act, 1998,
Section 74).
3.4 RECENT LEGISLATIVEI POLICY DEVELOPMENTS
There will be several acts of parliament arising out of the White paper on
municipal government. At the time ofwriting the following two acts have been
promulgated, namely,
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the Local Government: Municipal Demarcation Act, (Act No. 27 of 1998),
and the Local Government: Municipal Structures Act (Act No.117 of
1998),
whilst the following two Bills are currently being processed:
Local Government: Properties Rating Bill, and the
The Municipal Systems Bill.
Besides the above legislation, there are one or two more pieces of legislation
being contemplated by the Department ofProvincial Affairs and Constitutional
Development. It is the intention to replace legislation from the apartheid era that
still exists, such as the provincial ordinances for local authorities with the
aforementioned legislation. Each of these new Acts or Bills will now be
elucidated upon.
3.4.1 Demarcation Act
Spatial segregation at local level was really the cornerstone of the apartheid
system ofgovernment. ''Through separation, influx control and a policy of'own
management for own areas', apartheid aimed to limit the extent to which aftluent
White municipalities would bear the financial burden for servicing disadvantaged
Black areas (SALGA, 1998a: 3). Because ofthis practice ofspatial segregation,
South Africa could never become a first world country although some of its
cities like Durban and Johannesburg had characteristics ofbeing first world.
Many' of the old boundaries and even some existing boundaries do divide
settlements, thereby dis-empowering municipalities which seekto provide for the
needs of communities within the integrated social and economic area of the
settlement (SALGA, 1998a: 3).
In terms of the Constitution of the country there would have to be an
independent authority established, that will demarcate municipal boundaries and
also provide criteria and procedures for the purposes of demarcation. The
Demarcation Act provides for the establishment of a Demarcation Board that
will undertake the task ofdemarcating municipal boundaries. It is this Board that
will be the independent authority referred to in the Constitution. It is this Act
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(that is the Demarcation Act), the Municipal Structures Act and the forthcoming
Municipal Systems Bill that will form the three pillars ofnew local government
legislation (SALGA, 1998a: 4).
3.4.1.1 Demarcation is necessaryfor transforming local gOl'emment
From what has been stated in the previous chapters ofthis dissertation as well
as from what has been stated above, it is clear that local government in this
country had to undergo radical transformation. As described above the process
already began in part but needs to go much further. Key to the transformation
of local government is the demarcation ofboundaries. According to SALGA,
one instrument for achieving democratic and accountable municipalities that are
financially viable, is to demarcate municipal boundaries that empower the
municipalities to operate effectively (SALGA, 1998a: 3).
In other words, the most appropriate boundaries that would make municipalities
function effectively must be established. The broad aims oftaking a fresh look
at municipal boundaries is to redress spatial segregation, establish financially
viable municipalities, enable redistribution and allow municipalities to play a
positive role in the nation's economy and well being (SALGA, 1998a: 3).
3.4.1.2 The Demarcation Board
This Board is an independent body in terms ofthe Constitution and is a juristic
person. Its purpose is to determine municipal boundaries in accordance with the
Demarcation Act, Municipal Structures Act, the Constitution and other
appropriate legislation. Being a juristic person means that the Board can sue or
be sued, acquire property, hire and fire people and so forth. In terms ofthe Act,
the Board cannot borrow money nor purchase immovable property without the
consent ofthe Minister (SALGA, 1998a: 4).
3.4.1. 3 Who sits on the Board?
In terms ofthe Act, the Board consists ofbetween 7 and 15 persons who must
be appointed by the State President. It must be representative of the South
Afiican Society. Another requirement is that its members should come from all
over the country and possess knowledge and/orexperience relevant to municipal
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demarcation. The Act provides a list of such matters which includes, inter alia,
development planning, community development, traditional leadership, municipal
finance and town planning (SALGA, 1998a: 5).
A panel comprisingjudges, politicians, a member ofthe Gender Commission and
a representative with specific knowledge ofboundary determination, prepares a
short list ofcandidates which the State President uses to appoint the Board. Only
the State President can suspend or remove any member from the Board that is
incompetent, incapable or in breach ofthe rules of the Board (SALGA, 1998a:
5).
3.4.1.4 Duties o/the Board
Stated very simply, the Board must determine the boundaries ofmunicipalities
of South Africa. The existing boundaries of municipalities will remain in place
until they are replaced with a new determination by the Demarcation Board. The
Board can exercise its right to determine municipal boundaries on its own
initiative, the Minister or the Member of the Executive Committee responsible
for local government in each province may make such a request or a request
could come from a municipality to do so (SALGA, 1998a: 5).
The duties of the Demarcation Board are not easy. With the problems
municipalities are facing countrywide and the pressure ofhighpublic expectation
as well as the challenges placed on municipalities by the Department of
Provincial Affairs, the Demarcation Board is expected to draw these fine lines
called municipal boundaries just perfectly. This is not an easy task at all
considering the number offactors to be taken into account.
3.4.1.5 Objectives 0/demarcation
In terms of section 24 ofthe Act the following objectives have been set for the
Board when demarcating areas, namely,
a] enable the municipality for that area to fulfil its constitutional obligations
which, inter alia, includes -
(i) the provision of democratic and accountable government for the local
communities;
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(ii) the provision of services to the communities in an equitable and
sustainable manner;
(iii) the promotion of social and economic development; and
(iv) the promotion of a safe and healthy environment.
b] enable effective local government that will possess the capacity, both financial
and human, to deliver services on a sustainable basis. That local government will
also be effective in creating the environment that will stimulate the economy.
c] enable integrated development ofareas that share common systems and bases,
such as transport systems and the same economic base.
d] possess a tax base that is as inclusive as possible of all users of municipal
services within the municipality (Act No 27 of 1998).
This means that the Demarcation Board should strive to establish municipal areas
that are democratic, accountable, financially sound, able to provide adequate
services that are sustainable and be able to develop its entire area (SALGA,
1998a: 6).
This is far different from the apartheid style ofdemarcating municipal boundaries
where such boundaries were drawn to divide communities on racial lines. Under
the apartheid government all communities could not develop nor were
municipalities accountable. The majority of people in the country suffered
tremendously without basic services such as electricity, sanitation and clean
running water.
Under this new Municipal Demarcation Act, the Demarcation Board is given a
mandate to establish municipalities that will be functional, democratic and
accountable, that will not try to be exclusive but rather inclusive. In order to
achieve this the following factors which are listed in the Act will be taken into
account when demarcating municipal boundaries:-
"' The movement of people in the area. Where do they work, recreate and
conduct their economic activities? How do goods and services move in the
area? Who provides services in the area?
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Q> There is a need to integrate areas and fragmentation must be avoided. A
specific mention is made ofmetropolitan areas.
Q> The financial and administrative capacity ofthe municipality is important to
the performance of municipal functions.
Q> Functional boundaries must also be considered. These will, inter alia,
include voting and magisterial districts, health, transport, police and census
boundaries.
~ Land use, the current and the future.
Q> The boundaries must be such that municipalities, provinces and the national
government who provide services ofa national interest such as health care
must be able to work together.
... Topographical, environmental and physical characteristics ofan area must
be considered.
A'" Demarcation could impact on the creditworthiness of municipalities and
create all kinds of administrative problems for the municipalities and their
staff (This was experienced by the North Local Council when it inherited
the former Borough ofVerulam with a debt ofapproximately forty million
rands).
Q> The number of municipalities has to be rationalised. In this regard the
Minister ofConstitutional Development and Planning can make regulations
prescribing targets for the rationalisationofmunicipalities (SALGA, 1998a:
7).
3.4.1.6 Procedures to be adopted by the Demarcation Board
There are certain procedures laid down in the Act which the Demarcation Board
is obliged to follow.
The Demarcation Board must announce its intention to consider a determination
in a newspaper and invite the public to submit written representations within a
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period not shorter than 21 days. The following persons and! or bodies must be
advised and may comment on the matter:
* The Member of the Executive Committee responsible for local
government in each province;
* each municipality that may be affected;
* the magistrate if a magisterial district is affected; and
* provincial House of Traditional Leaders if a boundary of a traditional
authority is affected (SALGA, 1998a: 8).
The Demarcation Board is obliged to consider all those representations made by
any ofthe above. The Board also has the power, ifit so wishes, to hold a public
meeting where it allows the public to ask questions and make comments or it can
conduct formal investigations. The Board can conduct the investigation itselfor
establish a committee for this purpose (SALGA, 1998a: 8).
Section 30 of the Demarcation Act empowers to the Board or investigating
committee with the right to force any person, by means ofa summons, to appear
before the Board to give evidence or to hand over documents. The Board also
has the power to administer an oath to persons it is questioning (Act No. 27 of
1998).
After the Board has made a final decision on a boundary determination it must
send the particulars of such determination to the Electoral Commission. The
Electoral Commission then has a period ofup to sixty days to decide whether the
new boundary affects the present representation ofvoters in the councils ofany
affected local government bodies. If it does the determination will take place
only after the next municipal election. If it does not, then the relevant Member
ofthe Executive Committee responsible has the authority to set the effective date
(SALGA, 1998a: 8-9).
The Board must finally publish a boundary determination in the relevant
Provincial Gazette. The publication must state when the determination takes
effect (SALGA, 1998a: 9).
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3.4.1.7 Appeal against a demarcation
Interestingly the Act makes provision for the Demarcation Board to be
independent and also to act as an Appeal Board. In other words it is empowered
to consider appeals against its own demarcation. People have a right to lodge
written objections within 30 days after publication of a determination to the
Board. After considering the objections the Board could either amend or confirm
its determination (SALGA, 1998a: 9).
3.4.1.8 General issues
The Act also makes provision for the conduct of its members, delegations,
assistance for the Board, offences against the Board and monetary
provisions.(SALGA, 1998a: 11).
3.4.2 Municipal Structures Act
The Municipal Structures Act has been a much debated and long awaited piece
oflegislation. Against the background that the apartheid based local government
structures were collapsing and the interim arrangements made via the Local
Government Transition Act, were inadequate, this Act is intended to strike at the
very heart of the problem. In a nutshell the crux ofthe problem is that' a large
number of municipalities has financial difficulties as well as the cry for· basic
municipal services such as water, electricity, refuse removal, sanitation and
housing. The Municipal Structures Act is intended to address these problems. It
is a framework for the restructuring ofmunicipalities and will impact on the lives
ofevery citizen ofthe country and beyond.
It first started out when the Ministry for Provincial Affairs and Constitutional
Development released a document entitled, "South Africa'sLOCQ/.Government
- A Discussion Document - Towards a White Paper on Local Government in
South A~'. This document started off a series of debates and discussions
around the country. Unfortunately this and all the documents that followed had
strict time frames attached to it. Then came the actual Green Paper which was
formulated arising out of input received from the aforementioned document.
Then after much more debate and discussion, the White Paper and eventually the
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Bill was released by the said Department. On 18 December 1998 the Municipal
Structures Act was assented to by the State President.
This Act provides for, inter alia, the establishment of municipalities in
accordance with the requirements relating to the categories ofmunicipalities as
stipulated in Section 155 (1) of the Constitution. The Act further defines the
types of municipalities to be established within these categories per the
requirement of Section 155 (2) of the Constitution (The Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa, 1996).
Sections 2 to 6 of the Act provides for the categories of municipalities whilst
sections 7 to 10 covers the types of municipalities that could be established
within each category. Section 11 places the onus on the provincial legislature to
"determine for each category the different types of municipality that may be
established in that category in that province"(Local Government: Municipal
Structures Act, Section 11).
3.4.2.1 Categories ofmunicipalities
The constitution together with the Municipal Structures Act establishes a system
ofcategories and types ofmunicipalities.
''There are the following three categories ofmunicipalities:
Catecory A:
This category is the 'Metropolitan area'; one municipality that
has the exclusive authority to administer and make rules in its
area.
Catecory B:
This category is the 'Local Municipality', it shares that
authority in its area with the 'District Municipality' of the
district in which it falls.
Catecory C:
This category is the 'District Municipality'; it has authority to
administer and make rules in an area, which includes more than
one local municipality" (SALGA, 1998b, 1998: 4).
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In terms of Section 155 (2) of the Constitution, "national legislation must
defme the different types of municipalities that may be established within
each category" (The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996).
Further Section 155 (3) states, inter alia that, "national legislation must-
(a) establish the criteria for determining when an area
should have a single category A municipality or when it
should have municipalities ofboth category B and category
C" (The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996).
In this regard the Municipal Structures Act provides the following:-
"2. An area must have a single category A municipality if
that area can reasonably be regarded as -
(a) a conurbation featuring-
(i) areas of high population density;
(ii) an intense movement of people, goods and
services;
(ill) extensive development; and
(iv) multiple business districts and industrial areas;
(b) a centre of economic activity with a complex and
diverse economy;
(c) a single area for which integrated development
planning is desirable; and
(d) having strong interdependent social and economic
linkages between its constituent units (Act No117 of 1998,
section 2).
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Other than the existing metropolitan municipalities in the country there are some
other cities in the country that could possibly qualifY for being classified as
Metropolitan areas such as Port Elizabeth, Bloemfontein, and Pietermaritzburg.
These will be difficult choices that the Minister will have to make.
3.4.2.2 Types ofmunicipalities
It is necessary here to understand the difference between categories and types of
municipalities. In this regard 'category' refers to the "constitutional 'brand' of
municipality, dependent on the existing situation in that area (is it a big city, a
desolate rural area or something in between?)" (SALGA, Municipal Structures
Act,1988: 4). 'Types' on the other hand refers to the way of structuring a
municipality, for example, will it have a ward committees or not, will it have an
executive mayor or not. The types of municipalities will be determined by the
provincial government (SALGA, 1998b: 4).
Section 7 ofthe Act defines the types ofmunicipalities that may be established
within each category of municipality. The following systems of municipal
government or combinations of those systems are applicable in the various
categories, namely,
''7 .•..
(a> Collective executive system which allows for the exercise
of executive authority through an executive committee in
which the executive leadenhip of the municipality is
collectively vested".
Most municipalities operate the collective system currently. Each councilwithin
the Durban Metropolitan area currently has an executive committee.
"(b> Mayoral executive system which allows for exercise of
executive authority through an executive mayor in whom
the executive leadenhip of the municipality is vested and
who is assisted by a mayoral committee".
The mayoral executive system is a new system and introduced in legislationfor
the first time in South Africa. In this type ofsystem the executive committee is
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replaced by the executive mayor. Proponents of this system believe that
decision-making will be much quicker.
"(c) Plenary executive system which limits the exercise of
executive authority to the municipal council itself'.
This is to cater for very small councils with no more than 10 councillors. It
would be pointless in this instance to have a committee structure.
"(d) Sub-council participatory system which allows for
delegated powers to be exercised by sub-councils
established for parts of the municipality".
The situation currently in South African metropolitan municipalities is that
there are metropolitan local councils which are fairly autonomous in terms of
possessing executive andadministrative authority. They have their own powers
andfimctions. revenue source, budgets. integrated development plans and so
forth. In terms of the Municipal Structures Act there are two points to make:
firstly, from the eight types ofcategory A municipalities under section 8 ofthe
Act. only the types mentioned in section 8 (b), (d), (f) and (h) qualify to
establish metropolitan local councils and secondly, it is at the discretion ofthe
metropolitan council whether or not it wishes to exercise its right to establish
metropolitan subcouncils. The powers andfunctions ofthe subcouncils will be
determined by the respective metropolitan councils and instituted bypassing a
by-law (Act lJ 7 if1998, sections 8 & 61-71).
(e) Ward participatory system which allows (or matters o(
local concern to wards to be dealt with by committees
established (or wards ( Act No117 of 1998, section7).
The requirements of the wardpartiCipatory system are the same as that of the
subcouncil partiCipatory system (Act 117 of1998, section 72-78).
The above systems ofmunicipal governments create eight possible options for
Metropolitan governments. The choice of these options will be made by the
relevant Member ofthe Executive Committees in each province. These options
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are simplistically stated in the Act and because it requires no further elaboration
is quoted in full:-
"8. There are the following eight types of category A
municipality:
(a) a municipality with a collective executive system;
(b) a municipality with a collective
executive system combined with a
subcouncil participatory system;
(c) a municipality with a collective
executive system combined with a
ward participatory system;
(d) a municipality with a collective
executive system combined with both
a subcouncil and a ward participatory
system;
(e) a municipality with a mayoral executive
system;
(I) a municipality with a mayoral executive
system combined with a subcouncil
participatory system;
(g) a municipality with a mayoral executive
system combined with a ward participatory
system; and
(h) a municipality with a mayoral executive
system combined with both a subcouncil and
a ward participatory system (Act Noll? of
1998, section 8).
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In terms ofthe aforementioned quote from Section 155 (2) ofthe Constitution
it is clear that the Constitution "instructs the national legislator to define the
types ofmunicipalities that can be established" (SALGA, Municipal Structures
Act,1998: 5). Sections 8, 9 and 10 of the Municipal Structures Act lists all the
possible types of municipal structures for categories A, Band C respectively.
The onus will be on the relevant Members of the Executive Committees
responsible for local government in each province to decide on the type ofeach
municipality when the municipality is established, subsequent to it being
demarcated by the Demarcation Board (SALGA, 1998b: 5).
In a nutshell, the Constitution provides for three broad categories (section 155
(1».The Municipal Structures Act provides the possible types (as in structure)
of municipalities applicable to each category and the relevant Member of the
Executive Committee in each province will determine which type from among
those listed in the Act he!she will choose when establishing a municipality.
3.4.2.3 Establishment ofmunicipalities
When the demarcation ofa municipality has been completed by the Demarcation
Board, the Member of the Executive Committee must then establish the
municipality in terms of Section 12 of the Local Government: Municipal
Structures Act. He! she would have to provide a notice in the Provincial Gazette
to this effect and the issues to be covered in the notice are specified in Section
12 of the said Act. These issues include, inter alia, the following, namely, the
category ofmunicipality that is established (which has been decided upon by the
Minister), type, boundary, name and number ofcouncillors ofthe municipality
(Act 117 of 1998, section 12).
The Member of the Executive Committee must consult with organised local
government in the Province and also consider the views ofthe public and ofany
existing municipalities that may be affected by the establishment of the new
municipality (SALGA, 1998b: 8).
When a new municipality is established the old one ceases to exist. The Member
ofthe Executive Committee must regulate the impact ofvarious issues that the
new municipality will inherit from the old municipality or municipalities. Such
issues include the transfer/ retrenchment ofstaff, transfer ofassets and liabilities
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and the continued administration ofby-laws, regulations and resolutions of the
old municipality (SALGA, Municipal Structures Act,1998: 8).
In terms ofSection 15 ofthe Act new municipalities must review "the by-laws,
regulations (including standing delegations)", of the old municipalities (Act
NoIl7 of 1998, section 15).
Section 16 ofthe Act provides for amendments by the Member ofthe Executive
Committee to a section 12 notice. This is to enable the Member ofthe Executive
Committee to allow for changing circumstances in a particular municipal area.
The issues that could change include, inter alia, the following:-
> changing the municipality from one type to another;
> changing the name of the municipality, and
> to resutate the changing ofboundaries.
Like in the case of a section 12 notice when publishing an amendment to the
Section 12 notice, the Member ofthe Executive Committee must undertake the
necessary consultation with existing municipalities and organised local
government in the province. Prior to finally publishing any such notice, the
Member ofthe Executive Committee must publish particulars of any proposed
notice to enable members of the public to comment. Whilst the Act makes
provisions for consultation to take place between the Member ofthe Executive
Committee and organised local government inthe province, there is no provision
in the Act for dispute resolution. What happens ifthere is a dispute between the
Member of the Executive Committee and organised local government or the
existing municipality on a particular issue, when the Member ofthe Executive
Committee enters into consultation with these bodies prior to establishing a
municipality? A municipality could demand the Executive Committee system
whereas the Member ofthe Executive Committee may provide for an Executive
Mayor. It would appear from the Act that the final authority vests with the
Member of the Executive Committee to determine the type of municipality.
Section 151 (3) ofthe Constitution states that, "A municipality has the right
to govern, on its own initiative, the local government atTain of its
community, subject to national and provincial legislation, as provided for
in the constitution" (The Constitution ofthe Republic ofSouth Africa, 1996).
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3.4.2.4 Municipal Councils
Section 18 of the Act states that every municipality must have a municipal
council. Every municipal council must meet at least quarterly. The Member of
the Executive Committee must determine the number ofcouncillors and publish
same in the Provincial Gazette. There is also provision in the Act empowering
municipalities to designate councillors determined by the Member of the
Executive Committee for local government as full-time. In this regard the
Member of the Executive Committee must comply with the policy framework
which the Minister will determine after consulting with the Member of the
Executive Committee for local government (Act 117 of 1998, Section 18).
Their composition, membership, operation and dissolution appear in Part 1 of
chapter 3. It must be stated here that the national government has certainly, in
all its activities, treated local government as part ofthe government machinery
rather than being looked at as some distant agency to be taken care of by
provincial government as was in the past. In this regard certain practices at
other spheres ofgovernment havebeen embodied in local government legislation
to emulate certain features utilised by other spheres ofgovernment. One ofthese
.practices is theprivilegesandimmunities clause found in Section 28 ofthe Act.
This clause is a directive from Section 161 ofthe Constitution.
Section 28 ofthe Act reads as follows:-
''28. (1) Provincial legislation in terms ofsection 161 ofthe
Constitution must provide at least -
(a) that councillors have freedom of speech in a
municipal council and in its committees, subject to
the relevant council's rules and orders as envisaged
in section 160 (6) of the constitution; and
(b) that the counciUors are not liable to civil or
criminal proceedings, arrest, imprisonment or
damages for-
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(i) anything that they have said in,
produced before or submitted to the
council or any of its committees; or
(ii) anything revealed as a result of
anything that they have said in,
produced before or submitted to the
council or any of its committees (Act
No117 of 1998, section 28).
3.4.2.5 Municipal objectives
Section 19 (1) of the Act refers to the clear objectives (quoted earlier) as
provided for in Section 152 ofthe Constitution (Act NolI7 of 1998).
Over and above those objectives mentioned in Section 152 ofthe Constitution,





the needs of the community;
its priorities to meet those needs;
(c) its processes for involving the
community;
(d) its organisational and delivery
mechanisms for meeting the needs of
the community; and
(e) its overall performance in achieving
the objectives referred to in subsection
(1)" (Act NolI7 of 1998, section 19).
To recap, Section 152 of the constitution is community focussed, particularly
Section 152 (1) (e) in respect of involving the communities in the matters of
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local government. In the above quote from Section 19 (2) ofthe Act, it is clear
that municipal government has to be community focussed. In this section
'community' is mentioned no less than three times. Still further in respect ofthe
'community', Section 19 (3) ofthe Act requires municipal councils to "consult
the community and community organisations in performing its functions
and exercising its powen" (Act No117 of 1998, section 19).
During the apartheid era, it was not obligatory upon municipalities to consult
with its communities. Ifthey did it was purely out ofgoodwill. Consulting with
the communities has both advantages and disadvantages. Some of these are
mentioned below.
3.4.2.5. J Advantages ofconsulting with the communities
> provides a sense ofbelonging to communities. In other words ifcommunities
are consulted there is a sense ofownership and pride;
> communities assist with the prioritising ofneeds;
> communities get what they need in terms ofpriorities;
> by participating in decision-making communities are more likely to pay for
services because they understand the inner workings ofmunicipalities better and
the system ofprioritising projects.
3.4.2.5.2 Disadvantages ofconsulting with the communities
> delays in decision-making;
> over consulting (consultative paralysis), also leads to delays in decision-
making;
> identifying community leaders;
> people have hidden agendas;
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> roles are often confused - the role between the elected community leader
(councillor) and the non-elected community leader; and
> the financial impact ofconsulting - consulting not only takes time it also costs
a lot of money.
The advantages of consulting far outweighs the disadvantages of consulting,
particularly on major decisions. To take a hypothetical example the Durban
Metropolitan Council for instance closes down its Public Transport Division on
account that this service is not financially viable. There would be doubt that dire
consequences for thousands ofcommuters who rely on such mode oftransport
to travel to and from work on a daily basis. The impact of closing down the
Public Transport Division would also impact negatively on business in general
because workers and customers may not have the necessary transport for
business travel. The question is: should this decision be based purely on financial
grounds? On the other hand, should the relevant councils consult with its
communities, it may just discover that these communities are willing to pay
additional fares to make up the shortfall or the public at large are prepared to pay
additional property rates to cross-subsidise any shortfall the Public Transport
Division may incur.
3.4.2.6 Municipal speakers
Introducing speakers is an imitation of parliament. Section 36 of the Act
provides for the election ofa chairperson who shall also be called·the speaker
(Act No117 of 1998, section 36).
Under the current system ofmunicipal government, the Mayor chairs meetings
of the council. Each large council has an executive committee. Each council
within the Durban Metropolitan region has an executive committee. The
executive committees ofmunicipalities have a chairperson.
The political office-bearers hold the following posts, namely, Mayor, Deputy
Mayor, Chairperson of the Executive Committee, Deputy Chairperson of the
Executive Committee, Executive Committee Member, Chairperson and Vice
Chairperson and members of the various Standing Committees and ordinary
members ofcouncil. In the application ofthe above in the Durban Metropolitan
region each ofthe seven councils has all ofthe above posts filled and occupied.
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The new practice in tenns ofthe Act, in the case ofthe Metropolitan regions will
be one Mayor for the entire metropolitan region who shall be either an
Executive Mayor or the Chairperson of the Executive Committee and another
person elected by council shall be speaker. The speaker shall chair the council
meetings. This falls in line with the practice in parliament where the State
President who holds the highest political office and is also the first citizen ofthe
country, does not chair parliamentary sittings. In the same vein, the mayor who
holds the highest political office in a city or town and is also the first citizen of
his! her city or town will not chair council meetings but, like parliament, the
speaker will do so (Act No117 of 1998, section 28-29). This is quite different
from the current practice where the mayor is chairperson of the council. This
practice was inherited from the apartheid era.
Section 37 of the Act spells out the functions of speakers. These functions
include, inter alia, presiding at meetings of the council, to ensure that council
meets at least quarterly, maintain order during meetings and ensure that council
meetings are conducted in accordance with the rules and orders ofthe council
(Act Nol17 of 1998).
The speaker ofa municipal council shall serve a tenn ofoffice equal to the tenn
ofoffice ofthe council, subject to this office not being vacated for one reason or
another as described in section 39 ofthe Act (Act No117 of 1998).
3.4.2.7 Internal Structures and Functionaries
The way municipalities will be structured, in tenns of the Act, is very
interesting. The categories and types of municipalities were covered above as
dealt with under chapter 1 of the Act. Chapter 4 unpacks this further by
describing the internal structures and functionaries ofmunicipalities. There are
three categories of municipalities and within each category there are several
types of municipalities. Since the focus in this paper is on metropolitan
government only the types available to category 'A' municipalities, as covered
in section 8 ofthe Act (quoted in full earlier), will be elucidated upon.
The two broad types of category 'A' municipalities will be the executive
committee type and the executive mayor type. Both these broad types are
covered in parts 1 and 2, respectively, in chapter 4 of the Act. Each of these
types ofmunicipalities may operate as a type ofmunicipality within category'A'
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or with Metropolitan sub-councils or ward committees or both Metropolitan
sub-councils and wards. Metropolitan sub-councils have been described under
Part 3 of chapter 4 of the Act whilst ward committees have been addressed
under Part 4 ofchapter 4 ofthe Act (Act No117 of 1998, Parts 3 - 4).
3.4.2.8 The Executive Committee
Ifthe Member ofthe Executive Committee establishes a type ofmunicipality that
contains an executive committee, then its council must elect the executive
committee from among its members. The executive committee must be made up
on the basis ofproportional representation ofthe parties in the council. In other
words, each party is represented on the executive committee in substantially the
same proportion as they are represented in the council. Municipalities do have
the prerogative in terms ofsection 43 (3) ofthe Act to determine an alternative
method for the election ofits executive committee subject to its compliance with
section 160 (8) of the Constitution (Act NolI7 of 1998, section 43). The
relevant section in the Constitution requires that " parties and interests
reflected within the Council to be fairly represented" (The Constitution of
the Republic ofSouth Africa, 1996).
3.4.2.8.1 Functions andpowers ofthe executive committee
The duties and powers ofthe executive committee are covered in section 44 of
the Act. It is stated in the Act that this committee is the principal committee of
the council and is the means through which the council receives its reports from
its standing and other committees. The executive committee is essentially there
to run the day to day activities of its municipality. The key responsibilities in
terms ofsection 44 (2) are the following:-
''The executive committee must-
(a> identify the needs of the municipality;
(b) review and evaluate the needs in order of priority;
(c) recommend to the municipal council strategies,
programmes and services to address priority needs through
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the integrated development plan and estimates of revenue
and expenditure, taking into account any applicable
national and provincial development plans; and
(d) recommend or determine the best methods, including
partnership and other approaches, to deliver those
strategies, programmes and services to the maximum
benefit of the community (Act No117 of 1998, section 44).
The first function which is to identify the needs of the municipality, must be
interpreted to mean the needs ofthe municipal area, in other words, community
needs must be identified, such needs as the infrastructure to provide basic
services to' communities like water, electricity and sewerage removal. The
provision ofhousing, health care and refuse removal must be viewed as pressing
needs that must be identified. Perhaps the focus here is on the needs of the
community. These are mentioned here because South Africa has a history ofnot
providing these basic services to the majority ofits citizens. So the focus would
be on communities, especially those communities, that were deprived of these
essential services.
Further, these needs must be prioritised. In other words, if a road requires
repairing in an area that previously had full municipal services whilst at the same
time another road needs to be constructed in an area that did not receive any
municipal services at all under the old system ofmunicipal government then this
road that needs to be constructed, must be given priority. One can use many
examples in this instance but the reality of the situation is that the so-called
'Black areas' require major upgrading. These needs must be prioritised in
consultation with the communities. It is interesting to observe that, in some
communities, whilst the municipality may deem that electricity, for example, is
a priority for that community, the community on the other hand, when consulted,
revealed that their real need was security. Community needs also change and
must periodically be reviewed. Formulating an integrated developmentplan is
vital to achieving the aforementioned objectives. In the old South Africa
municipalities used to formulate structureplans. These were essentially landuse
planning tools. The integrated development plan is a plan that covers a
multitude ofissues directed at development or the best control mechanisms for
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orderly development ranging from, inter alia, spatial, environmental, economic,
transport and urban (Act No117 of 1998).
The new executive committees will be responsible for all ofthese matters. How
will the executive committees achieve all of this? It is unlikely that these
committees will just receive notices to meetings where reports have been
researched and placed on agendas, and they will just approve the
recommendations of the officials. In fact this has changed in the interim phase.
It is not unusual today, that is, in the interim phase ofthe transformation oflocal
government to see councillors, officials and organs ofcivil society engaging in
workshops ofvarious kinds. The topics for these workshops could range from
broad issues such as integrated development planning to preparation of the
annual estimates or to something as narrow as identifying the need for specially
demarcated areas known as "gated communities". Anything that affects the
community as a whole is often workshopped with all the stakeholders.
3.4.2.8.2 The term ofoffice ofmembers ofthe execlltive committee
Members ofthe executive committee, once elected to serve on this committee
under this new Act, will serve on this committee for the duration oftheir term
ofoffice as councillors except in circumstances which have been provided for in
section 47 ofthe Act (Act 117 of 1998, section 46 - 47).
3.4.2.8.3 Election ofmayorfor execlltive committee type ofIJUlnicipality
The Act provides for two types ofmayors, firstly, a municipality ofthe executive
committee type will have a mayor who will be the ceremonial head ofthe council
as is currently the position and, secondly, the Act provides for an 'execlltive
mayor' type ofmunicipality where the municipal council would have to elect an
executive mayor (Act 117 of 1998).
Under the executive committee type ofmunicipality the council must elect one
ofits executive committee members as the mayor. No person can serve for more
than two terms as Mayor. Apart from the ceremonial duties that the mayor has
to perform, hel she will also have to be the Chairperson of the executive
committee. This mayor will have to work collectively with the executive
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committee and is quite different from the executive mayor. The mayor under the
executive committee type ofmunicipality may have delegated powers, but it is
anticipated that these powers will not be vast powers as the executive mayor will
have delegated to him (SALGA, Municipal Structures Act, 1998: 9). Infact these
limited powers have been simply stated in section 49 (1), (a) & (b) of the Act
(Act 117 of 1998).
3.4.2.9 Executive Mayors
The executive mayor is a new feature in South African local government. It
would mean placing vast powers in the hands ofone individual as opposed to a
committee. An executive mayor effectively replaces the executive committee.
Councils would either have an executive mayor or an executive committee. Only
municipalities of the executive mayor type may have an executive mayor (Act
117 of 1998).
3.4.2.9.1 Election ofexecutive mayors
Interestingly enough it is the council who would elect the executive mayor and
not the city's or town's electorate. The executive mayoris based on an American
system but does not carry with it the American democracy. In America it is the
electorate who would elect the executive mayor and not the municipal council.
At the beginning ofits term the municipal council would elect, from among its,
members the mayor, and the term ofoffice ofthe mayor would run parallel to the
term of office of the municipal council. A deputy mayor may be elected if the
Member of the Executive Committee responsible for local government so
approves (Local Government: Municipal Structures Act, No. 117 of 1998).
3.4.2.9.2 Powers and/unctions 0/executive mayors
The executive mayor effectively replaces the executive committee. Section 56
in the Act covers the functions and powers of executive mayors whilst section
44 ofthe Act covers the functions and powers ofexecutive committees. In fact
the whole ofsection 56 (2), is identical to section 44 (2) and the whole ofsection
56 (3) is identical to section 44 (3) ofthe Act. The question now arises is: Which
type ofmunicipality would be more effective, the executive committee type or
the executive mayor type? It must be stated that each type has advantages and
disadvantages. The obvious argument that comes to mind in favour of the
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executive mayor is that decisions could be taken speedily by an individual and it
would not be necessary to wait for a scheduled meeting or to convene a special
meeting for urgent decision-making. The counterpoint to this argument would
be that a group of elected representatives, required to reach consensus on an
issue, would take a more balanced decision. In other words, should all power be
given to one individual? This issue is merely touched on here and a fuller
argument would be explored in the next chapter (Act 117 of 1998, sections 44
& 56).
3.4.2. J0 Metropolitan Sub-councils
Only certaintypes ofmetropolitanmunicipalities may establish metropolitan sub-
councils. These have already been described earlier and can be found under
sections 8 (b), (d), (t) and (h) ofthe Act.
In the current system of metropolitan government which is structured and
operates primarily under the Local Government Transition Act, metropolitan
municipalities have been established with sub-structure councils by the relevant
Member of the Executive Committee in each province that has metropolitan
municipalities. Under this new Act, that is, the Municipal Structures Act, only
those municipalities established under sections 8 (b), (d), (t) and (h) ofthe Act
may choose to establish metropolitan sub councils. In other words, the option
to have sub-councils will be provided to the metropolitan municipalities and,
whether or not the metropolitan municipalities choose to exercise this option, is
up to the said municipality (Act 117 of 1998, section 8).
Ifa metropolitan municipality decides to establish metropolitan sub-councils, it
must do so by passing a by-law. The procedure to do this is outlined in section
62 of the Act, which also makes provision for a process ofpublic consultation
prior to passing the by-law. The opening provision in section 62 (2) is rather
peculiarly worded and, therefore, to make a point must be quoted directly from
the Act:-
"62. (1) Ha metropolitan municipality decides to establish
metropolitan subcouncils, it must do so by passing, after a
process of public consultation, a by-law which- ..••..•.•"(Act
117 of 1998, section 62).
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Public consultation is required for all major decisions. It seems weird that the
legislation is drafted in this fashion because the way it is drafted must be
interpreted to mean that should a metropolitan council decide not to establish
metropolitan sub-councils then it need not consult with the public. It must only
consult should it indeed decide to establish such sub councils. It would be wise
for a council to consult on this issue ofestablishing sub-councils prior to taking
any decisions on this matter (Act 117 of 1998, section 62).
Section 62 (2) continues as follows: - "••••••••••••••
(a) determines the number of subcouncils to be established;
(b) determines for each subcouncil an area within the
municipality consisting of a duster of adjoining wards;
(c) establishes in each area a subcouncil under a distinct
name;
(d) provides an equitable rmancial framework in terms of
which the subcouncils must function; and
(e) regulates any other relevant matters" (Act of 117 of
1998, section 62).
It could be gleaned from the above quotation that all aspects pertaining to the
substructures falls squarely on the shoulders oftheir metropolitan councils.
The interesting difference between the current structure and what is embodiea
in the Local Government: Municipal Structures Act, is that, in the current
structure the relevant Members' ofthe Executive Committee merely established
the existing structures whereas future municipal structures will have local input
as well as the final decision on whether or not to establish metropolitan sub-
councils will vest with each Metropolitan Council (Act 117 of1998, section 62).
3.4.2.11 Ward Committees
Ward committees are a new type ofstructure introduced in the Act to encourage
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participation by local communities in the affairs ofmunicipal government. This
falls under part 4 ofChapter 4 ofthe Act. Only certain types ofmunicipalities are
pennitted to establish ward committees as stipulated in section 72 (1) ofthe Act
(Act 117 of 1998, section 72).
In terms ofsection 8 ofthe act it is possible that a metropolitan council could be
structured in one ofthe following ways, namely,
> a single municipality with its own committee structures (the
conventional way);
> a municipality with metropolitan sub-councils;
> a municipality with ward committees; or
> a municipality with both metropolitan sub-councils and ward
committees.
The procedure to establish such ward committees is provided for under section
73 of the Act. The ward councillor must be the chairperson of the ward
committee. The ward committee must have not more than 10 persons serving on
it. The metropolitan council must make rules under which ward committees may
be elected and administered (Act 117 of 1998, Section 73).
3.4.2.11.1 Functions IUJdpowers ofward committees
The main purpose ofthese committees would be to act in an advisory capacity
on matters affecting its ward (SALGA, Municipal Structures Act, 1988 14). In
terms ofsection 74 ofthe Act these committees will have functions and powers
to the extent that the metropolitan council may see fit to delegate to such
committees (Act 117 of 1998, section 74).
3.4.2.12 Municipal MlUJagers
In terms of section 83 ofthe Act each municipality must appoint a municipal
mIUIager who will be the head of the administration and also the accounting




the previous and indeed the current practice whereby the head of the
administration was designated town clerk and who is also the chiefexecutive
officer ofthe municipality. This appears to be not only a change oftitle but also
a fundamental shift in the role ofthe head ofthe administration. The role ofthis
key official, as well as the roles of the other officials and office-bearers, will be
provided for in the still to be enacted Local Government: Municipal Systems
Act.
On the face of it, there appears to be a blurring of the roles between the
Executive Mayor (should a municipality have one) and the municipal manager.
It would appear that the executive mayor would have the authority to take
decisions whereas the municipal manager is the accounting officer and will have
to account for all expenditure (Act 117 of 1998).
3.4.2.13 Other Committees
It is not unusual for a municipality to establish committees for various purposes
from among its members in order to increase its efficiency. The Municipal
Structures Act caters for this under section 79. In establishing such other
committees the council has the power to set the parameters around which this
committee must function including the appointment ofits chairPerson.(Act 117
of 1998, section 79).
3.4.3 Local Government: Municipal Systems Bill
Whereas the Local Government: Municipal Structures Act provides essentially
for the structuring ofmunicipalities, the Local Government: Municipal Systems
Bill, which will complement the aforementioned Act, caters for the creation of
systems to enable the vision of 'developmental local government' to be
achieved. With this and other related legislation, the legislature is trying to
achieve, through local government, the following objectives for all the citizens
ofthe country, namely,
> provision for basic development rights;
> the governance and developmental objectives of local
government;
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> the principles ofa people-orientated public administration;
> the core principles, mechanisms and processes that are
necessary to enable municipalities to move progressively
towards the social and economic upliftrnent of communities,
and
> ensure universal access to quality sefV1ces which are
affordable to all (Draft Municipal Systems Bill, 1999: 1).
Traditionally there have been two key roleplayers within the local context,
namely, municipal government and civil society. The Bill expands the definition
ofmunicipality to "include residents and communities within the municipal area,
working in partnership with the municipality's political and administrative
structures". The core processes ofmunicipal government which include planning,
performance management, resource mobilisation and organisational change have
been provided by a simple enabling framework in the Bill. These core processes
underpin developmental local government (Draft Municipal Systems Bill, 1999:
1).
Under the apartheid system, local government adopted a heavy top-down
approach which was highly regulated. The Bill attempts to undo this by
increasing the resident's knowledge of municipal plans and targets, enabling
residents to evaluate and compare performance thereby driving a bottom-up
process (Draft Municipal Systems Bill, 1999: 1).
During the period ofthis study the Municipal Systems Bill has been gazetted and
some ofthe more pertinent chapters have been expanded upon hereunder.
The intention ofthe Municipal Systems Bill is to implement the White Paper's
vision of developmental Local Government and, in this regard, adopts the
following principles, namely,
Regulates core municipal systems such as developmental planning, public
participation and partnerships;
Empowers people, that is, the general public, and
Adopts a bottom-up approach.
PTO for figure 1
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Olver, Kwanaloga, Annual General Meeting: 1999
The Bill paves the way for a new concept ofmunicipality which is people-driven
and this concept is evident throughout the Bill. In this regard section 5 in chapter
two spells out the rights and duties ofresidents and communities.
Chapter three of the Bill is dedicated to public participation. Here the shift is
from representative to participatory government. The Bill goes so far to require
municipalities to cater for the special needs ofpeople who cannot read or write,
people with disabilities and other disadvantaged groups (Draft Municipal
Systems Bill, section 8 (2)). The principle of"Batho Pele" or "people first" is
strongly carried out throughout the Bill. This chapter must also be linked to all
the other chapters because everything evolves around public participation.
Chapter four deals with 'MUNICIPAL FUNCTIONS AND POWERS'. Many,
municipalities, particularly the smaller ones did not enjoy their executive
authority. For example, municipalities have the executive power for electricity
but theNationalElectricityRegulator licences electricity authorities, and in many
small towns Escom supplies and reticulates electricity without even providing a
levy to the municipalities.
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Chapter five covers 'INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PLANNING'. In this
regard the following issues have been raised in the Bill.
• Five year planning cycle linked to the term of office~







The Bill spells out a one-year, five-year and a twenty-five-year planning
framework which must be linked to the financial plans ofthe municipality. Table
3 illustrates this process.









Olver, Kwanaioga, Annual General Meeting: 1999
Chapter six deals with 'PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT' which was
unfortunately lacking in municipalities in the previous era. It would be p'ointless
to have all types of plans without a plan to effect delivery. Planning and
performance must be linked and must be realistic.
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Chapter seven covers 'LOCAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND HUMAN
RESOURCES'. In this chapter the following, inter alia, have been covered:
• Culture ofPublic Service





Chapter eight deals with 'MUNICIPAL SERVICES'. It is quite clear from the
Bill that there is a difference between a 'service authority' and a 'service
provider'. The municipality is the service authority but may not necessarily be
the service provider. In some cases the municipality may wish to be the service
provider in which case it will undertake provision ofthe service itself Below are

















There are two further Bills that will emanate from the White Paper on local
government which are the 'LOCAL GOVERNMENT: PROPERTY RATES
BILL, 2000' and the 'PUBLIC FINANCE MANAGEMENT (LOCAL
GOVERNMENT) BILL, 2000'. At the time of study these Bills are very much
in a draft form and is expected to change substantially and therefore have not
been included as part ofthe study.
3.4.4 Other legislation that impacts on municipalities
There have been various other legislation passed by the government that had and
still has an impact on the transformation and operation oflocal government in a
very fundamental way. The most overwhelming in this regard has been some of
the new labour legislation introduced in the country.
It is important to note that local government is not being transformed in isolation
of other spheres of government. All spheres of government are being
transformed simultaneously. The transformation of one sphere of government
does also impact on the other spheres of government. The changes made,
especially in respect of labour legislation by the national government, had a




Municipalities are also employers and are subject to all the labour legislation in
the country. Three pieces ofsuch legislation are the Labour Relations Act (Act
No. 66 of1995), the Basic Conditions ofEmployment Act (Act No. 75 of1997)
and the Employment Equity Act (Act No. 55 of 1998). The Basic Conditions of
Employment Act regulates the working hours and rate of overtime pay in tenris
ofthe Basic Conditions ofEmployment Act.
Organised Local Government Act
All of the above legislation culminates into quite significant changes for
municipalities, manyofthem quite challenging. Municipalities can start preparing






There were several problems with the system of municipal government in South
Africa as was outlined in chapter two of this dissertation. Municipalities were
separated along racial lines which saw the country have a few rich, White
municipalities and many poor, Black municipalities. This was the result of the
previous government's policy of apartheid which carried with it innumerable
problems for the Black majority such as poor education, being distantly located
from economic activities, inadequate infrastructure and so forth. The result of
this meant that municipalities did not fulfil their primary purpose, which is, to
provide basic services to its residents.
The legislative mechanism set in place to transform local government was
negotiated at the highest level, that is, the National, Local Government
Negotiating Forum, which Forum negotiated the provisions of the Local
Government Transition Act. This Act provides for a three-phased process to
transform local government. These phases, namely, the pre-interim phase, the
interim phase and the final phase of transformation have been discussed in this
chapter. To kick start the transformation ofmunicipalities the said Act provided
for a series offurther negotiations to take place at "local level". This often meant
that people ofdiverse economic, social and political backgrounds coupled with
language, race, cultural and other differences coming together to negotiate their
local government. Notwithstanding all the difficulties this was done and local
government entered the pre-interim phase of transformation with nominated
councillors. This phase paved the way for the first democratic local government
elections which took place in Kwa-Zulu Natal in 1996. These elections took
place with new structures in place, provided for in the Local Government
Transition Act which saw local government enter the interim phase of
transformation. What is now awaited is the implementation ofthe new legislation
that will take the place of the Local Governnlent Transition Act and see local
government into its final phase oftransformation.
An extensive legislative process was put in place to design the final form local
government will take after the next election. Out ofthis process there will be five
key pieces oflegislation, namely, the Municipal Structures Act, the Demarcation
Act, the Municipal Systems Bill, the Properties Rating Bill and the Public
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Finance Management (Local Government) Bill, 2000. The first four mentioned
statutes have been discussed in this chapter: The Bills are in an advanced stage





THE ESTABLISHMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
OF THE DURBAN METROPOLITAN COUNCIL
"In evolution, [the saying) 'nothing fails like success' is
probably always right. A creature which has become
perfectly adapted to its environment, an animal whose
whole capacity and vital force in .concentrated and
expanded in succeeding here and now has nothing left over
with which to respond to any radical change. Age by age,
it becomes more perfectly economical in the way its entire
resources meet exactly its current and customary
opportunities. In the end it can do all that is necessary to
survive without any conscious striving or unadapted
movement. It can, therefore, beat aD competitors in the




Arising from the legislative mechanisms described in the previous chapter, it
would be interesting to see how the actual changes were implemented at grass
roots level. In this chapter the establishment and development of the Durban
Metropolitan area up to the point ofthe interim phase receives attention. There
is particular focus, however, on the North Local Council's area ofjurisdiction.
In terms of Part iv of the Local Government Transition Act fora had to be
established to negotiate the restructuring oflocal government in terms ofits area
and representation. It was envisaged that municipalities would be merged to
form larger, more viable municipalities and that representation would include
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people that did not participate in governmental structures previously because of
apartheid. The Durban Metropolitan Forum was one such forum that was
established in terms ofthe Local Government Transition Act. The setting up of
transitional structures was not an easy exercise because ofthe diverse opinions
of many of the roleplayers that came from a variety of backgrounds. This was
eventually done and the Durban Transitional Metropolitan Council and
associated transitional sub-structure councils were established. These councils
paved the way for democratic elections to take place and move municipalities
into the interim phase of transformation which gave birth to the Durban
Metropolitan Council and associated local councils. This process, as it unfolded
in the Durban region, is discussed in detail in this chapter. Results ofan empirical
research is also provided as well as the difficulties encountered with the
undertaking of such research. The impact the transformation had in the North
Local Council is given particular attention with details ofits staff'rationalisation
being provided. Also provided is the equalisation of property rates and the
difficulties encountered with that exercise. Other key issues such as the
rationalisation oftariffs, financial and other regulations as well as town planning
schemes is also provided.
4.2 DIFFICULTIES WITH THE TRANSmON
Many roleplayers from both sides of the political spectrum became active and
began searching for the best situation (in their view) for their constituencies.
It was a difficult period for people to appreciate the type of change that was
necessary. The so called 'haves' did not want to share what they had with the
'have nots'. Right at this stage of development and transformation in South
Africa people just didn't realise how poorly local government was structured
under apartheid. These people included roleplayers that were directly involved
in the affairs oflocal government. For example, Mt Moreland is a tiny little area
that has about 40 houses and is surrounded by sugar cane farms. There is no
other activity other than the small residential activity within Mt Moreland. Prior
to being disestablished this area fell under the control of the Development and
Services Board. It did have an advisory committee made up of members from
among its residents. Under apartheid this area was declared a White area.
When the Local Government Transition Act was established the Advisory
Committee ofMt Moreland was quite concerned about being merged together
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with a Black area. The said advisory committee immediately wrote to the Town
Clerk of the Borough of Umhlanga (another White area under apartheid)
opening up dialogue in respect of a possible merger with the Borough of
Umhlanga. This letter is dated 11th January 1994 (see Annexure 4).
4.3 DURBAN METROPOLITAN NEGOTIATING FORUM
Stakeholders within the Greater Durban Metropolitan Region realised the need
to negotiate on a larger regional basis and in this regard a convening committee
was established comprising members ofboth the statutory and the non-statutory
components (see section 3.2.3.1 above for an explanation ofthe statutory and
non-statutory components as defined in the Act). The City ofDurban being the
largest local authority in the broader region played an anchor role in drawing
roleplayers of the wider Durban Functional Region together. Besides, the City
of Durban had far more administrative capacity than any of the other
participating local authorities. This council invited all local authorities within a
fairly wide radius omurban to participate in the negotiation process. This region
stretches from Tugela River in the North, to Umkomaas in the South and Cato
Ridge in the West. Most local authorities within the above mentioned area
commenced discussions within their own areas in order to detennine whether
their areas should be drawn into the Metropolitan area. For example, the
Tongaat area had its own Local Government Negotiating Forum which was
abandoned after its roleplayers decided to become a part ofthe Greater Durban
Metropolitan Negotiating Forum. The said forum, however, was extremely
active and placed extreme pressure on the Tongaat Town Board in respect of
major decisions. The said Board could not take any major decisions unless the
forum approved of it. For example, the appointment of the Town Clerk at
Tongaat was undertaken jointly by the statutory and non-statutory components
of the forum.
The Borough ofVerulam attempted to establish a negotiating forum and on olh
February 1994 did issue a notice to this effect inviting all interested persons and
representatives of institutions to attend a meeting on 12th February 1994 in
Verulam. However, notwithstanding this attempt, roleplayers in Verulam could
not get its negotiating forum off the ground in spite of having advertised its
intention to do so.
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In the case ofthe proposed Greater Durban Metropolitan Negotiating Forum a
Convening Committee was established to set up the forum. This convening
committee met on numerous occasions and eventually prepared a draft
constitution and set out the objectives of the proposed forum as follows:-
• "To negotiate the area ofthe Forum.
• To negotiate, in relation to a Transitional Metropolitan Council and
Transitional Metropolitan Sub-Structures:-
• the boundaries ofthe Council and Sub-Structures;
• the total number of seats for the Council and Sub-Structures;
• the Powers and Duties ofthe Council and Sub-Structures;
• the nomination by the Forum ofpersons for appointment by the Executive
Council ofthe Province ofKwaZulu/Natal as members ofthe Council and
Sub-Structures; and
• any other matters that need to be or may be negotiated by a Negotiating
Forum in terms of the Local Government Transition Act" (Minutes of
meeting ofthe Convening Committee dated 03:06: 1994)
Numerous other matters were covered in the draft constitution which included,
inter alia, issues such as the name and area ofthe Forum, the function, as well
as membership and composition ofthe Forum.
The Convening Committee then set out a series of meetings with both the
statutory and the non-statutory segments from among the interested parties so
as to prepare these roleplayers for the founding meeting ofthe FOIum.
The founding meeting ofthe Greater Durban Metropolitan Negotiating Forum
was held on 21st July 1994 at the Durban City Hall (Greater Durban
Metropolitan Negotiating Forum, 1994). Thus the Durban Metropolitan
Negotiating Forum was established in terms ofthe Local Government Transition




The Minister, acting in tenns of section 6 ofthe Local Government Transition
Act, fonnally recognised the Durban Metropolitan Negotiating Forum on 2200
August 1994 (Durban Metropolitan Council, 1994).
4.4 ESTABLISHMENT OF THE TRANSmONAL METROPOLITAN
COUNCIL: THE PRE-INTERIM PHASE
The Durban Metropolitan area had some forty-eight autonomous municipalities
during the apartheid era and this is reflected on Annexure 5.
Successful negotiations in the earlier-mentioned forum resulted in the
establishment of the Durban Transitional Metropolitan Council and four
associated sub-structured councils (schedules 3to 7ofproclamation 123 of1995
refers). This simultaneously saw the demise of all the apartheid structured
municipalities within the Durban Metropolitan area. Hence, the attached map
labelledAnnexure 6 shows one metropolitan area with four sub-structures rather
than the forty-eight municipalities reflected on Annexure 5. All these transitional
structures were established on 1June 1995 per Provincial Proclamation LG 123
OF 1995. Note that this was still the pre-interim phase in terms ofPart iv ofthe
Local Government Transition Act. All councillors that served on their councils
during the pre-interim period were nominated councillors. Such nominations
were part of the negotiations at forum level that culminated in the birth ofthe
transitional councils.
Fifty percent ofthe members ofall the transitional councils were made up ofthe
statutory component and fifty percent from the non-statutory sector. The
statutory component included those persons or bodies that participated in local
government structures previously whilst the non-statutory component included
those persons or bodies that did not support nor participate in local government
structures during the apartheid era.
The powers and functions ofall these transitional councils were determined by
the Member ofthe Executive Committee for Local Government in the province,
Minister Peter Miller, in terms of the Local Government Transition Act 1993
(Act No. 209 of 1993). The rule of thumb was that all bulk services such as
water and electricity became metropolitan functions whereas some ofthe more
minor and localised services were given to the local councils. Such services,
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inter alia, included the provision and maintenance of parks and gardens and
repairs and maintenance to minor roads.
All the stafffrom the disestablished councils were, per proclamation LG123 of
1995, assigned to the new transitional councils. Each council had a management
team designated in the said proclamation to act in certain key positions.
Briefinformation on each ofthese transitional councils is provided hereunder.
4.4.1 The Durban Metropolitan Transitional Council
This Council had a hundred and fifty members. (Provincial Proclamation LG
123 of 1995). For the first time in this Province a metropolitan form of
municipality was introduced. In this regard Paragraph 1 of Schedule 3 of
Proclamation LG123 read as follows:-
"There is hereby established a Transitional Metropolitan
Council, under the name Durban Transitional
Metropolitan Council, for the area, the boundaries whereof
are indicated on cadastral compilation sheets (med in the
office ofthe Surveyor-General, Pietermaritzburg) and Plan
No. 2 Metro and Plan No. 3 Metro attached hereto as
annexure A through C."
The Durban Metropolitan Council was afairly large council having a total of150
seats. Both the statutory component and the non-statutory component shared the
seats equally. Fromthe statutory side which had 75 seats, 19 members were from
the former Black Local Authorities and community representatives, whilst 56 of
the members were drawn from the other local authorities within the Durban
Metropolitan area, that is, the former White and Indian local authorities as well
as political parties. The non-statutory members were from various interest
groups including certain political parties that did not participate in municipal
structures previously.
The nominated members have been listed in Paragraph 3 to Schedule 3 in the
said proclamation. For the first time in this Province Councillors serving on the
same council came from all walks of life irrespective of their race or social
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standing. African, Indian , Coloured and White councillors were now found
sitting side by side in the Durban Metropolitan region.
4.4.2 The Central Transitional Metropolitan Substructure Council
This Council had a hundred and thirty members and was established thus:-
"There is hereby established a Transitional Metropolitan
Substructure Council, under the name .Central
Transitional Metropolitan Substructure Council, Cor the
area as described in paragraph 1 (b) oC the Proclamation,
embracing, inter alia, the area of jurisdiction of the local
government bodies reCerred to in paragraph (b) of the
defmition oC local government bodies in Schedule 1 which
Council shall be deemed to have city status as
contemplated by Section 7 of the Ordinance". (Provincial
Proclamation LG 123 of1995).
The nominated councillors came from all walks oflife. The 'city fathers' ofthis
new sub-structure came from the rich suburbs ofthe old City ofDurban such as
the Berea, Morningside and Sherwood, to the mediocre outer city suburbs such
as Chatsworth, Phoenix and Mobeni Heights to people from completely out of
the city, that is, the so called townships such as Kwa Mashu, and Ntuzuma. Thus
the old City ofDurban was completely transformed.
This was the most developed of all the local councils in terms of bulk
infrastructure, roads, buildings and it also had a fairly strong local economy. The
reason for this is that, included in this council area was the area of the entire
former City ofDurban. The economy ofDurban centred around its port, which
is one ofthe largest in Africa. Also incorporated in this transitional council's area
ofjurisdiction was some fairly large old Black Local Authorities such as Kwa
Mashu and Ntuzuma. These areas had large informal settlements. Although the
Central Substructure had a reasonable rates base, it inherited vast tracts of
underdeveloped areas which required infrastructure.
The expertise, wealth (in terms of its rate base) and other resources were now
shared throughout a much larger geographical area. Citizens who lived just
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outside the old City ofDurban and contributed towards its economy now started
to benefit from its resources.
4.4.3 The Northern Transitional Metropolitan Substructure Council
The relevant clause in the Proclamation establishing this council read thus:-
"There is hereby established a transitional metropolitan
substructure council, under the name Northern
Transitional Metropolitan Substructure Council, for the
area described in paragraph 1 (c) of the Proclamation,
embracing, inter alia, the area referred to in paragraph (c)
of te definition of local government bodies in Schedule 1"
(Refer to Schedule 5 ofProvincial Proclamation LG 123 of
1995).
This Council had forty-eight members. Like the other councils mentioned above
local government authority was not reserved for a particular race group but open
to people of all races. The nominated members of this council were covered
under paragraph 3 (2) of Schedule 5 ofProclamation LG123 of 1995.
There were three medium-sized local authorities, viz., Tongaat, Verulam and
Umhlanga as well as several small local authorities such as Hambanathi,
Canelands and Mt Moreland that fell into this transitional council. Much ofthese
councils were covered under chapter 2 in this study and will therefore not be
repeated here, suffice to mention that apart from residential and limited industrial
and commercial activities, a large part of this area is under agriculture. In this
respect this area is well known for its sugar cane plantations.
This council came together during the pre-interim phase of transition in 1994
when the nominated council was installed. In 1996 the following situation still
persisted:-
"In the eyes of many in the public and to a large extent
quite literally, the current NLC does not exist
institutionally. It is clearly a series of independent




responsibilities has been negatively atTected by the impact
of past urban policies. The results flowing from this trend
are the foUowing:
IS" Skewed distribution of resources and capacity
Q' Racial or differentiated job grading systems
Q' Unequal treatment of equal grade jobs
Q'Inappropriate capacity (e.g. the library services in
Verulam which cannot otTer services in more than two
of the of the ofticiallanguages
Q' Confusion with the appropriate "seat" of council"
(Situational analysis report p9 of section 3).
Change is not easy for everyone to accept. When the government changes,
especially at local level, many roleplayers are involved. Such roleplayers include
members ofthe public, public bodies such as rate-payers and civic organisations,
politicalparties, councillors, staffunions, individual employees and management.
There has been a fair degree ofresistance to change by the various roleplayers
in one way or another. Two years after coming together as a council some ofthe
aforementioned problems still persist. The council did make some strides in
certain areas but with certain constraints in other areas, was called upon to
manage change over a longer period oftime.
4.4.4 The Southern Transitional Metropolitan Substructure Council
The relevant clause in the Proclamation establishing this council read thus:-
"There is hereby established a transitional metropolitan
substructure council, under the name Southern
Transitional Metropolitan Substructure Council, for the
area described in paragraph 1 (d) of the Proclamation,
embracing, inter alia, the area referred to in paragraph (d)
of te dermition of local government bodies in Schedule 1"
(Provincial ProclamaJion LG 123 of1995).
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This Council had forty-eight members and was open to residents of all races
(Schedule 6 of Provincial Proclanudion LG 123 of 1995). Its nominated
members were covered under Paragraph 3 of Schedule 6 of the said
proclamation.
This Council enjoys a coast line south ofDurban. It has well developed areas at
Amanzimtoti, Isipingo and Scotborough. It also has several underdeveloped
areas such as Kwamakuta and Folweni. Apart from residential developments
there are several industries in this area. The large AECI chemical plant is located
in this area.
4.4.5 The Western Transitional Metropolitan Substructure Council
The relevant clause in the Proclamation establishing this council read thus:-
"There is hereby established a transitional metropolitan
substructurecouncil, under the name Western Transitional
Metropolitan Substructure Council, for the area described
in paragraph 1 (e) of the Proclamation, embracing, inter
alia, the area referred to in paragraph (e) of the definition
of local government bodies in Schedule 1n (Provincial
Proclamation LG 123 of1995).
This Council had eighty members (Schedule 7ofProvincial Proclamation LG
123 of1995). For the first time in this region people from amongst the different
race groups served on the same council.
This was a fairly large substructure with vast tracks ofrural area, particularly on
the western end. Several towns such as Pinetown, Kloofand New Germany were
well developed. There was strong industrial activity particularly in the Pinetown
region aswell asafairly substantial residential development. The famous national
road, the N3, that is used extensively between Durban and Johannesburg cuts
through this council area and brought a hive ofactivity to this region.
As can be gleaned from what has been stated above, the new Durban
Metropolitan Council and associated substructure councils were completely
transformed municipalities. Racism completely disappeared and so did the small
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unsustainable councils. Schedule 2 of the Local Government Transition Act
(Act 209 of 1993), provided for the powers and functions between the
metropolitan council and the substructures. Generally, the bulk services such as
the supply of water and electricity were the metropolitan council)s functions
whilst localised functions such as traffic matters, cemeteries and the maintenance
of suburban roads were the responsibility of substructure councils.
All roleplayers of the Durban Metropolitan Region had to begin familiarising
themselves with these changes. Thus local government was completely
transformed in the wider Durban region.
4.5 DURBAN METROPOLITAN AREA - THE INTERIM PHASE
The interim phase of transformation has been defined in the Local Government
Transition Act as that period commencing on the day after elections were held
for transitional councils and ending with the implementation of final
arrangements to be enacted by a competent legislative authority.
The scene was set for the first democratic local government elections to take
place in the provinceofKwa-Zulu Natal. Such elections were provided for under
section 9 of the Local Government Transition Act. A series of proclamations
was issued to cater for, inter alia, the disestablishment of certain transitional
councils, that is, councils during the pre-interirn period, the demarcation of
council boundaries and the establishment ofcouncils to be elected. The relevant
Provincial Proclamations were issued by the Member of the Executive
Committee for Local Government and Housing in the province in preparation for
the Durban Metropolitan Council and associated local councils to be elected.
Examples ofthese proclamations are Provincial Proclamations Nos. 38 and 80,
both of 1996 (See cltulse 1 ofProvincial Proclamation No. 38 of1996).
In this regard Provincial Proclamation No. 38 of 1996 disestablished all the
substructures of the Metropolitan area and established six new substructure
councils. The Durban Transitional Metropolitan Council was not disestablished,
just the terms ofoffice ofits members were terminated (see clause1 ofschedule
2 ofProvincial Proclamation No. 80 of1996). It must be noted that the outer
boundaries ofthe Durban Metropolitan Council did not change, just the central
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and the western substructures were split into two each, to establish two new
substructures.
At this stage of the transition, that is, just prior to the elections many of the
roleplayers in local government felt that the use of the words "substructure
council" should be replaced by the words "local council". The feeling was that
the word 'substructure' denoted an inferior type ofauthority, that is inferior to
the metropolitan authority or that the substructure was subservient to the
metropolitan authority. The term "local council" was then adopted in the
provincial proclamations from the Local Government Transition Act. Hence the
term 'local council' has been used rather than the term 'substructure council' in
later proclamations, for example, Provincial Proclamation 80 of 1996.
The Durban Metropolitan Council and six associated local councils were
established as per the attached map labelled Annexure 7. These councils were
constituted as follows:-
Q" The Durban Metropolitan Council - Schedule 3 ofProclamation 80 of1996
Q" The North Central Local Council- Schedule 4 ofProclamation 80 of 1996
Q" South Central Local Council - Schedule 4 ofProclamation 80 of 1996
Q" The Inner-West Local Council- Schedule 5 ofProclamation 80 of 1996
Q" The Outer-West Local Council- Schedule 6 ofProclamation 80 of 1996
Q> The North Local Council- Schedule 7 ofProclamation 80 of 1996
Q" The South Local Council- Schedule 8 ofProclamation 80 of 1996
Elections for these councils were held on 26th June 1996 for these councils and
these members took office soon thereafter.
These elections took place on the basis ofwhat was termed 'A' and 'B' wards.
The 'A' wards represented the previously advantaged areas whilst the 'B' wards
represented the previously disadvantaged areas. The elections were based on
forty percent proportional representation and sixty percent ward elections. Fifty
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percent of the ward candidates came from the 'A' wards whilst the remaining
fifty percent came from the 'B' wards. This method was to further ensure that
people from the previously disadvantaged communities were adequately
represented (Local Government Election Regulations, 1996).
4.5.1 The Durban Metropolitan Council
Schedule 3 read together with Annexure "A" of Proclamation 80 of 1996
established the Durban Metropolitan Council to give it its form and structure in
preparationfor the elections. This council was elected during the first democratic
elections for local government in this Province and came into operation
immediately after the elections. Many aspects of governing the Council were
included in the said proclamation to enable the newly elected councils to be
operational soon after the elections. Such issues as staff, the inaugural meeting,
election ofMayor and Deputy Mayor, rules oforder and voting were, inter alia,
provided for in the said proclamation. The following committees were provided
for in the proclamation for the Metropolitan Council, viz.,
wExecutive Committee (12 members);
Q> Health and Housing Committee (15 members);
qo Community Services Committee (15 members);
qo Economic Development Committee (15 members), and
Q" Infrastructure and Services Committee (15
members)(Proclamation 80 of 1996 - Annexure "A" to
Schedule 3).
Annexure A to Schedule 3 also made the following provisions in respect ofthe
committees:-
• the Metropolitan Mayor and Metropolitan Deputy Mayor
shall be ex officio members ofall committees;
• the Executive Committee shall appoint a Chairman from
amongst its own ranks;
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• the Executive Committee shall appoint the chairpersons of
all the standing committees;
The powers and functions have previously been detennined in Provincial
Proclamation 38 of1996 as, inter alia, the bulk supply and reticulation ofwater,
the bulk supply and reticulation of electricity, bulk sewerage purification,
metropolitan co-ordination of land usage, transport planning, arterial roads,
storm-water drainage, passenger transport services, traffic matters, abattoirs,
fresh produce markets and municipal refuse dumps.
4.5.2 The North Central Local Council
This Council came into being as a result of the splitting up of the previous
transitional central sub-structure council into two metropolitan local councils.
The split appeared to be rather odd in that Durban was split along the esplanade
into two separate councils. This council's affairs was dealt with under Schedule
4 ofProclamation 80 of 1996 read together with annexure'A' to schedule 4. In
terms of the said Schedule the following committees have been established,
namely,
• Executive Committee;
• EconomicDevelopment and Infrastructure and Services Committee;
• Health and Housing Committee;
• Town Planning Environment and Traffic Committee, and
• Community and Protection Services (Proclamation 80 of 1996 -
Annexure "A" to Schedule 4).
4.5.3 South Central Local Council
This Council, like the North Central Local Council, also came into being as a
result of the splitting up of Durban into two local councils within the Durban
Metropolitan Region. Both the North and the South Central Local Councils
shared the same administration. In fact both these councils had one Chief
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Executive Officer! Town Clerk, also in terms of Schedule 4 ofProclamation 80
of 1996 the following, namely,
• Executive Committee;
• Economic Development and Infrastructure and Services Committee;
• Health and Housing Cotmnittee;
• Town Planning Environment and Traffic Committee; and
• Community and Protection Services (Proclamation 80 of 1996 -
Annexure "A" to Schedule 4).
4.5.4 The Inner-West Local Council
This Council during the pre-interim phase, had a very large area. As such it was
prudent to split this council area into two separate councils. This was done
which gave birth to the Inner-West and Outer West Local Councils. Unlike the
North and South Central Local Councils, both these councils have their own
administrations as well as their own Town Clerk! Chief Executive Officer.
Annexure 'A' to schedule 5 made provision for the following committees,
namely,
• Executive Committee;
• Town Planning Committee;
• Community Services Committee, and
• Social and Economic Development Committee (Annexure 'A' to
Schedule 5).
4.5.5 The Outer-West Local Council
This Council was established in terms of proclamation 38 of 1996, whilst its
form and structure were catered for in Provincial Proclamation 38 of 1996. In
this regard Schedule 6 ofthe latter-mentioned proclamation provided for all the
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legal matters to set this council into operation immediately after the first
democratic elections that were held in this Province. Annexure 'A' to schedule
6 made provision for the following committees, namely,
• Executive Committee;
• Town Planning Committee;
• Community Services Committee; and
• Social and Economic Development Committee (Annexure 'A' to
Schedule 6).
4.5.6 The South Local Council
The outer boundaries ofthis Council remained the same as it was during the pre-
interim phase. The number ofseats ofthis council was, however, reduced from
48 to 30. Legal matters establishing this council is provided for in Schedule 8 of
Provincial Proclamation 80 of 1996 read together with Annexure 'A'. In terms
ofthe said annexure the following committees have been provided for, namely,
• Executive Committee;
• Town Planning and Environment Committee;
• Community ServicesCommittee; and
• Infrastructure and Economic Development Committee.
The discussion that follows is a broad overview ofthe current reality prevailing
in the Durban Metropolitan region.
4.5.7 The North Local Council
Since this council area is the focus of this dissertation, its establishment and
administrative rationalisation will be described in some depth.
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The outer boundaries ofthis council remained the same as it was during the pre-
interim phase. The number of seats ofthis council was, however, reduced from
48 to 30. Legal matters establishing this council is provided for in Schedule 7 of
Provincial Proclamation 80 of 1996 read together with Annexure'A'. In terms
ofthe said annexure the following committees have been provided for, namely,
• Executive Committee;
• Community Services Committee;
• RDP, Housing and Estates Committee; and
• Technical Committee (Annexure 'A' to Schedule).
4.5.7.1 The administrative rationalisation ofthe North Local Council
Municipalities essentially have two branches or Wings, namely, the political
branch and theadministrativebranch. In this massivetransformation ofmunicipal
government in South Africa both of these branches had to under go major
change.
Once the changes to the political branch of local government has been decided
upon or negotiated by the relevant stakeholdersl authorities its transformation
is easy in the sense that the necessary legal mechanisms are merely put into place
and will take effect in terms oflaw. The administrative rationalisation is far more
complex. This complexity easily becomes apparent when one unpacks what has
transpired in, for example, the North Local Council.
In general terms, each ofthe former municipalities that make up the North Local
Council had, inter alia, the following within its area of jurisdiction to be
rationalised, namely,
~ their own complement ofstaffcontaining departments and sections
thereof;
~ an organogram peculiar to its institution;




• financial records including, inter alia, records kept and updated on main
frame computers;
• valuation roll;
• filing systems with current and old records;
• by-laws;
• tariffof charges;
• financial and other regulations;
• Town Planning Schemes; and
• various other policies, standing orders and resolutions.
To rationalise all of the above issues is a tall order and will take a substantial
period oftime, bearing in mind that consultation with all roleplayers has become
the order of the day and that a municipality is a creature of statute where it
conducts its affairs in terms ofbinding regulations that are time consuming. For
example, if the owner of a supermarket wants to increase prices it is his! her
prerogative to do so and hel she would merely give the staff instructions to do
so. On the other hand, should the Chief Executive Officer of a municipality
endeavour to increase his! her tariff of charges he would have to follow the
following procedure, namely,
• place a report to this effect before the finance committee;
• ifsupported the matter goes before the full council;
• ifsupported the proposed increases are advertised calling for objections by
a certain date;
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~ with today's demands placed on local government calling for wide
consultation in terms of the constitution and other legislation the council
will, in all likelihood, hold a public meeting in order to consult on this issue;
~ the ChiefExecutive Officer would then, after the expiry ofthe advertising
period, place the matter again before the Executive Committee to address
any objections that might have been received;
~ the matter would then be placed before the full council with a
recommendation from the Executive Committee;
~ if supported by at least two thirds ofthe council the increased tariff has to
be advertised in the provincial gazette stating the new tariffand its effective
date; and
~ the new tariff then becomes the applicable law.
The above procedure is simplistically stated. All sorts of complications could
arise. Often in practice, before the executive committee renders its support for
any increase in tariffs, further research is called for and it may discuss a matter
at several meetings before it is processed further.
Some of the rationalisation issues of the North Local Council is detailed
hereunder to provide an insight into some ofthe dynamics at play. At the point
of study this process is still not complete after having started in June 1996.
The administrations which served the former local authorities still exist and are
referred to as administrative entities. During the pre-interim phase it continued
to operate separately prior to being merged for the sake of convenience,
however, reporting to one council. The ideal was to, at some stage, rationalise
the administration into a single body serving a single council. This has recently
been achieved and today these administrative entities serve the North Local
Council. The three larger ones, that is, Tongaat, Verulam and Umhlanga all had
professional senior staff and fully fledged departments and sections with sub-
sections. The balance ofthe municipalities had a fair measure ofstaffwith their
own peculiar structure attached to it. All of this had to be rationalised into a
single administration that is properly structured to be both efficient and cost
effective that reports to one employer. In addition, some of the functions,
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coupled with staff, assets and liabilities, had to be handed over the Metropolitan
Council in the light of such functions becoming metropolitan functions.
4.5.7.1.1 Rationalisation ofstaff
As was expected the rationalisation of staffwas by no means an easy exercise.
For most employees their sense ofsecurity was threatened and morale started to
dwindle. In terms of proclamation LG123 of 1995 which established the
Northern Transitional Metropolitan Substructure Council, the Town Clerk and
heads of department ofthe former Borough ofUmhlanga became the heads of
department of this new council (Proclamation LG123: 1995 clause 6 (1),
Schedule 5). This was to be the case until the new council decided otherwise.
This was so to get the council operational in terms ofconvening meetings thus
enabling the council to get to grips with the multitude of issues awaiting its
attention. The Town Clerks and heads ofdepartments ofthe other administrative
entities had to report to the Town Clerk and relevant heads of departments of
the Borough of Umhlanga. The civic offices at Umhlanga Rocks became the
councils headquarters which meant that the staff from the other entities had to
often leave their work environments and travel to Umhlanga Rocks for meetings
and workshops. During this initial stage the actual physical movement of staff
and reporting lines affected mainly the upper echelons of the different entities
hierarchy and not the balance of the staff The uncertainty factor, however,
affected all staff
During the negotiating stage prior to the establishment of the council, the
DurbanMetropolitanNegotiatingForumdid establish aBargainingForumwhich
was later converted into the Industrial Council. The Industrial Council was
registered for the Durban Metropolitan region which has a Main Industrial
Councilplus sevenAreaIndustrial CounCils, that is, one Area Industrial Council
for each ofthe councils within the metropolitan area ofDurban. The name ofthis
council is Industrial Council for the Durban Metropolitan Area (Metro
Industrial Council) which deals with broad policy issues that affects the entire
metropolitan regionwhereas the area industrial councils handles disputes that are
peculiar to its area. As with all industrial councils both the employer and the staff
unions have representation.
The Metro Industrial Council approved a placement policy document entitled
staff placement policy and process for the placement of all staff of the
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metropolitan council and each ofthe local councils. This document is attached
hereto labelled Annexure 8. This policy required each ofthe councils within the
Durban Metropolitan area to establish a Placement Committee which had both
employer and union representation on it. There was broad agreement at the
Change Management Committee that the post ofTown Clerk! ChiefExecutive
Officer would not fall within the realms ofthe placement process as outlined in
the placement policy but that this post in the Durban Metropolitan Council and
associated local councils would be advertised both internally and externally. The
purpose of this was to provide an opportunity to these councils to change the
'oldguard' at the very top of its administration, if this was deemed necessary.
Advertisements did go out to attract both internal and external candidates and
these posts were subsequently approved. At this point in time only the Chief
Executive Officers were appointed on a permanent basis. The other senior staff
held acting appointments and the balance of the staff were attached to their
entities and worked solely within their former municipal areas.
The administration of the North Local Council is headed by the Town Clerk!
Chief Executive Officer. This post is a -statutory appointment and is made in
terms ofthe Local Authorities Ordinance (Ordinance 25 of1974). Furthermore,
it was the intention of the council to appoint a Deputy Town Clerk! Deputy
ChiefExecutive Officer. In view ofthe imminent further changes to municipal
government it was subsequently decided not to fill this post. This council decided
to have three 'service units' within which there are several departments which
would be further broken down into sections and sub-sections. The former City
ofDurban had a similar structure with service units which was carried through
to the new Metropolitan Council as well as theNorth Central and South Central
Local Councils. These councils, however, had many service units. The North
Local Council believed it was necessary to synchronise its structure with the rest
ofthe Metropolitan area but decided to have only three service units. The three
service units are the Finance, Community Services and Physical Environment
service units. Essentially the departments that fall within these service units are
the following, namely,
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TABLE 4: SERVICE UNITS AND DEPARTMENTS
FINANCE COMMUNITY PHYSICAL
SERVICES ENVIRONMENT
Treasury Housing Civil Engineering
Internal Audit Corporate Services Planning &
Environment




In terms of the 'organogram' each service unit has an Executive Director and
a Director to assist him or her. From the CEO to the Deputy CEO through to the
Executive Directors and the corresponding Director in respect of each service
unit is a one on one structure as opposed to a pyramid type structure which
would be far easier to handle in terms of the chain of command. Unfortunately
the idea to have only three service units developed among the politicians and
instructions were given to the officials to develop a draft organogram around
these service units. The idea to engage a Deputy Town Clerk! CEO was to
employ an affirmative action candidate. The thought behind placing directors
posts beneath each executive director was once again to develop capacity by
making affirmative action appointments. Whilst attempting to adopt a lean
structure the council ended up appointing a management team that comprised no
less than eighteen persons. The entire staff organogram was approved by the
Executive Committee of the North Local Council on 20 May 1997 (Executive
Committee of the North Local Council: Minutes dated 20 May 1997). After
passing the due process and obtaining the requisite approvals from the
bargaining council the organogram was implemented. Since the entire
organogram is fairly bulky, a portion ofthe document, which reflects the top five
levels appears hereunder:-
PTO for the organogram
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The difficulty with this organogram is best illustrated with an example. Take for
instance a situation where the Chief Executive Officer wishing to query a
housing matter or take advice on a housing matter and ifthe chain ofcommand
is followed strictly, his query would be dealt with through the following line
order:-
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER






OTHER HOUSING STAFF (?)
This chain of command is too deep and rather cumbersome. In practice this
could prevent the ChiefExecutive Officer from being'hands-on'. The individual
management styles of the Executive Directors and Directors and their
commitment levels would impact on the ChiefExecutive Officer's need to get
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involved. This level ofinvolvement and commitment at senior level will have an
impact on the entire structure.
The head ofeach department, within each service unit is an Assistant Director.
For example, there is an Assistant Director for Housing, Health and Protection
Services and so forth within the Community Services Service Unit. The North
Local Council is not as large as North Central and South Central Local Councils
of the Durban Metropolitan region to actually have its head of departments
sitting at level 3 and being so far removed from the ChiefExecutive Officer. It
is not that the ChiefExecutive Officer cannot liaise with the Assistant Directors.
The problem arises when the chain of command has to be bypassed often
because of the cumbersome structure. It happens in practice that certain
Executive Directors and Directors do become sensitive and feel left out. The
Council could have, quite comfortably managed without the three posts of
Executive Directors. The Council and its ratepayers would have then benefited
from fewer management posts.
The organogram was decided by the majority political party in council at one of
their caucus meetings and merely 'rubber-stamped' by the full council. It was
then approved by the Area Industrial Council with minor amendments. The
organogram then had to be approved by the Change Management Committee of
the Durban Metropolitan region. It was approved on 11th June 1997 (Change
Management Committee, minutes, p 64).
The North Local Council was now in a position to place all its staff from its
various entities into a single administration in terms of the earlier mentioned
placement policy and approved organogram. This was a major step forward in
the sense that staff could now have a sense ofidentity and a sense ofbelongiIig
to the North Local Council rather than to their previous councils which do not
exist any longer. All senior staff that held acting positions would now know
where they stood.
Bringing staff from three medium-sized municipalities and a host of small
municipalities together into a single administration does present quite· a
challenge. The tool to be used was the staffplacement policy and process. This
document was derived from an agreement reached at the Bargaining Council for
the Durban Metropolitan area. It was a good document at policy level and
catered for the different categories ofposts in terms oftheir status ofchange as
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well as how to deal with grievances and surplus staff. What the document did
not provide for is a situation where there exists more incumbents and fewer
posts. There were many such cases. For example each of the medium-sized
entities ofTongaat, Umhlanga and Verulam had in their Treasury Departments,
two Assistant Town Treasurers which meant that the North Local Council had
a total of six Assistant Town Treasurers. The organogram of the North Local
Council itself made provision for two Assistant Town Treasurers in its
rationalisation programme. Which two of the six would be placed in these
positions of Assistant Town Treasurers? In other words, was there a clear
strategy that was understood and accepted by all the stakeholders?
In view of the complexity of internal staffing, research has mainly focussed on
three categories ofstrategies for managing internal staffing. These categories are
the following: a pure selection strategy, a vocational guidance strategy and a
compromise staffing strategy (Carrell, Elbert, Hatfield, Grobler, Marx & v.d.
Schyf, 1998: 235). These strategies are briefly summarised below:
a) Pure Selection Strategy
In this strategy the most qualified person for each post is chosen. This approach
caters for the institution. Institutions that utilise this type ofstrategy can utilise
a variety offormulas to assist them in their choice of candidates. These include
multiple regression equations, statistical decision theory or discriminant function
analysis (Carrell et al., 1998:235).
b) Vocational Guidance Strategy
This type of placement strategy looks at the position for which the person is
most qualified and places that person into that position. This approach is
responsive to the individual. According to Quaintance an example of this
strategy includes the Assessment-ClassificationModel. Research has proved the
validity ofthe concept ofthe model which demonstrates that life experiences and
employee interests contribute to predictions of success in certain jobs, for




c) A Compromise Staffing Strategy
Both the aforementioned strategies represents opposite ends ofa continuum and
both have drawbacks. These drawbacks result in either the individual or the
company benefiting in the short term. Ifindividual needs are ignored, like in the
pure selection strategy, this usually results in high staff turnover and low
productivity. On the other hand if the organisational needs are ignored, like in
the vocational guidance strategy, individual employees may be motivated, but
some critical jobs may not be filled in by the most appropriate persons (Carrell
et a/.,1998:235).
The challenge for management is to identify an internal staffing strategy that
finds a happy medium between the pure selection strategy and the vacational
guidance strategy. In other words, a staffing strategy that lies somewhere in the
middle ofthis continuum. The compromise staffing strategy attempts to achieve
the best allocation of available staff to fill posts while attempting to meet both
individual and institutional needs. This strategy thus places people in positions
so that all positions are filled by individuals who meet at least the same minimum
standards ofperformance: (Carrell et aI., 1998:235).
The Placement Committee established, in terms of clause 5 of the policy,
required that employer and employee representatives had to have equal
representation. Throughout the Metropolitan area two staff unions are
recognised by the municipalities. They are South Afiican Municipal Workers
Union (SAMWU) and Independent Municipal Allied Trade Union (IMATU).
Both SAMWU and IMATU agreed with the North Local Council that the
makeup ofthe Area Placement Committee would be as follows:-
SAMWU = 2 representatives;
IMATU = 1 representative, and
Employer=3representatives (NorthLocal Council:
1997d).
SAMWU is a larger union, hence it had one more representative than IMATU.
This document essentially laid the basis for the posts described hereunder.
Unchangedposts were mainly applicable to lower level posts where the duties
attached to these posts did not change at all nor was any geographical relocation
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necessary. For example, a street sweeper in Tongaat still continued his duties
unchanged in Tongaat. Minor changed posts meant that there was no material
effect on the responsibility attached to the post after rationalisation. Redeployed
posts are defined as those posts which has no change or a minor change to the
duty schedule but where a change in the geographical location is necessary. In
this instance one could cite any of the metropolitan services. For example an
electrician that worked in Tongaat for the former Tongaat Town Board has now
been relocated to the Metropolitan Electricity's Phoenix depot. The incumbent
still performs the same duties but to a larger area and operates from a different
location. Major changedposts "are posts which have undergone major changes
to their duties and responsibilities ..." (North Local Council, 1997b: 4).
The placement policy included a non-appointment grievance procedure to cater
for staffmembers who were unhappy with their placement. Several members of
staffdid avail themselves ofthis opportunity. Amazingly from the 1450 members
ofstaffplaced only about seventeen ofthem utilised the appeal process and went
all the way to arbitration. It must be presumed that the consensus reached
between the councillors and the union representatives during the placement
process did assist in reducing the number ofnon-appointment grievances.
One would have envisaged that the Council itself would play a direct role in
consultation with the Chief Executive Officer in placing, via the placement
process, the Executive Directors and leave it up to the ChiefExecutive Officer
and the newly appointed Executive Directors to place the balance ofthe staff In
practice in municipal government it is a common feature for councils to establish
a policy, and for their administrative arm to execute such policy. In this instance,
in respect ofthe placement ofstaffinto a single administration, the policy termed
STAFF PLACEMENT POLICY AND PROCESS was adopted by the Nortb
Local Council. It ought to have been up to the administration to execute the
policy. At the North Local Council, this did not happen. The Council placed
councillors instead of management staff to represent management on the
placement committee which placed all stafffrom the Executive Directors to the
general workers. Often deals were struck between councillors and union
representatives on the placement of certain staff without the knowledge or
support of any of the management staff. Each Head of Department had to
complete a form which was specially designed for the placement ofstaffin which
hel she would propose a candidate for placement. In the case ofthe North Local
Council, proposals by the Executive Directors were often overruled by council
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members, who had been caucused by the union component. Often in consultation
with the union representatives alternate placements were effected.
The rationale behind this from the council's side, was that the council wanted to
see a complete transfonnation of its staffas well as apply its affinnative action
policy as much as it could and that is why councillors were deeply involved in
the placement process. The primary purpose ofthe policy was to place stafffrom
their various entities into a single administration. Ifcouncils could complement
this with any ofits other policies without deviating from its primary purpose that
would have been fine. It was, however, alleged by several employees that a fair
measure ofbias prevailed during the placement process. Not that there would
have been no bias on the part ofthe senior management had they served on the
placement committee but it was the senior management who knew the staff
better and their abilities to cope with the requirements of each post and each
employee's ability to cope with each job. Besides, management would have had
a strategy to effect the placements. Members ofthe Area Placement Committee
did not even think ofa strategy. In the placement of people there usually is an
element ofsubjectivity, but with the councillors and unions placing staffjointly,
leaving the management out ofthe process did place management in an invidious
position.
Human resource management, in a municipality, operates within a specific
environment. An understanding of the environment is important as this has a
decisive influence on the functioning of the municipality and on its human
resources. Someofthese factors include, government legislationand regulations,
development in technology and science, labour market and economic changes
(penceliah, 1996: 116-118). Any institution, including a municipality, that is
undergoing transfonnation, must allow its human resource management to take
place within the change management process. In municipal government, human
resource management should not be split and shared between councillors and
management as this would affect certain other aspects of human resource
management, for example, personnel retention.
From clause 6 of the placement it is clear that the intention was '10 place all
existing staffwithin these new structures". Further clause 9.1.4 ofthe said policy
stated that "wherever possible, consideration in the first instance should begiven
to the placement ofexisting staffin these posts on a 'close-match' basis" (North
Local Council, 1997b: 4).This did not deter members of the Area Placement
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Committee. If they did not fancy any individual they did not place him or her.
The policy itselfcontains the noble gesture to cater for existing staffespecially
if one reads through clauses 5 to 8 of the attached policy document. It also
envisaged that there would be a Metropolitan Staff Placement Pool to
accommodate any unplaced staff (North Local Council, 1997b: Clause 6).
Members ofthe Area Placement Committee were quite keen to let certain staff
go into the staff pool. No need to mention the amount oftension this created.
None of this, of course, was official or ever recorded - it was just stated in
informal discussions amongst the parties. The Chief Executive Officer had to
often intervene, at the expense ofhis own good relationship with his councillors,
to encourage members ofthe Area Placement Committee to stick to the terms
of the placement policy. One of the senior municipal managers of the North
Local Council speculated that his service unit ended up with "some dead ducks
andsome lame ducks", meaning that several members ofstaffwere incompetent
for the positions in which they were placed or not enthusiastic about their duties.
No doubt some staffmembers were placed above their level ofcompetency and
this had, and still has a serious impact on service delivery. This was due not so
much to affirmative action but rather to personal prejudice that certain people
had to suffer because they either belonged to the wrong union or because they
had a "run-in" with certain members of the staff unions in the course of their
duties. This was the case despite the fact that clause 9 of the placement policy
catered for the following posts, namely, unchanged posts, minor changed posts,
redeployed posts and major changed posts (North Local Council, 1997b: 4).
4.5.7.1.2 Service condition and benefits
The North Local Council had become the successor in title of some thirteen
independently run municipalities. The founding proclamation that established the
Northern Transitional Metropolitan Sub-structure Council, that is, KwaZulu-
Natal Provincial Proclamation LG 123 states under paragraph 5 of Schedule 5
that, interalia, the staffofthe dissolved local government bodies will retain their
conditions ofservice that were applicable to them prior to such dissolution. The
said proclamation further states that if these conditions of service were to
change, such were to be changed in accordance with the applicable labour laws
(KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Proclamation LG 123: 1995). This was reinforced
when the North Local Council came into existence per Provincial Proclamation
No. 80 of 1996 (KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Proclamation No, 80: 1996).
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The staff from all of these disestablished municipalities had vastly different
service conditions and benefits attached to their employment. Leave entitlements
ranged from 15 days annual leave to 36 days annual leave. Some workers
commenced work every working day at OTh45 whilst others commenced at
08hOO. In some entities, the field workers commenced duties at 07hOO and in
other entities the field workers commenced duties at OTh15. Likewise closing
times were also vastly different amongst the different entities. A comparison
between the Township of Tongaat's Staff and Leave Regulations (Provincial
Proclamation No. 275 of 1965) and the Borough ofVerulam's Conditions of
Service and Leave Rules (Provincial Proclamation No. MN 600 dated 5th
November of 1981) is ample evidence ofthe numerous differences amongst the
entities. Other conditions ofservice and benefits which required rationalisation
were, inter alia, the following:
• group life cover;
• medical aid benefits;
• pension fund benefits and contributions;
• car allowances and travelling allowances;
• subsistence allowance;
• compassionate leave;
• study leave entitlements;
• sick leave entitlements;
• bursaryentitlements (only applicable in certainentities); and
• number ofworking days per week (some entities worked a
5 day week whilst others worked a 6 day week).
It was generally accepted, although not recorded anywhere, that staffwould not
be allowed to 'cherry pick' the best conditions of service from the various
entities as they pleased. Ifthis was allowed then staffwould be at liberty choose
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the latest starting times and the earliest finishing times of the various entities
which would have been unfair to the employer. In the North Local Council a
working group was established comprising of employer and employee
representatives to formulate common conditions of service that would be
applicable to employees. Steady progress has been made in this regard but the
procedure in respect of each set of conditions that comes out of the working
group is rather time consuming until final approval. However, the commencing
and finishing times of all staff wherever they are located have now been
synchronised (North Local Council, 1999a).
4.5.7.1.3 Assets and liabilities
The founding proclamation that established the Northern Transitional
Metropolitan Sub-structure Council, that is, Kwazulu-Natal Provincial
Proclamation LG 123 states under paragraph 7 ofSchedule 5, inter alia, that the
assets and liabilities of the various entities now disestablished will vest in this
newly established council (Kwazulu-Natal Provincial Proclamation LG
123: 1995). In the same vein the founding proclamation that established the
North Local Council, thatis, Kwazulu-Natal Provincial Proclamation No, 80 of
1996, provided for under paragraph 10 of schedule 7 that the assets and
liabilities ofthe Northern Transitional Metropolitan Sub-structure Council shall
vest in the newly established council (Kwazulu-Natal Provincial Proclamation
No, 80: 1996).
This meant that ifa former, relatively well-offmunicipality such as the Borough
of Umhlanga had certain assets, for example, twelve patrol vehicles in their
Protection Services Department whilst a relatively poorer former municipality
like the Borough of Verulam had only two patrol vans in their Protection
Services Department then the new Northern Transitional Council could, at its
discretion, deploy some of the patrol vans from the Umhlanga area to the
Verulam area for use there. On the other hand, in terms ofthe liabilities that this
ne~ council inherited the council would utilise funding received from all its
suburbs to make good the liabilities it inherited from one or two areas
In many instances assets were deployed from one area to another within the
council's area of jurisdiction which meant that services had to be reduced in
some areas whilst a measure ofnew or improved services were provided in other
areas. As can be expected some rate payers who experienced a reduction in
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services were quite irate. The Executive Director: Finance, Mr 1. Panday (1999:
interview) confirmed that irate ratepayers telephonically complained about the
drop in services given the fact that they pay exorbitant rates.
4.5. 7.1.4 Financial records including records kept and updated on main frame
computers
Each ofthe former municipalities that now make up the North Local Council had
its ownindependent financial records. Separate sets ofbooks were done for each
autonomous municipality and this method continued throughout the pre-interim
phase even after the former municipalities came together as the Northern
Transitional Substructure Council. Each municipality had its own bank
account(s) as well as independent main frame and personal computers in respect
oftheir computerised accounts. This situation was inherited by the North Local
Council and proved to be most inconvenient from an administrative point of
view. As can be imagined the Executive Director: Finance could not, with any
sense ofease, advise the ChiefExecutive Officer or the Council of the daily or
monthly bank balance, state ofoutstanding debtors, creditors to be paid and so
forth. This type of information was lying all over the place, decentralised and
dealt with by different people all of whom had different recording techniques
and! or formats of recording. In the case of the areas that were previously
controlled by the then Development and Service Board the North Local Council
depended on the said Board for proper record keeping in respect ofthose areas.
There was grave difficulty in co-ordinating this activity (Panday 1999:
interview).
There were several issues to consider in rationalising the financial records, the
key issues being the following:
> acquire a single main frame computer that had the capacity
to compute and sustain the financial and other related records;
> a common valuation roll, and
> a single rates index or a multiple rates index with a phased
programme to achieve a single index.
Other issues such as rationalising the bank accounts, creditors, purchase orders,
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debt collections, ledger systems and so forth, will then start to fall into place
(panday 1999: interview).
4.5.7.1.5 Valuation roll
The North Local Council inherited a system whereby each of the former
municipal areas had their own rates base and earned vastly different property
rates. This meant that a property valued at RSOO 000, 00 in Umhlanga attracted
far less rates than an equal valued property in Tongaat. Each area had its rates
levied within its independent base and according to the financial constraints of
the area. The situation in Tongaat was that it had a few high valued properties,
that is, properties above R400 000 in value, and a vast number of low valued
properties, that is, properties with a value ofless than RSO 000. Since rates is
based on property values those few high valued properties naturally attracted
fairly high rates. On the other hand most ofthe properties in Umhlanga Rocks
had fairly high property values. In fact no property in the 'old' Umhlanga had a
value below R200 000,00 (panday, interview: 1999). This meant that the rates
burden was more evenly spread. Itwas realised by the Council that it would have
to introduce a common rates index based on a common valuation roll as soon as
possible.
In October1996 the North Local Council held a meeting with the civic
associations in its area regarding the budget for the financial period 1997/1998,
at which meeting there was a strong call for the equalisation ofproperty rates
throughout the North Local Councilarea. This principle was generally supported
by all roleplayers, however, the point of departure was that the Tongaat and
Verulam civic movements requested the equalisation to be implemented during
the 1997/ 1998 budget whereas the civic representatives ofUmhlanga, Umdloti
and Mt Edgecombe requested that the equalisation be phased in over several
years (Coastal Weekly, 181h October 1996). This issue was widely published in
both national and provincial newspapers where large increases were incurred
over two financial years. Newspaper captions like "Shock rates increase
(Sunday Times, 2'fh July 1997) and, "Big rates increase announced" (The
Natal Mercury. B 1h November 1996) appeared to be the order ofthe day.
Arising out of the aforementioned meeting, there were serious objections from
the Umhlanga, Umdloti and Mt. Edgecombe residents about the proposed
equalisation ofrates over one financial year. There were calls, on the one hand,
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from the Umhlanga Rocks residents to phase the equalisation ofproperty rates
over several years whilst on the other hand, the residents of Tongaat and
Verulam claimed that they always paid high property rates and since all these
areas now fall under one council there should be one rates randage on a common
valuation roll. These residents also claimed that since coming together as a single
council in 1995 they bore the brunt of separate rates and that 1997/ 1998 was
the year to equalise property rates.
Each municipality has to meet a large portion of its expenditure from property
rates. This is done by calculating a rates index known as a "rates randage"
utilising property values as follows:
expected expenditure = rates randage
total property values
This randage or factor is used to calculate individual property rates as follows:
rates randage x property value.
A rating analysis for the areas of Tongaat, Umhlanga Rocks and Verulam is
provided in table 12, utilising the above method. The actual rates randages for
each ofthese areas have been utilised to construct this table. It could clearly be
seen that the rates randages for each ofthe areas are different for the financial
periods 1995/ 1996 and 1996/ 1997. From the 1997/ 1998 financial period
property rates were equalised on a common valuation roll and each ofthe areas
in question had the same rates randage which meant equally valued properties
in any ofthese areas would be levied the same property rates. An exercise was
done utilising the actual indices on identically-valued properties for the areas of
Tongaat, Umhlanga and Verulam. The equally-valued property in this exercise
is depicted in Table 13, for the financial periods 1995/ 1996 to 1999/ 2000.
Rates have been calculated per Table 14, utilising the indices on Table 12, and
the property values on Table 13.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the vastly different rates applicable to properties of
equal value in Umhlanga, Verulam and Tongaat for the 1995/1996 financial
year. Figure 5 illustrates the huge difference in property rates in the areas
concerned for the financial periods 1995/ 1996 and 1996/ 1997 but also
illustrates the equalisation of property rates for the three financial periods that
follow ending in the 1999/ 2000 financial year. Figure 6 illustrates the rates for
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the same areas before and after the equalisation ofproperty rates for the financial
periods 1995/ 1996 and 1997/ 1998 respectively. The final figure in this series
ofgraphs, that is, figure 7 illustrates the property rates for the areas ofTongaat,
Verulam and Umhlanga for the periods 1995/ 1996 to 1999/ 2000. It could be
seen clearly on this graph that residents in Umhlanga Rocks paid fairly low rates
compared to both Tongaat and Verulam before the rationalisation ofproperty
rates. The financial periods utilised in this exercise were at a time when these
areas fell within the same council area.
During the 1997/ 1998 financial period, when property rates were equalised, the
ratepayers in Umhlanga Rocks had a huge rates increase, many ofthese increases
were above 60%. Newspaper captions like "Shock rates increase" (Sunday
Times, 27 July 1997), "Objections to rates proposals" (Coastal Weekly, 27
June 1997), and ''Ratepayers picket council offices" (Northglen News, 28
November 1998), were the order ofthe day. About 300 residents ofUmhlanga
Rocks marched on council offices in protest against severe rates increases and
handed in a memorandum informing council that they would actively oppose the
budget and take up their cause legally (Coastal Weekly, 21 st November 1997).
The council persisted with its policy ofequalising property rates throughout the
North Local Council area and the unhappy ratepayers eventually capitulated and
paid their rates. The number of protesters were less than 15 percent of the
number of ratepayers. This, however, is not an indication of the level of
discontent amongst the affected persons. Such discontent continued and as late
as January and February 1998 there were strong calls for a rates boycott and
threats of legal action by the residents ofUmhlanga against the council. If this
boycott materialised it would have caused a severe cash flow problem in council
because approximately 65% ofthe estimated property rates is derived from the
Umhlanga, Umdloti and Mt Edgecombe ratepayers.
4.5.7.1.6 Filing system with cu"ent and old records
After having the staff placed into a single organogram with reporting lines
clearly established, the individual filing systems should ideally be merged. This,
however, was not possible due to the offices still being decentralised and in the
wake offurther impending changes to the structures oflocal govenunent it was
not feasible to build centralised offices. This meant that certain departments and
key staff members still have to operate from a distance. Delays in responses to
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various matters are often not easily understood by councillors and the general
public (Mudaly 1999: interview).
4.5.7.1.7 By-laws
The founding proclamation that established the Northern Transitional
Metropolitan Sub-structure Council, that is, KwaZulu-Natal Provincial
Proclamation LG 123 regulated under paragraph 8 ofSchedule 5, inter alia, that
all resolutions and by-laws ofthe disestablished councils shall be deemed to be
resolutions and by-laws ofthe Council (KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Proclamation
LG 123:1995). In the same vein the founding proclamation that established the
North Local Council, that is, Provincial Proclamation No. 80 of1996 regulated
under paragraph 13 ofSchedule 7, inter alia, that all resolutions and by-lawsof
the previous council shall be deemed to be resolutions and by-laws of the
Council (KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Proclamation No, 80: 1996).
All these proclamations merely did was to empower the North Local Council by
transferring the by-laws and resolutions of the previous municipalities to it to
enable it to exercise its powers and functions in an uninterrupted manner until it
was in a position to amend or replace same. The by-laws were only applicable
in specific areas. For example, the Nuisance By-law of Tongaat contained
different provisions from the nuisance bylaw applicable in Verulam. A cursory
glance ofthe Nuisance By-law ofTongaat (see Provincial Notice No. 276 dated
23rd June, 1966) and that of the former Borough ofVerulam (see Provincial
Notice No. 287 dated 30lh July 1963) is evidence of this phenomenon. The
multitude ofvastly different by-laws, therefore, needed to be synchronised but
this would have been a painstaking task. At this point in time it has been decided
to await the next phase in the transition ofmunicipalities and tackle the problem
throughout the DurbanMetropolitan region as one effort rather than change now
and change again. It would be fair to state, that in all likelihood the greater
Durban area would become a metropolitan municipality (Mudaly 1999:
interview).
4.5.7.1.8 Tariffofcharges
The tariffofcharges for services and levies were taxed differently by each ofthe
dissolved municipalities. For example, the former Borough ofVerulam levied
R830.00 for a burial, whilst the erstwhile Tongaat Town Board levied only
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R430.00 for a burial. These differing tariffofcharges had to be rationalised into
a common set oftariff ofcharges for the entire North Local Council. This was
a huge undertaking and was successfully completed after much consultation on
1st October 1998 (Panday 1999: interview).
4.5. 7.1.9 Financial and other regulations
Only the former Tongaat Town Board had financial regulations. The other
disestablished municipalities did not possess any financial regulations. The
Executive Director: Finance processed a fresh set of financial regulations that
would be applicable throughout the North Local Council and it was approved
on 22nd June 1998 (panday 1999: interview).
4.5.7.1.10 Town Planning Schemes
The founding. proclamation that established the Northern Transitional
Metropolitan Sub-structure Council, that is, KwaZulu-Natal Provincial
ProclamationLG 123, regulated under paragraph 8 (2) ofSchedule 5, inter alia,
that all "structure plans, development plans and town planning ·schemes in the
course ofpreparation "in operation in the former areas ofjurisdiction of
the local government bodies shall continue in operation until the new council
adopts a new town planning scheme. In the same vein the founding proclamation
that established the North Local Council, that is, Provincial ProclamationNo. 80
of 1996, regulated under paragraph 14 of Schedule 7, inter alia, that the town
planning schemes in operation in the former areas ofjurisdiction shall continue
to be in operation until amended or replaced by the new council.
4.8 DURBAN - IN - TRANSmON IN THE NATIONAL SOCIO-
ECONOMIC CONTEXT
Durban is regarded as the second largest metropolitan region in the country with
an estimated population of some 2.2 million people in 1995. It has the highest
proportion of'African! Black' residents when compared to other metropolitan
areas in the country, "and it is also the metropolitan area with the highest
proportion ofresidents living in informal settlements". It is therefore deemed to
be the most needy of all South African metropolitan areas in developmental
terms (McCarthy, 1998:18).
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Surprisingly, Durban has the healthiest metropolitan! local government finance
in the country. Its rate of economic and employment growth have also been
amongst the best in the country. Employment increased by approximately 30%
between 1985 and 1991. The value of buildings completed in Durban during
1997 amounted to Rl,42b (McCarthy, 1998: 18).
Durban is strategically located on the east coast ofSouth Africa and has a large
natural seaport through which most ofSouth Africa's imports and exports pass.
Most goods passing through the port ofDurban has its origin or destination in
Gauteng. Durban has a complex metropolitan economy with just over a quarter
ofthe local jobs being derived from manufacturing whilst commerce and finance
provide another quarter of the jobs. Many of the firms in Durban are branch
plants or offices ofcompanies in Gauteng, which further underscores the extent
ofDurban's integration into the national economy. As such Durban's success as
one ofSouth Africa's leading metropoles is critical to the economic well-being
ofthe country as a whole (McCarthy,1998:18).
4.9 GENERAL DIMENSIONS OF THE DURBAN METROPOLITAN
REGION
Approximately two thirds ofthe estimated 2.2 million people that reside in the
DurbanMetropolitan area reside in the North Central Council and South Central
Council areas. The rest of the population is shared amongst the other four
substructures (McCarthy, 1998: 18).
The population figures and dwelling conditions of residents of the area are
provided in table 5 hereunder:
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TABLE 5: DURBAN, POPULATION FIGURES AND DWELLING CONDITIONS
Transitional Total % Total Total Total Total %
Substruct. Popul. DMA Fonnal Infonn. Peri- Dwell. DMA
Pop Urban Dwell.
North 121 842 6 109624 9881 2337 28 117 6
North Ctrl 736836 34 520050 214701 2086 173725 35
South Ctrl 604456 28 481 530 120072 2855 141 243 29
South 118519 6 95 160 23298 60 27948 5.5
Inner West 305855 14 196517 107907 1432 71657 14.5
Outer West 259479 12 75752 89318 94409 49852 10
TOTALS 2 146987 100 1478633 565 177 103 179 492092 100
[Source: Urban Strategy Department, Durban MetropolItan Councl~ 1995]
According to Professor JetfMcCarthy (1998: 19) the current metropolitan and
substructure boundaries were the result of both technical and political
considerations. Technically there was a working group established in 1994 which
looked at the outer boundary ofthe metropolitan region and somewhat tried to
correspond this boundary with an area known as the Durban FunctionalRegion.
Political and legal persuasions since 1994 established today's metropolitan
boundary resulting in a smaller metropolitan area than initially envisaged. The
boundaries of the previous local authorities were utilised to determine the
substructure boundaries which were determined in a way to achieve both internal
racial balance and a degree ofbalance between population and local property tax
bases.
Durban is noted as being financially the strongest of all the metropolitan
authorities in the country. This is due to the sound financial management and
investment strategy of the fonner City ofDurban which had historically built up
investments and reserves. The per capita rate of income in Durban is
approximately R2100 p.a. on average which is comparable to most other cities
and metropolitan authorities. For example the equivalent figure in Pretoria is
approximately R2200 p.a. The Durban region has a relatively good commercial
and industrial rates base and a profitable electricity service which is utilised to
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offset the budgetary effects of a relatively large, poor population (see table 5
above). About a third of Durban's population live in either "informal"
settlements or the traditional hut-type dwelling (McCarthy, 1998: 19).
There are currently 164 ward councillors and 109 proportionally representative
councillors serving on the substructures in Durban. They are divided amongst the
substructures as follows, namely the North Central Council has 70 councillors,
The South Central Council has 60 councillors, The Inner West has 42
councillors, the Outer West has 41 councillors whilst the North and South
Councils each have 30 councillors. Apart from the councillors that serve on the
substructures the Metropolitan Council has 70 members, 42 ofwhom have been
drawn from the substructures and the balance of28 elected directly. There is,
therefore, a total of 301 councillors that serve on all seven councils. All seven
councils have elected Mayors, Deputy Mayors, and Executive Committees from
their own members.
The average population per ward councillor is 13400 whilst there is a total
councillor to population ofabout 7300 which is slightly above twice the national
average but still lower than that ofPretoria which is about 12000. Because ofthe
varying population densities across the Metropolitan ward area sizes and
population figures will have certain distortions. (McCarthy, 1998: 21).
The changes necessary to democratise local government had to take place at
essentially two levels, the political and administrative levels. Disestablishing old
apartheid councils and establishing new councils only took care ofthe political
change that has become necessary. Administrative restructuring, however,
proved to be far more complex and could not merely be done by the stroke of
a pen. Much of the difficulties experienced under administrative restructuring
will be dealt with in a later sub-heading entitled ''The impact ofthe transition on
the stakeholders". To deal with the administrative restructuring, a special body
had to be instituted which has been named the Change Management Committee
and comprises representatives ofall seven councils. Essentially this committee
had been established in terms of the Provincial Proclamations that established
both the Transitional Councils and the latest councils in the Durban Metropolitan
region to oversee and ensure that the change process takes place in an
unencumbered fashion. Key to this was to agree on a process of administrative
rationalisation (Schedule 2 ofProclamation 123 of 1995). So successful has this
committee been in executing its duties that when establishing the current
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metropolitan family of councils the Member of the Executive Committee for
Local Government and Housing reinstituted the said committee for the elected
councils (see Schedule 2 of Provincial Proclamation 80 of 1996). The said
committee has also been a useful platform to raise and debate many other issues
such as the Local Government White Paper and more recently the Municipal
Structures Act.
The Councils oftheDurban Metropolitan area have also established a committee
known as the Joint Steering Committee that deals with Metropolitan wide
planning issues. Durban has been very successful in planning and, whereas the
Joint Steering Committee formulated an Integrated Development Framework
(IDF) for the Metropolitan region as a whole, each of the councils formulated
their own Integrated Development Plans (lOP) to synchronise with the
Metropolitan wide IDF.
The IDF contains a vision, a mission and a set ofdevelopment principles as well
as a series of strategies and action plans.
The metropolitan wide vision is as follows:-
"BY THE YEAR 2015, METROPOLITAN DURBAN WILL BE
A THRIVING WORLD CLASS INDUSTRIAL AND
COMMERCIAL CENTRE, AN ATTRACTIVE TOURIST
DESTINATIONAND THE GATEWAY TOKWAZULU-NATAL
AND SOUTHERN AFRICA.
IT WILL BE A CLEAN AND SAFE ENVIRONMENT WITH
FULL, EFFECTIVE EMPLOYMENT, WITH ITS RESIDENTS
LIVINGIN ACCEPTABLY SERVICED HOUSING,ANDWITH
A GENERALLY HIGH QUALITY OF LIFE THAT CAN BE
SUSTAINED.
DEMOCRACY AND TOLERANCE WILL BE AN
ESTABLISHED WAY OF LIFE IN A UNITED
METROPOLITAN AREA, WITH A mGH LEVEL OF
SERVICE AND DEVELOPMENT ORIENTATIONAND CIVIC
PRIDE" (Integrated Development Framework for the Durban
Metropolitan Area 1997: 15).
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The Integrated Development Framework and all the Integrated Development
Plans are reviewed annually.
4.10 EMPIRICAL SURVEY ON THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN DURBAN
A survey on the quality oflife in the Durban Metropolitan area was undertaken.
It is difficult to analyse the results of this survey because it was undertaken
during the transformation which is a very awkward period as well as the fact that
there are no previous surveys to compare the current survey with. Existing
resources had to be stretched over a larger area. People who had full services
had to take a drop in services and this drop in services is often exaggerated by
the public especially by those who are opposed to the transformation. On the
other hand, those that come into the fold and start receiving services often have
great expectations and because limited resources are stretched over a much
wider area these expectations take time to satisfy. Those that have no houses and
are squatting may have to still wait for a few more years before they are
accommodated in their own homes. These are some ofthe dynamics of change
that must be managed very carefully especially in a public environment where it
is difficult to please often diverse groups of people.
Nonetheless, a survey to gauge public opinion is important because as progress
is made with the transformation, the results of this survey could be compared
with the results of future surveys. As the transformation starts to reap the
intended benefits, public confidence starts to build and further surveys are more
likely to reveal accurate results.
A random survey of3967 residents was undertaken in the Durban Metropolitan
area on behalf of the seven councils by the Urban Strategy Department oftne
Durban Metropolitan Council to ascertain what people thought about the quality
of life in the region. A copy of the survey form is appended hereto, labelled
Annexure 9. Some ofthe questions and corresponding results ofthe survey are
provided hereunder:
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Table 6: Life satisfaction




















(Urban Strategy Department: 1999).
Without previous surveys it will be difficult to draw a comparison with this
survey to determine the success or otherwise of the transformation of local
government thus far. One can, however, detect that more people are satisfied
than dissatisfied with their lives.
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Table 7: Life satisfaction in each of the different Councils areas
S D
% % n
C~ntral North - fonnal 54 28 1140
Central North - infonnal 25 48 240
North - fonnal 63 20 119
North - infonnal 34 42 90
Central South - fonnal 50 35 865
Central South - infonnal 27 57 392
South - fonnal 50 30 149
South - infonnal 24 48 33
Inner West .,. fonnal 40 36 452
Inner West - infonnal 16 74 208
Outer West - fonnal 30 46 274
Overall average 43 39 3962
Average fonnal settlements 48 33 2999
Average infonnal settlements 25 53 963
Very satisfied, satisfied =S. Dissatisfied, very dissatisfied =D.
(Urban Strategy Department: 1999').
The above table depicts the level of satisfaction in fonnal and infonnal
households. There is a correlation between the levels ofsatisfaction and the type
of household. As can be seen from the table, fonnal households are more
satisfied than the infonnal households. This is not unexpected, and from the
survey a further correlation between the type of household and other critical
family circumstances has been detected as follows:
High life satisfaction. All highly satisfied clusters are fonnal settlements spread
over the entire metropolitan region. The mean age ofthese residents is higher,
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suggesting lower dependency on income earners. Family sizes are predominantly
small. There is a low incidence offemale-headed households and unemployed
household heads. Income levels are above average. Food is a low priority.
Residents are predominantly White and, to a lesser degree, Indian (Urban
Strategy Department: 1999).
Low life satisfaction. The clusters with the lowest levels of satisfaction are
predominantly informal housing widely scattered overthe metropolitanarea. The
population is younger and household sizes tend to be above average. Income
levels are well below the breadline. Food is the highest priority expenditure item.
Residents are predominantly Black (Urban Strategy Department: 1999).
Taking into account the history oflocal government portrayed in chapter two of
this study, the findings ofthe survey are not surprising. Blacks were suppressed
under apartheid and the position the Durban Metropolitan Council and
associated local councils find themselves in today is largely the product of the
system ofseparate development under apartheid.
PTO for Table 8
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Table 8: Community features - ratings
"How do you rate the following features of this community/suburb?" - very
good (VG), good (G), neither good nor bad (NGB), bad (B), very bad (VB)
Ref VG G NGB B VB
No. % % % % %
1. Access to shops 16 49 13 14 8
2. Co-operative neighbours 18 58 16 6 2
3. Safe from crime 4 22 23 28 23
4. Peaceful 10 43 22 16 9
5. A safe area for bringing up children 6 37 22 21 14
6. Trees and natural surroundings 9 41 18 20 12
7. Good value when paying for rates 4 28 23 24 21
8. Active local councillors 3 17 25 29 26
9. Active Development Forums 2 14 27 31 26
10. Active Civic Associations 2 14 26 32 26
11. Active Ratepayers Associations 2 14 24 30 29
12. FlatJTownhouse Body Corporate 4 13 26 28 29
Rows add to 100% or nearest
(Urban Strategy Department: 1999).
From the above statistics it would appear that civic structures and ward
councillors would need to get more active in their areas. Providing people with
a sense of safety is also a priority.
PTO for Table 9
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Table 9: Perceptions of improvements by Councils
"Have you seen any improvement or deterioration in this community/suburb in
the past year? "
% % n
Sample average 23 10
Central North - fonnal 19 10 1123
Central North - infonnal 43 4 240
North - fonnal 9 4 118
North - infonnal 0 9 89
Central South - fonnal 19 15 854
Central South - infonnal 23 4 387
South - fonnal 14 17 149
South - infonnal 58 10 31
Inner West - fonnal 28 11 448
Inner West - infonnal 36 0 208
Outer West 32 12 271
(Urban Strategy Department: 1999)
A small percentage ofpeople from the fonnal sector found any improvement in
municipal services but at the same time an even smaller percentage ofthe same
group experienced a deterioration in municipal services. It would appear that the
majority ofpeople from the fonnal sector have experienced no change in their
community life whilst people from the informal sector have experienced a
marked improvement in their community life.
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People from both the fonnal and infonnal sectors were asked to name three of
the most serious day to day problems with living in the Durban Metropolitan
area and the responses received is provided in Table 11 below:
Table 10: Perceived problems in daily life
1. Crime corruption mugging
2. Unemployment retrenchment
3. Pollution (air, water)
4. Cost ofliving food prices
5. Traffic congested
6. Houses -lack of development
7. Water supply
8. Service costs water etc.
9. Overpopulation
10. Car hijacking
11. Loitering around houses
12. Violence
13. Bus / taxi services
14 Drugs
15. Sanitation
16. Burglary - houses
17. Security safety ofpeople
18. Rates levy
19. Roads narrow
20. Area dirty dump rubbish
21. Accidents
22. Job creation
23. Diseases - illness



























(Urban Strategy Department: 1999)
From the above figures it is clear that people's perceptions about crime,
corruption and mugging are the most serious problems for people.
Unemployment is also fairly high. From the above results it would appear that
most ofthe issues that fall within the direct competence ofmunicipal government
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is perceived as a problem to a very small percentage of people. These issues
include housing, water supply, rates levy, traffic congestion and sanitation.
4.10.1 Optimistic outlook for Durban
This report has reviewed the life satisfaction of Durban residents and related
issues including satisfaction with, inter alia, housing, household services,
community services, use of urban facilities, and solutions to major problems
which depress quality oflife in 1999.
The vision set for Durban (see item 4.9 above) is to become a world class city.
This is the setting which promises to provide a good and sustainable quality of
life which satisfies.
All told, some 53% in Durban's Quality ofLife '99 survey are ofthe opinion that
Durban will succeed in its mission to become a world class city by the year 2015.
Only 13% are pessimistic while one third (34%) are uncertain (Urban Strategy
Department: 1999).
Durban residents who are optimistic about their economic future and who report
an improvement in the crime situation in their area are significantly more
optimistic than others that Durban will achieve its goal ofbecoming a world city.
The key issue for people in Durban is the crime (Urban Strategy Department
1999).
Younger Durbanites, mainly Blacks and coloureds are generally more positive
about Durban's future than others. Among Blacks, the informally housed are
more optimistic about Durban's future than township and suburban residents.
Althoughnumbersare small, residents who recently gained access to piped water
are more likely to express greater confidence in Durban as a future global city.
Persons with a higher level ofeducation are more pessimistic in their outlook for
Durban. At the same time, the better educated are also better informed about
Durban and concerned about solutions to many of the problems facing poorer
areas. Some 900,10 of persons with a matric-Ievel or higher education follow
reports on Durban's development compared to only 69% among the less
educated. Durban residents follow reports on Durban on the radio (85%), on
television (71%) and through the newspapers (68%). The corresponding
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percentages for Black residents are 90%,590./0, and 57%. Nonethe~ess, in spite
of following reports on Durban, most citizens, 90%, are not informed on
Durban's Integrated Development Plan or know the details of the plan. Of the
8% who know of the Integrated Development Plan only one in every three of
them know the details ofthe plan (Urban Strategy Department 1999).
4.11 BUDGETARY DETAILS AND TRENDS IN THE DURBAN
METROPOLITAN REGION
Local authorities are currently in the transition phase and new legislation is being
developed in preparation for the ''final phase" ofthe restructuring process. One
of the key considerations in the restructuring process has been the financial
resources available to local government bodies. In order to assist with this
exercise some depth ofthe Durban financial scenario is provided hereunder. It
was mentioned earlier that the overall financial position of the Durban
Metropolitan Region is relatively healthy.
4.11.1 Overall size of budget
In the 1996/1997 financial period the total budgetary provision for the capital
expenditure was in the order ofR1102m. This figure increased in the following
financial period to R1567m. Insofar as the operating expenditure is concerned
the total budgetary provision for the 1996/1997 financial period was It4179m
and in the following financial period this figure increased to R4844m. The overall
trend in Durban has been towards greater capital expenditure in previously
underdeveloped areas whilst maintaining existing levels of service in it's
developed areas (McCarthy, 1998: 21).
4.11.2 The budgetary relationship between the Durban Metropolitan Council and
its Substructures
From the total capital expenditure ofthe Metropolitan region the Metropolitan
Council's share was 66% for 1996/1997 whilst in the following financial year the
figure decreased to 590./0. With regard to the operating expenditure the figures
reflect that the Metropolitan Council had a share of 67% of the operating
expenditure in 1996/1997 whilst in the following financial period this figure
increased slightly to 68% (McCarthy, 1998: 23). In relation to all its
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substructures together the Durban Metropolitan Council does have a larger slice
of both the capital and operating expenditures. This is not unexpected because,
in terms ofits powers and functions, the Metropolitan Council is responsible for
bulk infrastructure across the entire Metropolitan region both in terms ofcapital
provision and operating and maintenance expenses.
The proponents of the unified city concept have, as their main argument the
redistribution of wealth. As can be seen from the above figures redistribution
ought to take place where the overarching metropolitan council has the largest
share ofboth the capital and the operating budgets. If, in fact, the metropolitan
council does not redistribute its share ofthe budget it currently has, it is doubtful
whether it will effect redistribution, should it control the total operating and
capital budgets. In the Durban region redistribution has taken place in a
meaningful way. It must also be stated that at each local council level,
redistribution takes place amongst the various entities that make up each local
council's area of jurisdiction. For example, in the North Local Council
approximately 65% ofthe rateable income is generated from Umhlanga whilst
both in terms' of capital and operating expenditures Umhlanga receives far less
than what it contributes. This is so because the Council decided to spend money
upgrading the underdeveloped areas under its control.
4.12 CONCLUSION
This chapter dealt with municipalities during the transition phase and the focus
was on the Durban area. It covered the legislation that mapped out a programme
for the transformation ofmunicipalities, that is, the Local Government Transition
Act (Act 209 of 1993).
It was important to demonstrate how the transition was executed and how its
effects were felt on the ground. It must be remembered that when transformation
takes place within an institution, its effects are felt both internally and externally.
In the public sector the impact oftransformation has far reaching implications,
especially for the general public.
Particular focus in this chapter has been on the transformation ofthe North Local
Council of the Durban Metropolitan region. Fine details ofhow its resources
were rationalised and deployed were .discussed. The difficulties with the
transition were addressed as well as how the Durban Metropolitan Negotiating
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Forum painstakingly pieced together transitional structures for the Durban
Metropolitan area. The establishment of the Durban Transitional Metropolitan
Council and its associated transitional substructure councils, as they unfolded,
were provided in this chapter after which the next phase in the transformation
programme, that is the interim phase, which saw democratically elected councils
for the first time in South Africa, was also examined in detail. In this section the
magnitude of the transformation ofmunicipal government became evident and
the lack ofthe management ofchange apparent. Clearly the most difficult aspect
ofthe transformation proved to be the internal rationalisation ofstaff Ordinarily
staffrationalisation is a difficult exercise in any institution but what compounded
the problem in the North Local Council were two critical issues, namely,
i) political interference; and
11 a lack of proper planning, in other words the change was
not managed.
The result was that the Council ended up with staffworking in the same building
but with vastly different working conditions and service benefits. Strangely what
held the council together was the management, that is, the permanent officials,
in a very difficult set of circumstances. No wonder the management spent the
better part ofthe transformation performing'crisis management' .Polunic (1999:
no page no.), a visiting French student attached to the University ofNatal, is
accurate in her thesis, the system of local government: from apartheid to
democracy, where she states, inter alia, that transformation is too often
equated with the firing ofthe 'old guard officials' and the appointment ofparty
members instead of going to the root of the problem which is the lack of
definition ofa political role in relation to a technical one, and clearly delineating
respective responsibilities, councillors think that they control the decision-
making process by increasing their technical knowledge and appointing friends.
No doubt some politicians in the North Local Council would argue that had the
politicians not been involved in the placement ofstaffthe said Council would not
have been transformed. The counter point to this argument would be that it
could have been handled better by the politicians without them being directly
involved in the placement process but merely establishing policy for
transformation to take place.
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Other aspects ofthe transformation such as by-laws, rules, regulations, policies,
delegated authority and assets and liabilities and so forth for the different
geographical areas have been included in this chapter. The chapter ends with
some general practical issues as well as the results ofa survey on the quality of
life since the transformation of municipal government began in the Durban
region. From the quality oflife survey there is evidence that the transformation
did have some measure ofsuccess, for example the DurbanMetropolitan Council
and its associated local councils had a unified integrated development plan. In
years gone by it would not have been possible because within the Durban




CHANGE MANAGEMENT WITH PARTICULAR
REFERENCE TO THE DURBAN METROPOLITAN AREA
''There is nothing more difficult to plan, more doubtful of
success, nor more dangerous to manage than the creation
of a new system".
Delavigne and Robertson (1994:141)
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter is devoted to the theory ofchange and the management ofchange.
Municipalities have already undergone substantial change and further changes
which will take municipalities through to the final phase in its transformation
programme are still to be implemented. The changes thus far were neither
undertaken on a sound theoretical basis nor were they managed properly.
The different categories ofchange have been identified and explained. Municipal
government underwent 'transformational change' in the first instance and will
have the opportunity at the so called 'final phase' of its transformation
programme to undergo 'planned change'.
The reason for transforming municipal government has been placed within a
theoretical context under the heading THE ORGANISAnON NO LONGER
FITS REALITY whereafter the process for change has been outlined.
However, change as a process must be managed and it is within that context that
the role ofmanagement in change is discussed. Critical variables in change such
as resistance to change and organisational culture are also addressed in this
chapter.
The changes taking place in municipal government is to, inter alia, institute
democratic government anddemocraticvalues for governance. These democratic
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values, which includes representation, openness of po/icy ~aking and
accountability, amongst others, have been elucidated upon.
The changes in municipal government impacted on all individuals and institutions
in one way or another. Such impact on the various role players is provided in
brief Theprolonged transition ofmunicipal government necessitated atransition
within a transition. In other words, during the interim phase, some municipalities
are preparing for the final phase of transformation. This chapter is concluded
with a section on the preparation for the final phase oftransformation.
5.2 THE THEORY OF CHANGE
There is a saying that has become prominent in recent times and one suspects
will become even more prominent inthe future, which is, "the only thing we are
certain of today is change"(anon). How true. The world around us is
continuously changing. In the mid 1980's it would have been difficult to predict
that within a relatively short space of time the system of government in South
Afiica would change so significantly from a system ofapartheid to a fully fledged
democracy. In fact most South Afiicans were not ready for such dramatic
change. People from all walks of life are still getting used to such a turnaround
oflife in this country. Institutions such as private companies, large corporations,
non-governmental institutions, community based organisations and even
structures ofgovernment are still, in the late 1990's, grappling with the impact
ofthese changes.
The key questions to ask in the wake ofall ofthese changes are:
> Were South Africans ready for all these changes?~
> Were private companies and public companies ready for such
changes?;
> Were organs ofcivil society ready for these changes?; and
> were organs ofgovernment prepared for these changes?
What South Afiicans were used to in the past were minor changes that really
only affected them slightly. South Afiicans were not ready for dramatic change.
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Most South Africans have now woken up to this important phenomenon called
"change". Change will become a permanent feature in our lives.
This being the case it is important to understand what change actually means.
According to the Collins Concise Dictionary several meanings are attached to the
word "change". There are, inter alia, the following meanings:
''to put or take (a thing) in place of something else";
"substitute";
''to undergo alteration or replacement", and
''the act or process of substitution, alteration or
variation"(Collins Concise Dictionary, 1978).
The word "change" appears to be a bit mild for the purposes intended in this
dissertation. MUnicipalities did not merely undergo an "alteration". Alteration
may suggest that that which was altered retains its essential character. On the
other hand, municipalities were not replaced. The essential elements of a
municipality still remain intact. It will, for example, still possess its legislative and
executive powers. It will also still retain its political and administrative wings.
What will be different about municipalities will be the way it is to be structured,
recognised by other spheres of government and how it will operate within a
democratic environment to be both effective and efficient, and in the long term
financially sustainable. These were the key elements that were missing from
municipalities under the apartheid system ofgovernment.
A more pointed word to use to state what has happened and still is to happen to
municipalities is"transform". According to the Collins Concise Dictionary the
word, ''transform'', means inter alia, the following:
", .. to change the form or appearance of ...";
"... to change the condition, character, or function of ...",
(Collins Concise Dictionary, 1978).
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Municipalities more than merely changed, they were transformed. Their
character and functions have changed. They are now and will in the future be
democratic and fully representative of the South African society. They will be
developmental in nature and provide basic services to all its communities. It will
act under the condition ofbeing an essential organ ofthe state that will hopefully
be sustainable.
Since 'transform' encompasses 'change' these two words will be used
interchangeably in this dissertation which is concerned with the management of
such change or transformation in local government. Perhaps at this juncture it
would be important to also clear up the meaning ofthe other key word in this
discussion which is 'management'. Management is derived from the word
'manage'. The Collins Concise Dictionary provides these meanings, namely,
'manage' means "to control or to have charge of', whilst 'management' means
"the act, art or manner ofmanaging, controlling, et cetera."
Change or transformation may be regarded as a planned or unplanned reaction
to stimuli in the environment. Various factors, such as technological, economic,
political, legal and labour developments may force institutions to transform (van
der Waldt and Knipe, 1998:28). The most important concern ofany institution
is survival and according to Fox, Schwella & Wissink (1991: 165)" ... survival
is only possible when the institution is able to adapt to the changes in its
environment". In the case of municipalities in this country these factors for
change included, inter alia, political, social and economic factors.
From all that has been stated about municipalities in the previous chapters there
appears to be no doubt that these organs of government had to underg~
significant transformation. In fact the transformation of municipal government
is a key to remedying most ofthe social 'ills' that apartheid has left in its wake.
The enormity of this task cannot be overstated. Because this transformation is
so significant it has to be managed skilfully. The transformation of municipal
government touches the lives ofall the citizens ofthe country as well as impacts
on every institution, whether public or private in one way or another.
With regard to the transformation of municipalities both the political and the
administrative arms of municipalities had to undergo change. This created the
need for two levels of change, firstly, the political level and secondly, the
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administrative or institutional level. The first level of change took place with
external stakeholders and the political component of councils which impacted
severely on the administrative changes that took placebecause these changes had
to take place within the ambit of the political framework. In that sense it was
difficult to manage these unavoidable series of changes that took place at the
political level. The administrative changes, however, should havebeen managed.
Establishing a new system of government is vastly different from instituting
changes within an institution. What happened to municipalities in this country
was that a new system ofgovernment (municipal government) was established
which resulted in institutional changes becoming necessary. It was here at this
second level, at the level of institutional changes that change needed to be
managed within each municipality. This, unfortunately, was not the case. The
fact that change was unavoidable, and the fact that institutional changes were
dictated to in no small way by the political structures is all the more reason why
the institutional changes at the administrative level had to be managed very
carefully.
Organisational change does not only refer to a change in structure, but consists






11 personnel objectives; and
11 organisational objectives (van der Waldt & Knipe, 1998:28)..
'Strategy' as an element of organisational change relates to the intensity with
which the change process is managed.
The 'management ofchange' is a multidimensional process instituted to guide
an institution through a period ofchange. It involves informing personnel ofthe
need to change, identifying agents ofchange, creating the environment that will
be susceptible to change and ensuring that the objectives of the institution are
adapted to meet the requirements expected ofit (van der Waldt & Knipe, 1998:
28). Unfortunately the change process was not managed nor were agents of
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change identified to solicit support for the changes experienced in municipal
government. Change was only managed on an ad hoc basis by senior
management as and when crises were detected.
When determining the transformation process the following key elements should
be included in the process:
ii duties to be performed~
11 which employees will perform which tasks~
11 informal organisational structures and procedures, and
11 formal structures, processes, systems and procedures ofthe
institution (van der Waldt & Knipe, 1998: 28).
The above issues are extremely relevant when effecting administrative changes.
This was, however, difficult to undertake in an environment where there is
political interference. The problem was twofold. Firstly, there were those senior
management staffwho for various reasons, resisted change and secondly, certain
councillors had political agendas during the changes process.
5.3 CATEGORIES OF CHANGE
According to van der Waldt & Knipe (1998: 28-30), there are six categories of
change, namely, planned change, reactive change, developmental change,
transitional change, transformational change and change as a paradigm shift.
Two ofthese categories ofchange are discussed below:
5.3.1 Planned change
This is change done in an orderly manner and on time in anticipation of
approaching events. Planned change allows an institution to plan strategically
and is applied when the changes are far-reaching and expected to take place over
.a long period. This type of change also requires more time, resources and
additional expertise for formulating and implementing the change process but at
the same time could be more effective ifminor changes to the activities of the
institution are needed. The key to effective, planned change lies in accurately
determining the type ofchange needed.
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5.3.2 Transformational change
This type ofchange refers to radical change. An example ofthis type ofchange
is the change that took place in the system of local government since the
enactment of the Local Government Transition Act of 1993, especially in the
metropolitan areas that saw local authorities fundamentally transformed. A two
tier metropolitan government system was introduced wherein powers and
functions between the two tiers were shared.
This type ofchange assumes that management will change its vision on variables
such as values, its mission, culture and leadership.
In the theoretical evaluation of 'change', set out in this chapter perhaps the
simple question to ask is, why change? Although the answer appears to be
obvious from what has been stated in previous chapters it is nevertheless
important in a study ofthis nature to provide an answer to such a question. The
answer is provided hereunder.
5.4 THE OltGANISATION NO LONGER FITS REALITY
To start with, one can ask why was municipal government rapidly failing in the
latter period of the apartheid era? The simple truth is that the assumptions on
which municipalities were built on, and run, did not fit reality. According to
Drucker, "these are the assumptions that shape any organisation's behaviour,
dictate its decisions about what to do and what not to do, and define what the
organisation considers meaningful results" (Drucker 1998: 20). These
assumptions Drucker says, is called the "theory of business" and is about
customers, markets, technology and its dynamics and about a company's
strengths and weaknesses (Drucker 1998: 20).
Well what about a municipality! A municipality could be likened to a business.
In fact, it is in the business of providing services and goods and its ratepayers
and consumers are its customers. According to Drucker (1998: 20), "every
organization, whether a business or not, has a theory ofthe business". A valid
theory that is clear, consistent, and focussed is a very powerful tool (Drucker
1998: 20).
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Under the apartheid regime, municipalities' theory ofbusiness was very much
dictated to from above. In fact central government utilised municipalities to
propagate its policy ofseparate development. At the time municipal government
started to fail in this country, its theory ofbusiness and the reality on the ground
were not aligned.
The realities that municipalities faced, changed quite dramatically from those it
still assumed it lived with. Put another way, the reality changed but the theory
ofbusiness did not change with it. There were rent boycotts in Black areas and
consumer boycotts in White areas. The scenario was that Black people who
worked in White municipal areas and lived just outside that area, started to
require municipal services in the area in which they worked because the area in
which they lived couldn't satisfy their needs adequately for a variety ofreasons.
White run municipalities, on the other hand, were reluctant to incorporate large
Black areas for fear of the high cost of upgrading these areas. Besides, at that
stage the government's policy of 'separate development' still prevailed. The
result is that the Black man started to urbanise at a rapid rate into White
municipal areas and even squatted there, still without basic municipal services.
It was unlikely that the Black man's requirements for basic municipal services
would disappear. It fact it grew stronger. Hence, most municipalities were on
the verge of collapse in the early 1990's.
Drucker identified four specifications for a valid theory ofbusiness. The first is
that "the assumptions about environment, mission and core competencies
must fit reality". The country cannot, for example, have world class cities in
which only White people live and thrive whilst the majority Black folk live in dire
poverty without basic services on the fringes ofthese cities and be expected to
provide labour in the cities. It was a failure. The environment is not going to be
a passive recipient ofwhatever the city provides to it. The mission to provide
anything must be tested against what is required on the ground. The core
competencies must be aligned with the expectations of the people it serves
(Drucker 1998: 20).
Secondly, the assumption in all three areas have to fit one another (Drucker
1998: 20). This is fairly selfexplanatory since it would be pointless ifthe mission
did not suit the environment. In the municipal context in South Africa the
environment has changed substantially. The mission, therefore, ofmunicipalities
had to change to fit into the environment.
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Thirdly, the theory of the business must be known and understood
throughout the organisation. This is easy when an organisation is still in its
infancy. As the organisation becomes successful it starts to take its theory for
granted and starts to become less conscious ofit. The organisation then becomes
careless and starts to cut corners. It begins to do what is expedient as opposed
to doing what is right. It stops thinking. It stops debating within the organisation.
It knows the answers but has forgotten the questions. The theory of business
becomes a culture. Culture is no substitute for discipline. The theory ofbusiness
is a discipline (Drucker 1998: 28).
In the old South Africa the theory of the business of municipalities was well
known and understood by, especially, the bureaucrats. Their theory ofbusiness,
of course, was within the policy of the apartheid system, including separate
development. For example, small White municipalities would not undertake
integrated development planning with their neighbouring Black municipalities.
Many of these bureaucrats have worked for these institutions for several
decades. Since the transformation of municipalities began in 1994, in the pre-
interim phase, a new refined theory of business started to emerge but was not
made known and understood throughout the councils in many cases. Employees
were at a loss as to the direction their councils were moving. In this situation
they could hardly be expected to be effective. This would most certainly be the
case especially if they were used to working under the old regime, they would
need to be taught what the new theory of business is and why changes were
necessary.
Fourthly, the theory of business has to be tested constantly. Needs
continuously change, especially in a rapidly developing world continuously
improving technology. An institution must constantly test its theory ofbusiness
to ascertain whether it is still valid (Drucker 1998: 28). The theory ofbusiness
ofmunicipalities stayed the same for decades although the environments around
them changed quite dramatically.
The new democratic government in this country forced an interim change which
saw many White-run municipalities merge with neighbouring Black
municipalities. Under the apartheid system ofgovernment, municipalities were
used by the apartheid regime to promote separate development. At the time the
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apartheid municipalities were failing, these municipalities theory ofbusiness did
not fit reality.
But even today many municipalities, although merged with other smaller
municipalities, are still going about doing business as they did under the
apartheid government with just minor cosmetic changes. What municipalities
needed was radical transformation. This is envisaged in the final phase of
transformation as stakeholders embark on a new journey to once agam
restructure municipalities in South Africa.
Perhaps the most important question to ask is, whether the transformation of
municipal government is actually being managed properly since its effects are
so wide reaching.
5.5 MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE: THE PROCESS
'c Before any change can be implemented, a series of steps must be followed.
Schein in Fox et al., (1991: 165) states that the sequence of activities which
begins the change in the environment and ends with a more adaptive equilibrium
for dealing with change, may be called the institution's adaptive coping cycle.
Change is a means to an end, not an end in itself. It is a process that involves skill
and must be preceded by careful planning. Planning can only be done when all
the facts are gathered and all the circumstances understood. It is also important
that all those stakeholders who will be affected by the change, 'buy-in' to the
process of change as well as for the envisaged change. The process for the
management ofchange can be stated as follows:
ii Gather all the information necessary for decision-making.
11 Evaluate the information and identify whether there is a need for
change (diagnose any problems).
ii Formulate a vision and joint direction.
11 Formulate change programmes.
ii Devise an implementation plan.
u Implement the change programmes (do away with the past, create
a sense of urgency, support a strong leader and obtain political
support).
u Fonnulate structures of authority.
u Communicate widely about all the mechanisms that will be instituted
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to effect the change. Try to solicit participation. Be open and
transparent.
11 Strengthen and institutionalise change.
11 Continuously evaluate the results (van der Waldt & Knipe, 1998:
31)..
According to Smit and Cronje in (van der Waldt & Knipe, 1998: 30), 'lhe
management ofchange is a systematic process which can be divided into a sub-
processes:
11 awareness ofthe forces for change;
11 recognition of the need for change;
11 diagnosis of the problem;
11 identification ofalternatives for the development ofthe organisation;
11 recognition of the restricting circumstances;
11 selection of a method for change; and
11 implementation and monitoring of change strategies".
These processes are important to ensure success in the management ofchange.
However, before any change is instituted there must be adequate communication.
In fact, communication must precede change. It takes communication to resolve
or stimulate conflict (Fox et al., 1991: 165).
5.6 ROLE OF MANAGEMENT IN CHANGE
Management holds the key to change being either a success or failure. Although
there are other roleplayers such as staff unions, customers and so forth which
could hinder or help the change process management is considered to be the
main driver ofchange. A positive attitude by management towards change is 'a
prerequisite for its success. They must act quickly and decisively in order to
ensure stability in a new system (van der Waldt & Knipe, 1998: 41).
Within the municipal context perhaps, one needs to clear up who the
management actually is, because there are councillors who are the elected
political office bearers and then there is the senior management such as the Chief
Executive Officer and the heads ofdepartments who are permanent officials and
workers ofthe council. Simplistically stated the council establishes policy and the
officials execute policy. Within a changing environment it would be unwise for
the councils to institute changes especially on administrative matters such as
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service delivery options and staff rationalisation without consulting and
sometimes even negotiating with their management officials. The attitude by
councillors that, 'we are the decision-makers and the management officials will
do as we decide', is inappropriate and will stymie the desired changes.
Councillors and their senior management must work as a team because policy-
making and its implementation are really two sides of the same coin which
renders the councillors and their management officials joint management ofthe
relevant municipality.
Many ofthe changes in municipal government has focussed more on the political
transformation whereas the administrative transformation has been given less
consideration and prominence. At the end of the day any system could either
work or fail, depending on the attitude of the roleplayers towards change.
5.6.1 Public managers as change agents (the permanent officials)
The role public managers play in every aspect of change cannot be
underestimated. They play an extremely important role as the creator and
sometimes the co-creator of a new vision, values, beliefs and expectations to
recreate the institution (van der Waldt & Knipe, 1998: 41). Without
management's support, change would be very difficult. In the public sector, if
management were to cause difficulties, change would be almost impossible.
Municipalities are public bodies that comprise people from various political
parties. All these parties do not support the changes taking place in local
government to the same degree, and management sometimes uses the
disagreement amongst political parties to resist change.
To be successful, public managers must act as change agents. In other words,
fully support the changes that have been decided upon. In this regard managers
should develop employees, increase their needs levels, encourage them and elicit
the support ofall role-players that will be affected by the change (van der Waldt
& Knipe, 1998: 41). Any public manager may act as a change agent, although
any change agent may be a non-manager, for example a staff specialist (Fox, et
al., 1991: 164)
Change agents must have legitimacy among the employees ofthe institution and
must possess certain skills such as negotiation and communication skills.
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5.6.2 Role of management in determining the need for change
Managers play a leading role in the management ofchange. As key players in the
transformation process, they must convert the vision and mission into reality and
'sell' it to the rest ofthe personnel and in so doing their notion ofchange should
have the following five elements:
ii Dissatisfaction with the cu"ent situation. Management should
always look for better ways ofdoing things. They must believe that
every situation can be improved upon.
n Impartiality. Managers should encourage subordinate staffto make
suggestions on ways to improve productivity.
n Self-confidence. Managers should not hesitate to implement
change, nor should they be afraid ofcriticism.
n Confidence in subordinates. Mutual respect between management
and employees reduces the fear of change.
n A possible attitude towards possible change. Managers who are
aware of changes before the actual change is implemented, apart
from responding to the challenges, deliberately plan for timeous
change (van der Waldt & Knipe, 1998: 43).
It is necessary in municipal government when deciding the need for change, such
as structures and institutional arrangements, that management be consulted and
support such change which would instil in them the aforementioned elements
thus enabling them to become agents of change. It should never be a one-way
issue where the politicians decide on issues and instruct management to merely
implement such changes.
5.6.3 Transitional communication: the role of managers
It is management's duty to convey the change strategy in detail to employees so
that they can become a part ofthe change process. The purpose oftransitional
communication should be to emphasise value change which will encourage
behavioural change. Passing on information will reduce conflict (van der Waldt
& Knipe, 1998: 44).
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The contact between management and employees should be utilised by
management to promote change. It is also better for management to
communicate personally with employees rather than through written
communication which only creates suspicion and rumours (van der Waldt &
Knipe, 1998: 44).
5.6.4 Role of skills and training
A lack of skills, particularly management skills, may be an obstacle in the
transition process. Managers must acquire new skills to manage the new,
transformed system. The following aspects are important to prepare managers
properly for change:
11 "sensitivity to opinions, attitudes and perceptions towards change~
ii clear formulation ofobjectives~
11 flexibility and adaptability in changing circumstances~
11 team-building to integrate all role-players affected by change as a
team~'
11 establishment ofnetworks to support the change process~
11 tolerance of other points ofview and opinions~
11 communication and negotiation skills~
11 political sensitivity~
11 interpersonal skills and motivation of people" (van der Waldt &
Knipe, 1998: 45).
If the above aspects of training receive the necessary attention, the change
process should be managed much easier than if it were not.
5.7 CRITICAL VARIABLES IN CHANGE
When a strategy for organisational change is prepared, certain key variables must
be taken into account. These variables if not considered carefully may bring
about delay and even failure of transformation. The two key variables in this
regard are resistance to change and organisationalculture. These variables will
now be discussed.
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5.7.1 Resistance to change
Change increases uncertainty and research shows that people dislike uncertainty.
Change requires people to move from the known to the unknown. Both
individuals fear that change may adversely affect them and therefore create
barriers to change (Fox et al., 1991: 166). After a period of time in a given
situation people do get familiar and comfortable with the environment. Change
involves being removed from ones comfort zone and from that which is familiar
to that which is uncertain. It is obvious that people will have doubts. They
wonder whether and how they will be accommodated in the new situation and
whether their skills and experiences will be acknowledged. They also wonder
whether they will be able to keep up with the change. The immediate question
by the affected persons is, "what will happen to me"? If this question is not
answered there will be a lot of stress and anxiety which may lead to irrational
behaviour and a drop in work performance (van der Waldt & Knipe, 1998: 46).
5.7.1.1 Reasons/or resistance
A few reasons for the resistance of change have been mentioned above.
However, Mondy & Premeaux in (van der Waldt & Knipe, 1998: 46) elaborate
on this as follows:
ii uncertainty among those affected by change;
11 possible loss of social status as people may have new designations;
11 loss of income since people may become redundant;
11 inconvenience - this may result from being relocated;
11 affected persons may lose control over their own future because
change is unavoidable;
11 there are unforeseen implications because institutions are open
systems and will continuously be subject to the force ofchange;
11 individuals and groups may lose their power base as a result of
change.
From the changes experienced in municipal government thus far, many of the
aforementioned reasons for the resistance to change were prevalent, the
underlying cause, however, could be attributed to historical racial problems in
this country where experienced White and, to a lesser extent, Indian officials
feared abandonment.
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5.7.1.2 Management ofresistance to change
The problem ofinitiating change is significant because people resist change, even
when the intentions are highly desirable (Fox etaI., 1991: 66). Venter in (van der
Waldt & J(nipe, 1998: 48), proposes the following process in the management
ofresistance to change:
u Determine the institution's readinessfor change. An institution's readiness
for change is determined by the institutional culture and also by the way the
institution handled change in the past.
11 Identify the origin of the resistance. The origin of resistance stems from
groups, individuals or coalitions.
11 Determine the nature ofresistance. Resistance to change could fall into one
ofthree categories, namely, passive, active and aggressive resistance.
11 Diagnose the reasons for resistance. The causes for resistance to change
may stem from within (internal) the institution or from the outside
(external). Internal causes may lie with the individuals and internal
relationships. External resistance lies in the environment, for example,
change in legislation.
11 Implement strategiesfor the managementofchange. Many strategies could
be used which often depends on the type and extent ofthe resistance. Such
strategies include negotiation, co-opting, provision ofinformation, training
programmes, encouragement, recognition and financial rewards.
ii Evaluate and monitor the process. This is important because if a
programme does not achieve the desired results it must be stopped and a
fresh programme installed. Early detection of a programme that is not
working will save time, money and frustration. \
According to Fox et aI., (1991:167) sensitivity trainin~, non-directive
counselling and group processes presupposes that changes are more likely to be
accepted by persons who have been favoured with an opportunity to determine
the content and the process of change.
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5. 7.2 Organisational culture
The definition of organisational culture is provided under the heading
'terminology' in chapter one. An organisational culture once established, is
difficult to change. It influences the way an institution operates and if it has to
change it often must be worked at over a period of time. This is an important
issue to understand as transfonnation and change are only possible by "the
adaptation of an institution's culture" (van der Waldt & Knipe, 1998: 52-53).
There are two approaches to organisational culture. The first view is the
sCientific rational approach and the second view is the anthropological
approach. According to the scientific rational approach "cultural change is
simply 'social engineering' - a rational, technical, physical and scientific activity
aimed at manipulating the culture of an institution" (van der Waldt & Knipe,
1998: 52).
In contrast with the scientific rational approach the anthropological view
assumes that institutions are part ofthe broad cultural environment and not vice
versa. This approach maintains that societies have and are a culture. Institutions
operate within this culture and therefore cannot have a culture ofits own (van
der Waldt & Knipe, 1998: 52).
5.8 MOVING TOWARD DEMOCRATIC WCAL GOVERNMENT
The big question facing all spheres of government in the new South Mrica is
which would be the shortest route to rid the country once and for all ofthe ills
ofthe past. In other words which would be the best possible way to redress the
imbalances and inequalities of the past and how to deliver sustainable setvices
within the context of true democracy?
The structures so created must give citizens the full opportunity to participate
in shaping the country's political future. This means going beyond the realms of
"Purely Representative Democracy" (Sabela & Reddy 1996: 10). The need
for this is several viz ;
• Instil confidence in the government of the day. Such confidence is sadly
lacking by the majority. Citizens had no faith in the previous government;
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• the process would educate people in the matters ofgovernment because of
the apartheid past people were and still are reluctant to participate in;
• to rid the country ofthe elitist politics which "monopolised politics without
the genuine consent of the masses, pursuing their own interests to the
detriment ofthe majority (Sabela & Reddy 1996: 10);
• rebuild communities tom apart by apartheid, and
• allow people to benefit from majority decision-making i.e. to shape their
own future.
Local government must be transformed to enable all stakeholders to utilise their
newfound political strength individually and collectively for the promotion of
democratic values at local level. Some ofthese values for sound governance, are
discussed in the following paragraphs (Sabela & Reddy 1996: 11).
5.8.1 Representation
Representation is an essential element ofdemocracy. Unfortunately the system
of apartheid deprived the majority of South Africans proper representation in
government, especially at the local level. The idea of representation in a
democracy suggests that majority views or desires will prevail over that of
minority views. But in a democracy, minority views will at least be tabled,
considered and debated. In other words, local government under the new order
in South Africa will carry the representation of all the citizens it serves. This
does not mean that each citizen's desires will be fulfilled and there may often be
differing views. Only majority views in a democracy will be satisfied . That is
how democracy operates.
It would be up to the elected representative to decide on a particular issue
whether his constituencies wishes conflicts with his own and whose view to put
forward. He would be the best judge of the situation. ''Local government
democracy further demands that it is not just the representative who goes to a
higher level, but also the citizens' decisions".
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5.8.2 Self Determination
The demands that must be placed on elected representatives in South Africa is
for them to work closely with their constituencies. Selfdetermination means that
the citizens truly participate. This could be achieved through various interest
groups such as civic associations and ratepayer bodies. This presupposes that
wards will be manageable in size so that "public opinion can be sounded".
Councillors are not only elected by their parties but by the electorate from the
ward. Therefore, councillors would do well to solicit the views of their
constituents as well, and not only that of their parties. This ties in with respect
for societal values.
5.8.3 Constant dialogue (Two Way Communication)
There must be constant communication between a councillor and his or her
ward. Meaningful dialogue could not take place previously because the majority
ofcitizens in South Africa were excluded from participating in local government
activities. Dialogue means receiving and imparting information. Such dialogue
must be regular. A councillor who gets active only during an election campaign
normally leaves the electorate in no doubt as to his motives (Sabela & Reddy
1996: 11-12).
This ties in perfectly with the thinking of the legislature in this country.
Municipalities are now required, in terms of the laws of the country to
communicate with the electorate. These laws have been quoted in the previous
chapter herein under section 4.8.6. It must be noted that it would be practically
impossible to gather everyone's views on all key issues. Therefore municipalities
must devise mechanisms to achieve this objective. In this regard the Draft
Municipal Systems Bill under section 6 states the following:
"Mechanisms, processes and procedures for public participation
6. (1) A municipal council must establish appropriate mechanisms,
processes and procedures to enable residents, communities and
community organisations in the municipality to participate in the
local affain in the municipality, and must for this purpose provide
for-
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(a) the receipt, processing and consideration of petitions and
complaints lodged by residents, communities and community
organisations in the municipality;
(b) the receipt, processing and consideration of written
objections and representations with regard to any matter
with regard to which it is required to invite public
comment;
(c)public meeting of residents, on a ward or any other
basis;
(d) public hearings by the council and its committees when
appropriate; and
(e) surveys among residents when appropriate and the
processing and publication of the results",(Systems Bill,
1999: 7-8).
The section following the above quoted section in the said Bill require
municipalities to cater for people who cannot read or write, people with
disabilities and disadvantaged groups (Systems Bill, 1999: 8).
The extent to which the legislature has gone could prove to be costly to
municipalities. Firstly, direct costs in which the municipality would have to spend
money on newsletters and other publications as well as hosting public
consultative meetings and so forth. Secondly, municipalities may incur indirect
cost in delays because consulting is time consuming. Municipalities must not
over consult nor under consult but strive to strike the correct balance in this
regard. From what is stated above, under-consulting would result in
municipalities contravening the law and effecting unpopular policy decisions.
Should they over-consult then they would suffer from consultation paralysis
which is just as bad as not consulting or under-consulting. In this regard
municipalities must be creative.
5.8.4 Openness of policy making
Previously, local authorities did not practice openness when formulating policy.
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The democracy in South Africa is still settling. On the one hand, people who had
all the privileges under the apartheid regime find that minority views find little
support when weighed against the majority views whilst, on the other hand the
majority of South Africans have unrealistic expectations. The pressure felt by
local authorities because ofthe diverse needs, placed upon its limited resources,
is extreme. In being open with its policy-making, local authorities must lead and
at the same time, be led. It must bear in mind that it serves the interests of the
whole community and not that ofparticular interest groups. After listening and
debating various views, it must make the decision. The municipality is the
statutory body empowered to establish policy (Sabela & Reddy 1996 :12).
However, difficult it may sometimes be, it would be in the best interest of the
local authority to be transparent in its decision-making process. Its decisions
must be able to withstand public scrutiny.
5.8.5 Accountability
An essential aspect ofany public body is that that body must be acceptable to the
public it serves. Its office bearers could be called at any time to give account for
their actions. Accountability means to be able to give an account at or any time
for action taken. This is an essential aspect ofpublic life (Sabela& Reddy 1996:
11).
5.8.6 Managing the fmances in local government
Local authorities must have adequate financial resources to meet its aims and
objectives. Other capacities such as human resources and equipment are
dependant on a local authority's financial capacity. Lack of delivery is easily
noticeable at the local sphere of government. Service delivery or the lack of it
has a major impact on the lives of people. For many people in South Africa,
mainly impoverished and illiterate, the concept ofgovernment commences and
ends at the local level. Having been deprived for so long their expectations are
high and that is why local authorities must ensure that all available money is
effectively spent (Sabela & Reddy 1996: 12).
5.8.7 Efficiency and effectiveness
Whenever efficiency and effectiveness as phenomena come under scrutiny in the
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public sector, the question of their measurability comes to the, fore. Such
intangible objectives as, "the promotion of the general welfare", in the public
sector make it difficult to measure efficiency and effectiveness (Hanekom,
Rowland & Bain, 1986:211).
Despite these difficulties the public sector must make every attempt to achieve
efficiency and effectiveness. Nonetheless, there are many areas in the public
sector that both efficiency and effectiveness can be monitored (Hanekom et al.,
1986: 211).
It is necessary to understand the difference between efficiency and effectiveness.
In the context of this discussion efficiency denotes the "how" of government
action; that is to say, the ways in which functions and activities are carried out.
In contrast, to this effectiveness denotes the result of such function or action,
that is to say how successful it is. According to Hanekom et al.,(1986:212) in
practice an authority may be efficient without being effective, that is, without
achieving the optimal realisation of its purpose. It is interesting to note from
Hanekom et al., (1986: 212), with the aid of an example, that the converse is
also true where an authority solves some problem by sheer luck. This is the
example, "compare for example the performance of a fIrSt-class rifleman
with that of a five-year-old-boy. Despite his skill and experience the
practised shot (efficiency) will not invariably score a bun (effectiveness),
while the inexperienced boy might weD score a bun with his first shot by a
Duke" (Hanekom et al., 1986:211).
These two terms are therefore not synonymous but are closely related and in
practice difficult to separate (Hanekom et al., 1986:211).
With the pressure for service delivery coupled with a lack of resources,
municipalities must ensure that they are both efficient and effective. Public
servants in the old South Africa were reputed to be inefficient. If new local
government structures are to be successful they need to be efficient and
effective. To this extent municipalities can utilise the expertise of the private
sector. One way of doing this is to 'out-source' certain services. In so doing
municipalities must be transparent about this and negotiate with all stakeholders
including the unions.
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The aforementioned norms, necessary for successful governance was sadly
lacking during the apartheid era, must be incorporated into any new
dispensation. But these norms would not be achieved without a proper
framework. You cannot have efficiency, for instance, within an inefficient
framework. You would end up with efficient inefficiency which is worse than
just ordinary inefficiency. Hence, any restructuring must create the environment
for the practice ofthese norms and standards.
5.8.8 Restructuring
In any restructuring exercise one needs to distinguish between what needs to be
changed with what shouldn't change. The normative values described above, for
example, should not be changed unless the values of the relevant society
changes. Municipalities current theory ofbusiness is an example of something
that should change. In the restructuring of central and provincial governments
a complete and effective restructuring took place. Municipal government on the
other hand only underwent patching and spot-welding, so to speak, during the
pre-interim and the interim phases and according to Drucker, ''that never
accomplishes anything" (Drucker 1998: 251). There would be no results unless
there is a radical change in the way municipalities are managed. The habit of
continuous improvement must be built into all municipal structures (Drucker
1998: 251).
What is equally needed is 'benchmarking': every year comparing the
performance of municipalities with other municipalities or similar institutions,
with the best becoming the standard to be met by all the following year (Drucker
1998: 252). Continuous improvement and benchmarking are foreign concepts
in municipal government and administration. These issues must be brought to the
attention of all the roleplayers as essential ingredients to achieving long term
success in municipal government and administration.
Another point to consider is that any organisation whether biological or social,
ought to change its basic structure if its size changes substantially. Any
organisation that doubles or trebles in size must be restructured. Further, any
organisation including government must rethink itselfonce it is more than forty
or fifty years old. By that stage it would have outgrown its policies and rules of
behaviour. Ifit continues as it did for too many years it becomes ungovernable,
unmanageable and uncontrollable (Drucker 1998: 253).
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5.8.9 Rethinking
The first reaction in a crisis situation is to do patching and then to do
downsizing. This may not always be the best remedy. Many top companies have
tried this in a panic and did not solve the crisis, for example, mM, Sears and
General Motors. According to Drucker (1998: 253), "in many ifnot most cases,
downsizing has turned out to be some~hingthat surgeons for centuries have been
guarded against: amputation before diagnosis. The result is always a cripple".
It is therefore important for organisations to "rethink:" themselves before taking
any action. A large hospital in Boston called Beth Israel did turn itself around
after a crisis by firstly rethinking itself This company knew that if they start
reducing expenditure it would not get control of its costs. The starting point is
to identify activities that are productive, that could be strengthened, promoted
and expanded. (Drucker 1998: 254). To adapt this to a municipal environment,
municipalities must look at their strengths, that which they are good at and
which is well received by the public at large. For example, it might have a good
public transport system that is fairly well supported by the pUblic, it needs to
strengthen this further, promote it and think: about the benefits if it was
expanded. Ifthe municipality was undergoing a crisis and it started to retrench
staff it would be disastrous in this instance if it retrenched staff in its public
transport division.
According to Drucker the best guide for organisations to rethink itselfwould be
for the organisations to take every policy, every programme and every activity
and ask these questions: "What is your mission?", "Is it still the right mission?",
''Is it still worth doingT', ''Ifwe were not already doing this, would we be doing
it now?" (Drucker 1998: 254).
The overall answer is hardly ever ''This is fine as it stands; let's keep on". In
many cases the answer is likely to be ''yes we would do it again, but with some
changes. We have learnt a few things" (Drucker 1998: 254).
According to Drucker, ''we need something we do not have: a theory ofwhat
government can do". Many writers, the author claims, deals with the process of
government: with constitutions, with power and its limitations, with method and
organizations. No one deals with the substance. Nobody asks what the proper
functions ofgovernment might be and could be (Drucker 1998: 262). Rethinking
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government will give us the factual information but not a new political theory.
The new political theory needed "rests on an analysis ofwhat does work rather
than on good intentions and promises of what should work because we would
like it to". Rethinking will not give us the answers but compels us to ask the
right questions (Drucker 1998: 262).
Just how far have we stuck to the theory in our quest for a new dispensation for
municipal government in South Africa?
5.9 THE ROLE AND IMPACT OF THE TRANSFORMATION PROCESS
ON THE VARIOUS STAKEBOLDERS
The transformation of local government started to impact on the lives of
everyone in one way or another. For example, the consumers of electricity and
water in the Tongaat area have to deal with the Durban Metropolitan Council
which is the new supplying authority for water and electricity in the region. Staff
and councillors had to get used to this situation. Hereunder are some brief
points, some ofwhich have been taken from personal interviews regarding the
role and impact the various stakeholders experienced in the transition up to this
stage.
5.9.1 The role of the administration in the transformation of local government
As was mentioned earlier, the transformation of the administrative arms of
municipalities is far more complex to deal with than the transformation of the
political arm ofmunicipalities. At the start ofthe transformation several changes
that took place and are still to take place, does not and will not take place in a
vacuum. The officials played a vital role in the transformation of local
government.
Part of the complexity has been dealt with in some detail in sections 4.4.7.1
above. The administration played a key role towards achieving the administrative
rationalisation. Most councillors came into office for the first time and were not
au fait with local government administration. They had to be taught by the
officials in most cases. The politicians did have a feel for what changes were
necessary but it was the officials who undertook the preparatory investigations
and presented reports to council to take policy decisions regarding the changes
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in respect of the rationalisation. The officials, mainly the management staff,
through their experience, know what would work and what would not work and
advise the council accordingly. For example, the council has inherited a
monumental building in a suburb called Waterloo. Waterloo is an area where the
North Local Council is currently undertaking a large low cost housing project
that will provide approximately 7000 homes. It was suggested by the officials to
the council that the Housing Department relocate to the monumental building in
Waterloo where the key housing staff from the Tongaat, Verulam and
Hambanathi entities could be situated. It was also suggested that a minimal
housing service be provided in the Tongaat, Verulam and Hambanathi areas.
This was supported by the full council and the move was effected without
disruption to the housing service (Mudaly 1999: interview).
The treasury staff had commenced with a common set ofbooks for the entire
North Local Council whilst at the same time prepared the financial statements
for the previous year on an individual basis, that is, per entity. The balance ofthe
staffhad to start thinking and operating for the entireNorthLocal Council rather
than their previous location of a single entity. For example, the key staff in the
EngineeringDepartment were mostly located in Umhlangafrom wheretheywere
required to prepare budgets, undertake capital projects and maintain the entire
North Local Council area. This was new territory which they hardly knew and
proved to be quite a challenge especially with public expectation fairly high. The
reason that most ofthe engineering staffwere located in Umhlanga was because
stafffromthe other entities either resigned, retired orbecame medically boarded.
This loss of staff was not peculiar to just the Engineering Department of the
North Local Council, all departments suffered the same fate. Several staff
members were dismissed for corruption whilst two key staff members were
dismissed for gross negligence and! or gross incompetence in the performance
of their duties (Naidoo 1999: interview).
In terms of impact the administration had to undergo severe stress and strain.
Firstly, staffmorale was low due to staff not being certain whether, when and
where they would be placed. Secondly, working on a decentralised basis within
the North Local Council as well as elsewhere in the Metropolitan area did raise
stress levels among staffmembers. Quite often senior staffcould not keep track
ofwhere their staffmight be working. A further impact was the lack ofproper
office accommodation. Within one department staff was decentralised. The
union! management power play was also a distressing factor. No sooner had
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management tried to get something going than the unions showed their
frustration because they required to be consulted whilst management felt it was
not an issue that the unions should be consulted on.
In terms ofthe transition, the administration certainly did play a vital role and the
impact of the transformation on the administration was severe.
5.9.2 The Councillors
During the pre-interim phase of transition as described in chapter 3 of this
research, councillors were nominated. Fifty percent ofthe councillors were made
up ofmembers from the non-statutory component and the other fifty percent of
the councillors came from the statutory component. At that stage party politics
very clearly entered municipal government in a big way. In the North Local,
Council as with many other councils, party alliances were formed.
This first set of councillors, whether from the statutory component or the non-
statutory component, experienced quite a unique feature oflocal government in
this country. For the first time both wealthy and poor areas were within the same
municipality and councillors from both these areas served alongside each other
and competed for the same resources. This was quite a challenge for these
councillors when compared to the apartheid era.
Councillors are expected in the first instance, to serve the overall interests ofthe
council and then their constituency (North Local Council, 1996: 4). This is not
a bad principle to practise but extremely difficult to defend ifyou are a councillor
from an area that did not receive municipal services previously, and are still not
making much headway during the transition phase or ifyou are a councillor from
a wealthy area such as Umhlanga and services have dropped dramatically in your
area in favour ofproviding services to new areas, yet the largest slice ofrateable
income of the council is derived from your constituency. Councillors had to
manage this situation which certainly had an impact on them, in no small way.
One of the most stressful times of the North Local Council was the point at
which the Council decided to equalise its property rates. This meant having a
single rates base on a common valuation roll.
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During the interim phase, democratically elected councils came into power. Sixty
percent of the councils were made up of ward councillors and forty percent
based on party proportional representation. Ofthe ward councillors fifty percent
ofthe wards came from the Black areas known as <CB" areas. The purpose ofthis
inclusion in the elections regulation was that African areas were badly neglected
during the apartheid era and this was an effort to bring in proper representation
from the African areas.
In the Durban Metropolitan area before the elections, that is, during the pre-
interim phase due to the alliances between political parties, the !FP was the
dominant party. After the elections throughout the DurbanMetropolitan area the
African National Congress became the dominant party.
Many of these councillors began holding office as councillor for the first time.
They had to get on the job training. It was particularly difficult in the Durban
Metropolitan area with six local councils plus the metroPQlitan council. Each of
these councils resource basewas substantially different. Thiswas not appreciated
by the councillors. For example, whatever one mayor had all the mayors
demanded. Ifone mayor had a bodyguard and a chauffeur all mayors, supported
by the parties, demanded the same.
This was irrespective ofwhether their councils could afford it or not. Councillors
started to demand offices, telephones and secretarial staff. With the merging of
municipalities and the inclusion ofareas that were not covered by municipalities
under the old system of government, most councils in the metropolitan area
experienced a shortage ofresources. Municipalities could not afford equipping
all their councillors with telephones and offices, let alone secretarial staff
Over a period of time compromises were worked out. For instance, just the
Mayor and the Chairman of the Executive Committees throughout the
metropolitan area were given offices and secretaries.
5.9.3 Officials - The human resources factor
Human resource management is an essential activity ofmunicipal government.
Only with adequate human resources can a municipality attain its objectives.
Personnel in municipalities are required to, interalia, implement policy, manage
service delivery and render services (penceliah, 1996: 113).
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Since the transformation ofmunicipal governmentwas not managed properly the
impact of the transformation was very severe on the officials. Quite often
officials were kept in the dark as to where their future stood with their council.
In the North Local Council the Treasurer, Deputy Treasurer, two Engineers, the
Director ofPlanning, Deputy Director ofPlanning, Manager ofAdministration
& Personnel, a Senior Accountant, the Director ofProtection Services and the
Manager: Legal and Estates either resigned, took early retirement or applied to
be medically boarded within the first year of the transformation. Many mid-
management and junior staffalso left the services ofthe council during the same
period. An institution can easily be crippled when it loses so many members of
staff in such a short space oftime, many ofwhom held senior positions. Many
ofthese staffmembers were uncomfortable with the transition and some ofthem
even left the country to settle abroad. Much ofthe uncertainty amongst the staff
could have been avoided had the change been managed properly. It would
obviously be difficult to please everyone and whilst managing the transformation
won't guarantee that staffwould not leave the services ofthe Council it would
certainly reduce the number ofstaffmembers vacating their posts.
Unfortunately the transformation was focussed on the political arm ofmunicipal
government and little attention was given to the administrations of
municipalities. Whenever attention was given to the administration it was
coupled with political interference which sometimes became untenable for the
officials. The rationalisation of the staff of the North Local Council has been
addressed in the previous chapter (see section 4.5.7.1.1)
5.9.4 Affirmative action
Affirmative action has been another factor that has further added to the
. complexity in the rationalisation ofthe administrations ofmunicipalities. There
are many definitions ofaffirmative action. The one best suited to this dissertation
is the definition provided by Khoza (1999: 40), who stated that:
"Affirmative action is a form ofpositive discrimination used
as a measure to correct imbalances created by generations of
oppression. It has been called different names at different times:
whether you call it affirmative action, Black advancement,
equal opportunity employment, or strategic resourcing (the
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latest version), the issue remams: the need to redress
discriminatory employment practices" (Herholdt & Marx 1999:
40).
Whilst undertaking the internal rationalisation of staff that has arisen out of the
merger ofvarious autonomous institutions the question arises - should this be an
opportunityto implement an affirmation action programme? Certain councillors
and certain trade unions think that this is an ideal opportunity to implement
affirmative action. This means that certain councillors and certain trade unions
think not. In today's practice ofhuman resource management, the tendency is
to adopt a kind of compromise approach (Carrell et al. 1998: 235). In other
words, where it is feasible to implement affirmative action during internal
rationalisation of staff, this must be done, but with great sensitivity and
consultation with all affected Persons. Affinnative action should not be carried
out without a proper strategy or programme in place, especially during a
transition. Affinnative action must not be seen as a single event but rather a
journey that takes time to achieve. When a programme or strategy is in place
which has been properly workshopped with all roleplayers particularly the
employees, there tends to be greater support for such programmes. The negative
impact that may arise is minimised. All roleplayers become a part of the
programme and buy into it.
Perhaps the point being made here is to guard against forced Black
advancement. The initial purpose of Black advancement was to develop the
skills of Black people which was never encouraged during the apartheid era
(Herholdt & Marx 1999: 40). When forced Black advancement takes place the
following problems arise according to Herholdt & Marx:
> Window dressing is a prime example. This is often done to create a
favourable impression to other stakeholders. The problem is these beneficiaries
hold senior positions without having a say in corporate matters. When this
approach is used the company remains fundamentally unchanged and it is
expected and accepted that the incumbent will not perform (Herholdt & Marx
1999: 40).
> Many affirmative action appointees see their appointments as nothing more
than tokenism. This strategy will have an adverse effect on productivity,
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motivation of the beneficiary and the long term success of the institution
(Herholdt & Marx 1999: 41).
> Favouritism or preferential treatment is an extreme measure to remedy
imbalances in the workplace. According to Daniel (1999:42), if preferential
treatment is implemented in the correct context it will not be seen as
discriminatory. The situation created by apartheid may necessitate extreme
measures. Fischer in Herholdt & Marx points out that from "researchundertaken
in terms ofaccess to training and development, opportunities were found to be
an acceptable form ofpreferential treatment. It would appear that the favouritism
strategy is only successful when people from the disadvantaged groups benefit
from training and development programmes (Herholdt & Marx 1999: 42).
In the rationalisation exercise of the North Local Council a measure of forced
Black advancement was instituted where several staffmembers were placed in
positions well beyond their abilities. This issue should not be taken lightly as
Herholdt & Marx has this concluding remark to make on this topic:
"It can be concluded, therefore, that forced Black
advancement usually has negative outcomes as it often
gives rise to window-dressing, tokenism and favouritism.
This strategy can usually be implemented as a result of
political pressure and in most cases lead to a negative
reaction among tbeworkforce peripheral to tbe aft"'mnative
action process, wbo sees it as reverse discrimination.
Ironically, beneficiaries also experience this strategy in a
negative way. This may be due to their inability to
perform, or as a result of White backlash "(Herholdt &
Marx 1999: 44).
This issue of implementing affirmative action during internal rationalisation of
staff must be considered very carefully by all the stakeholders in municipalities
throughout the country since there is another rationalisation process due shortly
after the next municipal elections. All stakeholders mean councils, trade unions,
management staff, and other interest groups such as the chambers ofcommerce
and civic and ratepayer bodies.
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The seven municipal administrations of the metropolitan area~ be further
rationalised during the final phase oftransformation and if affinnative action is
going to be implemented when this happens then training and development
programmes should commence immediately, ifnot already started.
5.9.5 The Trade Unions
The definition of a 'union' as provided by Carrell et aI., (1998:235), is the
following:
"A union is an organisation of workers formed to further
the economic and social interests of it members".
Trade unions have become an integral part of all working enviroriments. They
have an important role to play generally and a very important role to play in any
rationalisation exercise. The decisions they take on behalfoftheir members has
an impact not only on their members but on the institution as a whole.
In the rationalisation of the administration of the North Local Council, the
unions did play an important role without whose overall support the
transformation would not be at the stage it is in, currently. Whilst the unions
attempt to gain maximum benefit for its members this may not always be in the
best interest of the institution. Likewise whilst the council will strive to gain
maximum benefit for all its constituencies same may not be in the best interests
ofthe union's membership. Quite often deals need to be struck and compromises
reached.
An example ofone area oftransformation might highlight the unions attitude in
general. In the North Local Council the refuse service required rationalisation as
it was different amongst the different entities. The situation was as follows:
> Umhlanga residents enjoyed a refuse collection service of
two bags twice per week;
> Tongaat residents had a refuse collection service ofone bag
twice per week, and
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> Verulam residents had a refuse collection service ofone bag
once per week.
It was the intention ofcouncil to provide the same refuse service to all areas by
providing a collection service oftwo bags once per week and levying the same
tariff to all users of the service (North Local Council, 1999b). It was further
decided to utilise the excess capacity arising therefrom to extend the refuse
collection service to areas which did not receive such a service. These were
mainly the informal settlements and a 7000 unit low cost housing development
named Waterloo. The Central Councils within the Durban Metropolitan region
currently provide a refuse collection service of two bags once per week. This
was the noble intention of the North Local Council. The unions delayed
implementing this system for seven months with every excuse imaginable.
Eventually the unions cinched a deal with the council on a non related issue
which enabled the council to implement its new refuse collection service.
To the question ofrole and impact, yes, the unions did play a role both positive
and negative. Their impact on the transition was felt and will be felt for many
years to come.
5.9.6 Ratepayer and other community based organisations
In the new South Africa there are many cliches or buzz words. One such word
is consultation. Municipalities are expected to consult on almost everything
these days. Section 10G(1) (g) ofthe Local Government Transition Act, Second
Amendment Act, 1996 states that municipalities must:
"Annually report to and receive comments from its
community regarding the objectives set in its integrated
development plan".
Further in this regard the Constitution ofthe Republic ofSouth Africa, which is
a later Act than the one aforementioned, states under Section 152 (1):
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''The objects of local government are -
.............................................................................................
...•..•.(e) to encourage the involvement of communities and
community organisations in the matters of local
government".
Arising from the provisions of the Constitution of the country the draft
Municipal Systems Bill dated 29 March 1999 provides an entire chapter on
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (see chapter 2 - Draft Municipal Systems Bill
dated 29 March 1999). Under the heading encouragement and facilitation of
public participation the aforementioned draft bill states under Section 1. (2)
''To facilitate such participation, a municipal council must -
(d) keep the residents and the communities in the
municipality and, where appropriate, the national
govemment and where relevant provincial government,
informed about its main activities" (Systems Bill, 1999: 7).
With this strong message coming from both the government and organs ofcivil
society the North Local Council has certainly consulted widely on key issues
affecting the community. The North Local Council consulted with the ratepayer
and civic associations and all other interest groups such as the chambers of
commerce and sports bodies since its inception on the annual estimates as well
as its integrated development plan. It was the civic associations who forced the
rationalisation ofa single rates randage on a common valuation roll which in turn
had an impact on the rationalisation oftheadministration, particularly the finance
service unit.
In the North Local Council area there are three main umbrella civic associations
each with many affiliates under their wings. These three are the Tongaat Civic
Association (TCA), the Verulam Combined Civic Association (VCCA) and the
Northern Allied Ratepayers Association (NARA). Each of these associations
represent constituencies that are vastly different in terms of their race, wealth,
infra structural requirements, ability to pay for services and so forth and as such
they each possess divergent views. TCA and VCCA represent areas that have
been receiving partial municipal services in the past because of their limited
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ability to pay for such services. In the main these services have been limited
because of poverty. Both Tongaat and Verulam are dormitory towns with low
economic bases. On the other hand NARA's constituency is fairly affluent and
had full municipal services in the past. Under the separate rating system Tongaat
and Verulam ratepayers had to pay fairly high property rates and vigorously
pushed for a single rates randage on a common valuation roll whilst NARA
vehemently opposed this claiming that it should be phased in over a period of
time.
The North Local Council saw fit during the 1997/98 financial year to institute a
single rates randage on a common valuation roll. The effects of this is covered
under section 4.4. 7.1.5. The point to make is that after this exercise was over the
main civic bodie.s decided to join forces and work together. In other words, have
a common approach when negotiating with the North Local Council on various
matters particularly the annual estimates. In this regard they signed a record of
understanding and launched themselves as the Northern Allied Civic Forum on
1r»- November 1998 (North Local Council, 1998).
Another role performed by the civic bodies was their participation on a
BUDGETMONITORINGCOMMITfEE. This was a committee established
by the council which had civic representation on it to steer the budget through
and to ensure that budgetary provisions were spent both cost effectively and
efficiently. This committee has been successful in achieving its objectives
(Naidoo 1999: interview).
The ratepayer bodies certainly played a vital role during the transformation ofthe
administration and definitely had an impact on its outcome.
5.9.7 The general public
The citizens at large - everyone claims to represent their interests, from the
councillors, to the civic and ratepayers associations, to the religious groups and
even the officials. But the general public - what role did they play in the
transformation of municipal government? The entire transformation was
undertaken for their benefit. The democratising and restructuring of municipal
government was to take basic municipal services to the masses who were
deprived ofsuch services previously.
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The general public played an important role in the transformation by drawing to
the council's attention the various problem areas that required attention.
Requests by individuals are also given due attention.
5.10 A TRANSmONWITHIN A TRANSmON
Now that the above legislation is either approved or still being drafted, does
local government operate as they currently operate or do they begin to operate
as they anticipate they would in terms of the new legislation which would no
doubt make life a lot easier when the new legislation becomes effective as
municipal government reaches the final phase ofits transformation? Ifthey don't
have some degree ofreadiness then the day after the next municipal election and
the weeks and months that will follow will be totally chaotic. For example,
where would a re-zoning application from a property developer in Tongaat get
processed? Would officials based in the North Local Council area possess the
delegated authority to adjudicate re-zoning applications or would a sub-council
be in place with the necessary authority to process such an application? Ifissues
such as this are not sorted out prior to the next election same would have to be
processed at Metropolitan Council level. To co-ordinate same would be time
consuming and extremely difficult. The agendas would be fairly substantial.
Property developers, business houses, civic associations, consumers and
residents would be concerned about long delays in processing their matters. In
fact the chaos and delays that could be caused would be detrimental to the
economy ofthe country and should not be taken lightly.
The next issue to deal with is the level of readiness that one needs to achieve
before the next election. How far does one structure municipalities bearing in
mind that when the new council is elected it may wish to change things
completely from the way they were prepared, especially ifthere is a new political
complexion on these councils. In preparing for the changes there needs to be a
kind ofPlan A and a Plan B. One needs to be fairly flexible.
The metropolitan councils and local councils ofJohannesburg, Cape Town and
Durban have begun setting up structures to look at the anticipated changes. In
Durban the structure is called the Unicity Committee and made up of
representatives of all seven councils within the Durban Metropolitan region.
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5.10.1 Unicity Committee
The Unicity Committee was established by theDurban Metropolitan Council and
its associated local councils, by agreement. A Deed of Agreement had to be
approved by all seven councils, which it was, and the Mayors and Town Clerks
of these councils were nominated to sign the agreement on behalf of their
councils (see extract ofcouncil minutes dated 13 th May 1999 per Annexure 10.
The Mayor and Town Clerk of the North Local Council signed the said
agreement on 26th May 1999. In view ofthe importance ofthis agreement a full
copy ofthe agreement is appended hereto labelled Annexure 11.
The crux of the agreement is to be found under chapter y, clause 6 of the
agreement. In essence the Unicity Committee has been appointed by the seven
councils to be its agent in preparing for the envisaged unicity, that is, a category
'A' metropolitan municipality with full executive authority which will have a
single administration. It is further mandated to:
> to take decisions on any staff, financial or policy matter
which would impact on the future Metropolitan Council;
> instruct the respective ChiefExecutives officers of each of
the councils to take preparatory steps as may be necessary or
incidental to the introduction of new administrative and
delivery systems for the new, still to be elected, Metropolitan
Council;
> make the necessary representations on behalf of the seven
councils on any legislation, including subordinate legislation
that will impact on the future metropolitan council; and
> make representations to the seven councils on legislative
changes necessary for the future metropolitan council (Unicity
Agreement, 1999).
The Unicity Committee is a political structure put in place to prepare for the next
phase of the transformation of local government. It is made up of councillors
from across the seven councils and is based on a system of proportional
representation for each political party serving in the metropolitan area. The
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seat(s) per political party is in the same proportion as the parties are represented
across the metropolitan area.
Backing this political structure are a series of technical task teams made up of
officials across all seven councils from the various disciplines. They are the




> Human Resources; and
> Boundaries.
Although the Unicity Committee was only established recently these working
groups have been commissioned by the committee of Town Clerks several
months ago and their work is well under way.
Simplistically stated each technical task team's terms ofreference is to gather all
the data from the entire metropolitan region relevant to their discipline and to
evaluate this data against the legislation proposed and being proposed and to
make appropriate recommendations to the Unicity Committee in respect ofthe
future running of the Metropolitan Council. For example, the Institutional
Technical Task Team will look at the following in respect of Political
Institutional systems:
> relevant legislation: Municipal Structures Act;
> metro areas will have category A municipalities;
> within this category there are eight types ofmunicipalities that
are possible;
> provincial legislation may narrow these options;
> detailing the political systems possible in the Durban
Metropolitan area and considering the pros and cons ofeach
option;
> identifying the preferred option for Durban;
> interfacing the administrative systems with the political
systems, and the following in respect ofthe Administrative
Systems:
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> relevant legislation - Municipal Structures Act and the
Municipal Systems Bill;
> summarising existing administrative systems;
> listing functions of local government;
> defining the role of the state, that is, greater or less
involvement in actual service delivery;
> define the way in which to classify or group functions;
> outline a restructuring framework;
> investigating business systems and considering how re-
organisation can improve efficiencies;
> investigating options for delivery systems and identifying
preferred options for various functions;
> linking the integrated development plan to institutional
arrangements; and
> defining the appropriate phasing for the restructuring of
institutional systems" (Scope ofbrief, Institutional Technical
Task Team, 1999).
5.11 CONCLUSION
Change is a peculiar phenomenon that has to be managed carefully. Change is
a process and not an end in itself The more intense the magnitude ofchange the
longer it will take for the change process to be completed. In order to manage
change carefully certain steps within the change process must be followed. These
steps follow a logical sequence and have been outlined in this chapter.
The problem with local government during the previous era was that they were
structured within an apartheid framework. The apartheid system separated
people into areas along racial lines. What was sadly lacking in municipal
government in the previous era was that certain fundamental democratic
principles were missing. These democratic principles included, inter alia,
representativity, openness of policy-making, accountability, efficiency and
effectiveness. Since these principles were lacking, municipalities were unable nor
willing to cope with, inter alia, the pressures ofurbanization, job creation and
service provision. New local government structures must ensure that suchvalues
are applied in order to achieve local government bodies that are truly
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representative and financially viable. These values, included in this chapter, serve
as guiding principles for local government and development.
It is clear that metropolitan governments will be a strong feature in the new
dispensation. They need to be structured properly to ensure their viability. There
has to be the right balance between cost effectiveness and efficiency. This would
be difficult to determine the first time round, since there are no ready-made
formulae, and perhaps the way around it would be not to go overboard but to
start off as small as it would be feasible and allow metropolitan authorities to
evolve over a period oftime to their "correct size". Ofcourse this "correct size"




GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Against the background that municipal government is the pivot around which
everything flows in a society, this dissertation has two important areas offocus,
namely,
i) it identified the need for the transformation ofmunicipalities,
and
ii) it critically evaluates the MEASURE ofsuch transformation
and the proposed further transformation ofmunicipalities.
In essence this study has identified the need to change municipal governments,
examines the change that took place and the envisaged change as well as the
management ofchange within the public sector, makes certain recommendations
and provides a model for metropolitan government. Change must be instituted
to improve what already exists in a given set of circumstances and during a
particular period and is more likely to be successful if it is undertaken in a
controlled manner. In other words change must be managed. In order to manage
change several steps must be carefully followed in order to shorten the period of
change, make it more acceptable and remove or reduce resistance to change.
Change is a process and not an end in itself
Following the introduction, which broadly outlined the scope of this study,
chapter two provided an historical overview ofmunicipal government in South
Africa. Theproblems withthe apartheid system ofmunicipalgovernment became
evident and the need for its transformation obvious. The primary change was to
democratise municipalities and make them an integral part of the government
machinery ofthe country.
It was demonstrated that municipal government was only established in certain
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areas and not in other areas where the majority of people lived. Large parts of
the country where Black people lived did not have municipal government and
where they were established these municipalities were impoverished and
.ineffective. It was explained in chapter two that the apartheid system of
government divided people into areas along racial lines which eventually started
to crumble as the masses began demanding for municipal services coupled with
the increased pressure for urbanisation. Eventually the apartheid regime took
notice of the appalling state of affairs ofmunicipalities and in the early 1990's
began seriously addressing these problems with all the roleplayers and a series
ofmeasures was instituted.
The key role which municipal government plays in the country cannot actually
be overstated. Municipalities play a vital role in providing basic services to
communities, they are involved in social upliftment and development and are
stimulatorsofthe economy. Without strong municipal government, SouthAfrica
will not transform adequately and speedily from the baggage ofthe apartheid era
to enable the nation as a whole to develop and prosper. There is no doubt then
that municipalities had to be transformed especially when viewed against the
background ofits poor history provided in chapter two ofthis study.
South Africa underwent dramatic transformation when a new democratic
government was elected in 1994. This gave birth to the New South Africa.
During the negotiations prior to this historic event it was agreed by all
stakeholders that democratic elections would take place in respect ofthe national
and provincial governments and that the transformation of municipal
governments would take place in terms of a time-frame outlined in the Local
Government Transition Act (see Act 209 of 1993, parts iv and y).
The Local Government Transition Act (Act 209 of 1993) provided rigid time-
frames which gave impetus to the transformation process. Other legislation such
as the Interim Constitution (Act 110 of1983) and the current Constitution ofthe
country (Act 108 of 1996) started to focus on the importance of municipal
government. These and other legislative measures instituted to restructure
municipalities have been captured in chapter three which spells out the legislative
process and the various phases oftransformationwhich have already taken place.
Chapter three also deals with the legislative measures for the further
transformation ofmunicipalities in the final phase. Within the context ofchange
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some of these legislative measures go too far at an inappropriate time of
development in this country. For all intents and purposes municipal government
in South Africa is still in its infancy in terms of it covering all areas as well as
being democratic. To introduce a single tier metropolitan government with full
executive and legislative powers and a single administration to govern huge
metropolises which are vastly under-developed is premature. The Durban
Metropolitan Council, for example, has a multitude ofsmall and large informal
settlements, spread across the length and breath ofthe whole region, and people
living in these areas live in abject poverty, with poor or no infrastructure and
services and in extremely unhygienic conditions would have to rely on a council
that will have an enormous challenge, under-resourced and a fair distance away
from them. The developmental challenges facing South African cities are
enormous and would take time to overcome. Municipalities would therefore
need to be structured in a way that would best enable it to cope with these
challenges in all areas. The old saying that surgeons often use, "striving for
perfection could be the enemy ofgood", is important to bear in mind. What is
also important to remember is the experiences of late. In the current two tier
system ofmunicipal government, services such as water and electricity that have
been 'metropolitanised' are the problematic ones. When all the services are
'metropolitanised' in an extensive underdeveloped municipal environment, it
would be extremely difficult for a single tier metropolitan council to effectively
take full municipal services to all areas in the foreseeable future. Breaking down
these developmental challenges into manageable portions by retaining the local
councils with extensive powers will render the councils more effective in
addressing these developmental challenges as well as retain local government in
local communities. Most people who have recently experienced local
government for the first time and to whom this form ofgovernment is the only
government they know and see, should not have it taken away from them.
Whilst chapter three dealt with the legislative arrangements to effect the
transformation of local government, chapter four has focussed on the
establishment of the Durban Metropolitan Council and its associated local
councils within the transformation framework set by the legislature. The details
of the transformation have been outlined with particular focus on the North
Local Council ofthe Durban Metropolitan region.
The transformation of local government has indeed come a long way in a short
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space oftime. From the preparatory work through to the pre-interim phase and
the interim phase, local government has transformed significantly in the last five
years and is now on the brink of the final phase of its transformation.
The theory of change and the management of change is the essence of chapter
five. The transformation has been protracted over several years and still has to
be completed. The transformation ofmunicipal government thus far did not take
place on a solid theoretical basis and the focus has been primarily on the political
transformation of municipal government whilst the administrative arm of
municipal government merely had to follow the political changes and 'muddle
through' its own transformation by merely adapting existing systems. For
example, staffappointments were done on a 'cut-and-paste' basis where posts
were created merely to accommodate existing personnel rather than formulating
an organogram to suit the needs and goals ofthe institution.
Change must be carefully thought out and strategically planned so that the
organisation fits reality. Other components of change include systems,
management style, skills, personnel objectives, organisational objectives and
organisational structure. Questions such as the following will require answers
prior to instituting change in municipal government:-
What systems will be necessary for service delivery? Will the
municipality use other agencies to provide some of these
services? Will it privatise certain functions?
What skills are available and what training will be necessary?
Will councillors be trained?
What type ofmanagement style would the municipality adopt?
Will there be delegated powers? What will be the relationship
between councillors and staff'? Up to what level should
councillors interact with staff?
What personnel policies will be necessary? How will personnel
be consulted on the changes to be instituted? Will consulting
with staff be done only through the unions or should other
means ofcommunication be used?
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What will be the organisational objectives? How will these
objectives be determined? Who will participate in setting
objectives?
Finding answers to these questions forms part of the change process which has
to be carefully managed. Ifchanges are allowed to take place in a disorganised
fashion chaos will reign which may prove to be difficult and costly to remedy.
This was the case with many municipalities where change was implemented
without the proper planning and management of change.
The consequences of not managing change and its processes, especially in the
public sector, are serious for several reasons. These reasons are mentioned
below:-
Change is unlikely to be successful. Ifchange is not managed
properly it is less likely to be successful. Iffact in most cases,
but especially in the public sector change without proper
planning and managing will fail.
People start to reject change. In the public sector this would
include, inter alia, individuals in the public - the ratepayers and
consumers, ratepayer bodies, sport bodies, religious groups,
municipal staff, management, staffunions and political parties.
Change could be heading in the wrong direction. In the
public environment how does one know that changes instituted
will improve a given situation since there are so many
variables? By consulting with all stakeholders it is possible to
gauge a sense for the change that is desired and the change that
will work and be supported. Ifchange is not supported by the
majority ofroleplayers and beneficiaries it is more likely to fail.
Unplanned change leads to chaos. Change must take place in
an orderly fashion. It must be carefully programmed and
executed to avoid chaos.
Persons to plan and effect change will not be appointed.
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Change should not be undertaken by one person. It must be
properly planned by a team of people and tasks should be
allocated to individuals and groups to effect change. It would
be better to keep an institution unchanged rather than perform
change in part and then abandon the total envisaged change.
These are just some of the consequences of not managing change. In essence
change is a process that has to be carefully planned and executed. There are
several steps involved in the change process that have been identified above (see
item 5.5, in chapter 5).
In this chapter certain conclusions of the study will be drawn, and several
reconunendations will be made.
Within the concept of 'change ' itselfone must appreciate that each system has
a finite capacity and time to endure change. One must then consider the benefit
of such prolonged change oflocal government for several years against leaving
a 'partially' transformed system to develop into an 'ideal' system sought by the
government of the day in consultation with its citizens. The vision for local
government as spelt out in the White Paper was in search ofan 'ideal' system for
local government, however, the time frame allocated to achieve this vision is
ambitious. Besides what is the 'ideal' form local government should take. There
exists no blue-print or master plan that can create the best system for local
government. There are far too many variables. Systems ofa public nature often
evolve within a given environment and within its own time-frame. Systems,
especially those ofa public nature differ from one country to another and even
from one region to the next. It would be unwise to copy a system or model from
another place without checking whether the circumstances in that place are
similar to your own. Even in the same country and region each municipality has
unique characteristics about it in terms of its culture, people, requirements,
wealth and so forth. Each municipality may adopt a different approach to
overcome its challenges.
Crucial to the transformation ofmunicipalities in this country is the demarcation
ofmunicipal boundaries. Given the historyofseparatedevelopment, autonomous
wealthy municipalities interspersed among a multitude ofpoor areas, tribal areas
and the economic challenges to name a few of the problems, demarcating
municipalities will be quite a daunting task.
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At the time of study, (October 1999), the Demarcation Board issued its initial
demarcation (in terms ofthe Demarcation Act this is a section 26 notice) ofthe
Durban Metropolitan region. The physical area of the Metropolitan region has
been increased by 85% thus rendering the proposed Durban Metropolitan region
60% rural and 40% urban which iffinally demarcated would effectively change
the role and concept ofmetropolitan government. This goes against the grain of
the definition ofa category A municipality (see section 3.4.2.1) which to recap
briefly is a densely populated area that has extensive development and a complex
and diverse economy. The Municipal Structures Act also defines a metropolitan
area as having an intense movement of people, goods and services. The
proposed demarcation for Durban does not meet the requirements of a
metropolitan area (Dominik 1999: 2-3).
The current boundaries of the Durban Metropolitan Council has a 40% rural
60% urban split and is quite a challenge just upgrading the urban areas with
infrastructure let alone trying to provide sub-economic services to the rural areas
(Dominik 1999: 7). If the proposed boundaries are determined to be the final
boundaries, the challenge the new metropolitan council will face in terms of
meeting its objectives as required in the Constitution and the Local Government:
Municipal Structures Act would be extremely difficult and time consuming. The
proposed boundaries are well ahead of its time.
South Africa set itself a three phased process to change its system ofmunicipal
government. This change time-frame has been spelt out in the previous chapters
and what follows are a few recommendations and a model for metropolitan
government in South Africa.
RECOMMENDATION ONE
Municipalities must be democratic and transparent
A study of the history of South African municipalities has revealed that they
were neither democratic nor transparent. In the new order of government in
South Africa democracy and transparency must not be taken for granted nor be
compromised. The way municipalities are structured is very important to
promote democracy and transparency.
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If, for example, the Metropolitan Council in Durban ends up with a fairly large
area, larger than the present area, with one council and a single administration
with weak or no substructures it would be extremely difficult for the council to
be transparent and operate within democratic principles. Without proper
decentralised structures to conduct effective consultation the metropolitan
councils would be forced to take unpopular decisions thereby rendering them
undemocratic and non-transparent. The key to promoting democracy and
transparency would be to have proper decentralised structures that are fairly
strong in terms ofdecision-making and preferably structures that would enable
consultation to take place at grassroots level.
.RECOMMENDATION TWO
Municipalities must be fmanciaUy viable
The reason most municipalities failed in the past was because they were not
financially viable. Many ofthem did not possess an adequate rates base because
they were fairly large impoverished residential areas like Soweto and Kwa
Mashu. Some of them were even small dormitory-type municipalities like
Hambanathi, Marburg and Isipingo.
The simple fact is that ifthey are not financially viable they would not be able to
provide municipal services to their residents and other consumers efficiently and
cost effectively. Any municipalities' ability to provide services is directly related
to its 'publics' ability to pay for such services.
The other danger to be avoided is to merge neighbouring municipalities together
where there is one financially viable municipality and several non-financially
viable ones and believe that the new larger municipality would be financially
viable. Demarcation of municipalities is not an easy exercise and rather than
"over do" the amalgamating ofmunicipalities an incremental approach should be
adopted. It must be borne in mind that it would be easier to amalgamate
municipalities and effect their rationalisation than to separate or annexthem from
each other should it later be discovered that it was an error. Ideally the
demarcation ofa municipality should possess a happy mix between wealthy and
poor residential areas with reasonable activities to promote economic well being.
This may include industrial and commercial activities or tourist activities or a fait
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share ofall ofthese activities. Ifa municipality does not have these activities that
will promote its growth and development it must at least have the potential to
promote such growth and development.
RECOMMENDATION THREE
Promote mixed use zoning of land wherever feasible
Jobs and economic opportunities must be as close as possible to each other.
Under the apartheid government planning was so poor that the majority of
people had to travel long distances to their places of employment. Transport
facilities were also inadequate. In todays practice oftown planning the new buzz
words are "mixed use zoning". This means that commercial and industrial land
would be close to residential areas. This practice will cut off travel time and
travel costs for innumerable people. The social advantages, such as having more
time for family, self, exercise and so forth would be difficult to quantifY. There
would also be the advantage ofintegrating societies much quicker when people
who live further afield work in these new land uses for commercial and industrial
activities start moving into the nearby residential areas to be close to where they
work.
RECOMMENDATION FOUR
Recognise that each town or area will have features that are unique and
must be taken into account in any transformation
If legislation is rigid and boundary demarcation done without consideration of
the uniqueness ofcertain towns and areas, change would be slow and difficult.
Where possible communities must be given choices. Forced change is often
difficult and much ofit could be avoided. For example, the Tongaat Town Board
(TTB) was fully independent in the sense that it offered all the services that the
City of Durban offered to its residents. The TTB had its own Water and
Electricity Departments and provided all other services required of a
municipality. Ifgiven the choice in 1994 the residents may have chosen to be a




Change must be processed in manageable portions
The old saying, 'Rome wasn't built in a day' is important to remember when
instituting change. Changing structures that affect the lives ofmillions ofpeople
must be managed carefully and the best way to do that, especially in a public
environment, would be to effect incremental changes so that change could be
managed by both the initiator and recipients of change. Quiet often, but
especially in the public sector, it is difficult to predict the full outcome of
change~ therefore dramatic change must be managed over a period of time.
Perhaps an example will highlight what has been stated. The then City ofDurban
was far more than a city, it was a metropolitan council although there was no
legislation in place to recognise it as such. Several smaller municipalities were
on its fringes such as the Boroughs ofWestville, Verulam and Umhlanga Rocks.
These smaller municipalities could easily have merged with the City ofDurban
whilst Tongaat and Hambanathi could have been kept out of the Durban
Metropolitan region with the option to join the metropolitan council through
negotiation whenthe timing was more appropriate. Tongaat and Hambanathi and
the surrounding areas such as the Tongaat Hulett properties should have merged
and developed as an autonomous municipality.
RECOMMENDATION SIX
Any new system must be given adequate time to settle:
Major changes do not happen overnight but take time to implement and settle
before any benefits of such change materialise.
From the history oflocal government in South Africa it is clear that change was
needed. As can be detected in earlier chapters adequate changes have been
achieved. The new systems put in place needed to settle and develop. For
example in the Durban Metropolitan area water supply and reticulation has been
proclaimed as a metropolitan function (Provincial Proclamation No. 38 of1996:
clause 3). When the Durban Metropolitan Council took over this function the
service immediately dropped significantly whilst the tarifffor water consumption
increased in certainareas, for example Tongaat, quite substantially. This situation
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no doubt had a negative impact on consumers. Phrases like "services haven't
dropped, they have plummeted" were hurled at officials and councillors on an
ongoing basis. Some four years later the actual benefits of'metropolitanising' the
water function in Durban is starting to reap the benefits initially sought. The
Durban Metropolitan Waste Water Management Department still has a long way
to go but is steadily improving. Firstly, more people are being serviced and the
rate of connecting new consumers to the water supply is on the increase. The
overall price ofwater throughout the Durban Metropolitan area is cheaper.
The change was dramatic and took place virtually overnight. The decision to
make this change was taken at provincial level whilst local communitieswere not
consulted on the matter. After the decision was effected it will take a fair length
of time to achieve the intended goals that both national and provincial
governments aim to achieve which were to:
be cost effective;
be efficient, and
extend the water service at a more rapid rate. In other words
take the service where it doesn't exist.
The national and provincial authorities had all these noble aims in mind when it
was decided that the water service should be a metropolitan function. From the
experience gleaned during the pre-interim and interim phases on the
transformation of local government the question that arises is whether the
process of change was appropriate to attain the desired results and whether a
similar process ought to be followed with regard to the rest of the powers and
functions ofmunicipalities? One ofthe options available to the legislature is to
create the framework for change to take place and let municipalities decide. In
other words let it be a local decision.
RECOMMENDATION SEVEN
Senior management must be made part of the change process
Change and the management ofchange is a complex issue especially in the public
sector and whilst it is the policy-makers prerogative to effect change they should
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not do so without the input and support of their senior manage~ent. In fact
senior management should be a part of the change process.
During the first two phases ofthe transition ofmunicipal government there was
mistrust between the 'old' officials and the 'new' politicians and an
understanding ofeach other's roles took time to develop. This created tensions
which resulted in resistance to change, resignations, early retirements and
sometimes direct confrontation with each other.
'We are the bosses', type of attitude by the politicians is not helpful but rather
they must act like and play the role of employers involving the senior
management in the change process. Issues such as resistance to change must be
carefully workshopped and skilfully handled to avoid such resistance becoming
widespread. Politicians do have the tendency to force change without
consideration of the management of change. When change is supported by
management, the process of change is much easier. In every transitional
situation, even at the municipal level, it is important to have strong leaders.
According to Lindsay (1943: 261), "if democracy is to survive it will have to
employ and use every bit ofskill nd knowledge and l~ership it can get hold of
This complicated, interdependent world in which we are living cannot be run
without knowledge and skill, foresight and leadership. Any cult ofincompetence
caIl only lead to disaster". It must be recognised that it is the senior management
in municipalities that possess the necessary skills and competence in municipal
government and administration and not the politicians and therefore their advice
and guidance must be sought and utilised.
RECOMMENDAnON EIGHT
The organisation must fit reality on the ground
This issue was discussed in chapter 5 (see 5.4 above). Municipal government
failed during the apartheid era because municipalities did not 'fit reality on the
ground'. Whilst it is difficult to devise a perfect system or model for municipal
government, the key to its success, however, would be that the system or model
which fits reality on the ground. The developmental challenges facing
metropolitan governments in South Afiica are enormous and widespread within
each metropolitan area. One needs to question whether a unicity model (single
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city) in Durban for example with a massive area that is 6()OJO rural in nature and
a vastly underdeveloped urban component would 'fit reality on the ground'. The
reality is that many areas received municipal government and its services for the
first time in 1995 and if the unicity fails especially in those outlying areas it
would be disastrous for these people. Whilst the issue of the size of municipal
government has not been resolved it must be borne in mind that there is a direct
relationship between size, efficiency and circumstances. For example a large
unicity in Toronto may be efficient whilst a similar size unicity in Durban may be
grossly inefficient because its circumstances are different. It comes down to an
institution fitting reality on the ground. The reality on the ground is the
'circumstances' that prevail at a given time. Durban would need to grow and
develop, like Toronto did, before it becomes a unicity.
RECOMMENDAnON NINE
A process for change must be determined and then change must be
implemented according to that pre-determined process
A process was outlined in chapter 5 (see 5.5) the salient features ofwhich are
recorded hereunder:
Gather all the information necessary for decision-making;
Evaluate the information and identify whether there is a need for
change (diagnose any problems);
Formulate a vision and joint direction;
Formulate change programmes;
Devise an implementation plan;
Implement the change programmes (do away with the past, create
a sense of urgency, support a strong leader and obtain political
support);
Formulate structures of authority;
Communicate widely about all the mechanisms that will be instituted
to effect the change. Try to solicit participation. Be open and
transparent;
Strengthen and institutionalise change, and
Continuously evaluate the results (van der Waldt & Knipe, 1998:
31).
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These are important steps to follow in order to manage change in a logical
sequence. Often people start a process for change and then when things don't
quite work out the way they expected it to they try to change or abandon the
process. In the municipal sector the politicians and staff unions are most guilty
ofnot following the process. Politicians and unions often argue about what was
agreed to and try to stretch interpretations to suit their ends. As far as possible
policies and plans must be clear and precise.
RECOMMENDATION TEN
Avoid organisational change that is ineffective
It was quoted earlier under sub-heading 5.5 that organisational change is said to
be effective when:
.. the institution is transformed from its existing state to a new state~
.. the transformed state meets expectations~
.. the transition takes place without excessive costs, and
.. the transition takes place without excessive emotional costs to the
individual (van der Waldt & Knipe, 1998: 33).
The above should be taken collectively because in as much as an institution may
change from an existing state to a new state it may not meet expectations.
Change is a peculiar phenomenon that often depends on external stimuli to test
its effectiveness. In other words has the change been favourably received and is
it benefiting the recipients of the change? Prior to instituting change, especially
in the public sector, the external environment must be studied and understood
and taken into account when contemplating change. In the public sector change
is often to improve the external environment.
6.2 TOWARDS A MODEL FOR METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT IN
SOUTH AFRICA
6.2.1 Introduction
South African metropolitan areas require substantial development. Inmany cases
these areas are vastly rural with little or no municipal infrastructure. The current
Durban Metropolitan area is 40% rural in nature. With the proposed boundaries
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for the Durban metropolitan area its size will increase by 85% and will leave
Durban with 60% rural land. The size of the Durban metropolitan area will be
approximately 2525 square kilometres of land (Unicity Durban Community
Update 1999: 3). It would be difficult for a single council with a single
administration to offer municipal services to such a vast underdeveloped area.
6.2.2 The model
The model proposed for the structuring of South Afiican metropolises at this
stage of the country's development is the following, namely,
A two tier metropolitan government system with
strong autonomous local c01lD.cils and a policy-
maldDg metropolitan council. The bulk services
Sllc:Ja as water and electricity must be provided by
public utility companies which will be answerable
to all the c01lD.cils within a metropolitan region.
In the aforementioned model each ofthe local councils must be autonomous with
both executive and legislative powers and be in full control of all municipal
functions within its area ofjurisdiction. The metropolitan council must be made
up ofrepresentatives ofeach ofthe local councils and must only deal with broad
policy issues such as rating policies, the setting of tariffs, negotiating bulk
purchases (for example, electricity), integrated development planning and other
broad based issues that affect the metropolitan council as a whole. The public
utility companies must be autonomous bodies that work for and are answerable
to all the councils within the metropolitan area. Municipalities must start moving
away from being the service provider to being just the service facilitator ifthey
indeed wish to become more efficient and globally competitive as this seems to
be the trend ofmodem day municipalities. This transition where municipalities
transfer the service delivery function to the private sector must be managed
carefully.
The metropolitan council must have the power to raise income through levying
the local councils for a small percentage oftheir rateable income, say a maximum
ofup to 15% per annum, in order to redistribute financial resources.
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6.2.3 The rationale
Generally the current system of metropolitan government in this country is
working. Councils are democratically elected and as far as possible municipalities
are made up ofboth the former advantaged areas and the former disadvantaged
areas. There are, however, a few minor problems with the current model and if
modified slightly the model will meet the country's developmental challenges.
Some ofthe problems with the current system are the following:-
~ shared services between metropolitan and local councils - nobody
takes responsibility when problems arise;
~ areas that have the most representation in councils receive special
attention. For example, in the Durban Metropolitan region both the
North Central Local Council and South Central Local Council have
the most number ofcouncillors serving on the Metropolitan Council
leaving a strong focus on the both the central councils requirements
much to the detriment of the other councils;
~ conflict exists between the metropolitan council and local councils
as to where infrastructure should be located. For example, the North
Local Council vigorously promotes·development which in turn
creates desperately needed jobs in the area but does not receive the
full support of the metropolitan council for the infra-structure
required for all its development. If on the other hand the water,
electricity and sewerage services were in the hands of a utility
company that was answerable to the local council, the required
infrastructure would be virtually guaranteed.
~ there is overlap of certain functions.
These are difficulties that could be overcome. It is not necessary to change the
entire system ofmunicipal government because ofa few problems as this could
be counterproductive.
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6.2.4 The motivation for the proposed model
One of the primary reasons the government has for instituting a single tier
metropolitan council was to effect redistribution of resources (Ministry of
Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development 1998: 5). Real redistribution
ought to be currently taking place, for example, the Metropolitan Council in
Durban spent slightly more than 60% ofthe total capital expenditure whilst 40%
was spent by all the local councils for the 1996/97 and the 1997/98 financial
periods. For the same financial periods the operating expenditure was around
67% in favour of the Durban Metropolitan Council whilst the balance of
approximately 33% was spent by the local councils.
Within the context ofmetropolitan government there are currently two levels of
redistribution, namely the following:-
i) at the local council level, and
ii) at the metropolitan council level.
Each local council has both developed and underdeveloped areas and in the
Durban Metropolitan area each local council has made significant progress, with
limited resources, to take services and infrastructure to the previously
disadvantaged areas. When a single metropolitan council is introduced there is
the danger that services will not reach the outlying areas of the metropolitan
council, some ofwhich are desperately in need ofmunicipal infrastructure and
services. In this regard the local councils played a significant role. This situation
will get progressively worse for a single tier metropolitan council ifthe proposed
metropolitan boundaries are introduced where the metropolitan boundaries will
be significantly increased.
In the above proposed model each local council will be fully in control with
executive and legislative authority to manage all municipal functions within its
area ofjurisdiction whilst at the same time redistribution could be managed and
controlled with the metropolitan council in place to back up on any special
requirements in term ofredistribution. Within the Durban context the areas badly
in need ofdevelopment, that is, both the central councils already have the largest
slice ofthe budget and should this not be the case in other metropolitan areas the
back up for redistribution would be the metropolitan council who could draw
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money in terms of the proposed model and redistribute to the needy areas in a
controlled manner.
The question of cost effectiveness versus efficiency is important to consider in
this context. The question is how large must an institution be to be cost effective
(that is, to achieve economies of scale) but at the same time not lose efficiency
or put the other way around how small must an institution be to be efficient
without losing cost effectiveness. In the public environment both efficiency and
cost effectiveness are important, especially with limited resources available.
Ifany service is taken on a metropolitan wide basis such as protection services
or electricity, to be effective these services will have to be split into geographical
areas as is done in the case with many of the services in large institutions. The
point being made is that if one has to make a choice between a single
metropolitan administration (SMA) versus a multiple metropolitan
administration (MMA), that is, a two tier metropolitan council with strong local
councils, including strong autonomous local administrations fully responsible for
service delivery, the point being argued is that there is very little difference in
terms of cost between the two administrative models. The setup is the
following: -
SMA = One administration split into many area branches
equivalent in size to the current local council areas, whilst
MMA = several administrations equal in size to area branches.
Because of the size of a single metropolitan administration it has to split into
more manageable area branches. These branches, however, have to be
accountable to a single administrative head or deputy head who in turn will be
accountable to the head of department. The administration in turn will be
accountable to a single council.
On the other hand multiple administrations will possess smaller bureaucracies
and be directly accountable to a smaller (still larger than the apartheid structures
of the previous era), more focussed council which will be in touch with its
constituencies.
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The public utility companies will be answerable to the local councils who in turn
will be answerable to the consumers and ratepayers for the services they provide.
Finally within the context of change it must be stated that the complexities of
managing change in the public sector cannot be overstated with innumerable
dynamics including political power play. Therefore any changes instituted must
be changes that could be managed. Sincethe transition began most municipalities
have been performing 'crisis management' because the changes instituted were
not planned and managed properly. In other words management spending most
oftheir time attempting to resolve one crisis after the next.
It was mentioned earlier that the changes thus far took place at both political and
administrative levels and that the focus was more on the political transformation
at the expense of the administrative transformation of local government. What
the above model hopes to achieve in metropolitan areas is to strengthen the
existing local councils, create the opportunity for the further redistribution of
resources, retain local government at local level whilst at the same time ensuring
effective service delivery and accountability through the introduction ofpublic
utility companies. What is important though is that this change could be planned
and managed because essentially the structures are in place. The danger of
having bloated bureaucracies within inefficient administrative frameworks is that
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Increased urbanisation has given rise to the growth of informal settlements within the DMA and on its
periphery (map 4). Many of these areas are amongst the most densely settled and densities of up to 75
households per hectare (p/Ha.) are not uncommon. Most of the historically White areas have densities
of less than 15 households p/Ha.
Most ofJhe townships, informal and peri-urban areas (which have developed historically as part of the
apartheid",cityclnd are oc~upied 'predomi.nantly bythe BI.ac:k c<:,~munityl have r~orl~~els of inkastructure
and hence access to basIc serVices.. This has resulted In a dl$tlnct pattern 0 inequity dcross the DMA
inefficienCies
Apartheid development has also resulted in"a very inefficient, city-structure due to the high degree of
segregationbetween home and work. This results in long hometo work journeys which not only impose
travel costs but also affect productivity at work, and family life (map 5).
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Pursuant to an Executive Committee directive that my Board proceed with steps to bring about the
amalgamation of its areas, Buffels Draai, Hazelmere, Mount Moreland, Ottawa, Redcliffe and Riet
Rivier, representatives from the said areas established a Steering Committee in August 1993 to
investigate the proposal. A recommendation, by the said Committee, that application be made to
the Administr<ttor for the appuintment 9f a demafcation board to determine the amalgamation of
certain Board areas and other local authorities that fall within the Magisterial District of Inanda into
one Borough, was approved by my Board on 8 December 1993.
At a recent meeting of the Mount Moreland Advisory Committee, which is the representative body
of the ratepayers, the members were informed of the implications of the Local Government
Transition Bill. The Committee resolved that, notwithstanding Ule Board's application for a
demarcation board enquiry, discussions be initiated with your Borough to incorporate Ule
Development Area of Mount Moreland into Umhlanga.
At this stage the Board only wishes to enquire whether your Council agrees to Ule request, in
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STAFF PLACEMENT POLICY AND PROCESS
It is accepted by the parties that, arising from the need to restructure
local government and functions within the Durban Metropolitan
Region, the reorganisation of existing staffing structures (including .. ·
geographic redeployment) may be necessary to meet operational
objectives of service delivery.
'.
Councils should prepare the envisaged final organograms of
. Departments wherever there is reasonable certainty as to the
requirements and it is unlikely that any substantial changes to these
structures- will be required in the foreseeable future.
Where it is not possible at this stage to prepare final organograms,
temporary deployment 'of staff will take place in terms of structures
prepared on a •cut-and-paste· basis.
All organograms, whether final or on a •cut-and-paste· basis, are to
be referred, in the first instance,' to the .Area Industrial Councils
established for each of the following Councils :-
• Northern Council
• Southern Council
• Western Council (Inner and Outer) .
• Central I Metropolitan Council (combined)
r When Metropolitan organograms are considered by the Centrall
. MetrojJoratan Area Indus1rlal CouncD, the Trade Unions will be entitled'
to have representatives present from other Councils which may be
affe~ed by such organograms. · .
Thereafter all organograms are to be submitted to the.maIn Industrial






Each Area Industrial Council is required to create a··Placement
Committee· consisting of equal numbers of employer' and employee
representatives. The terms' of reference of these Committees will be
to 'consider and reach consensus regarding the placement of existing
employees into posts in the new structures•
. I
Staff are to be placed in these structures on a permanent basis.
Every attempt will be made to place all existing staff within these
new structures. New or major changed posts will only be advertised
where no ·close-match· placement is possible including consideration
of staff in the Metropolitan Staff Placement Pool which will be
created to accommodate any surplus staff.
The parties are committed to ensuring continuity of employment and
every attempt will be made to ensure that no retrenchment!
redundancy will occur provided affected employees are willing to
accept altemative positions that are offered. Every effort will be
made to ensure that suc;h alternative offer.s are reasonable.
The following will not constitute grounds for retrenchmentJ
redundancy :-
• Reasonable geographical redeployment.
• The transfer from one employer to another employer without
any material change to functions and/or conditions of
employment.
8. Prior to Departments forwarding submissions to the Placement
Committee, each member of staff concemed must receive a letter
and copy of the section of the relevant organogram indicating their
proposed post and classification thereof, Department, Service Unit
where applicable, and Council in which they will.be placed. Where
changes to' duty schedules and/or geographical relocation is
envisaged, adequate consultation with affected staff will take place.
In such instances, a meeting'of the affected employees concerned





The following processes will be followed in regard to the placement .





9.1 ClassificatiOn of posts
9.1.1 Unchanged posts
These are posts involving no change to their schedule of duties or
geographical location. The Councils will be required to merely list
these posts with the names and service numbers of the present









These are posts' involving minor changes to the duty schedule e.g.
change of title with no change to duties or n:tinor changes to the duty
schedule which has no· material effect on the level of responsibility.
These posts, together with the names. and servi~e numbers of
present incumbents sho,uld be submitted to the Placement Committee
for information.
Bedeployed PoalS
These are posts involving no change or minor change to the duty
schedule but where a change in geographical location will occur.
These posts, together with the names and service numbers of
present incumbents and details of current and proposed location of
affected posts should be submitted to the Placement Committee.
Major Changed eOstS
These are posts which have undergone a major C?hange to their duties
and responsibilities and as such require submission for grading.
Wherever possible, consideration in the first Instance should be' given
to the placement of existing staff in these posts on a •close-mat'ch·
basis. These posts with existing and proposed duty schedules should
be submitted to the Committee together. with the names and service
numbers of employees to be placed in the posts on 8 • close-match·
basis. Following publication of. the decision of the Placement
Committee and finalisation of any grievances arising'therefrom, the
postls concerned will be submitted for grading.
~I .••••••••••••••.•••





These are posts which carry duties and responsibilities which do not
exist in any form in the present structures. These posts with detailed
duty schedules will be submitted to the Placement Committee for
consideration of possible placement of existing staff on a "close.
match" basis or placement qf staff from the Metropolitan Staff
Placement Pooland.thereafter ~ent to the Grading Forum for grading.
Should no suitable candidate be identified from within the Council








Any other posts that do not fall into any of the above categories (e.g.,
additional posts similar to existing posts to cater for increased
workloads) must be listed under this category and submitted to the
Placement Committee with appropriate proposals, followed by
grading where necessary.
PubUcation of DeclsloDS
All decisions of the Placement Committee shall be communicated to
employees by means of publication in a decision circular. -
Decislon.Making process
The Placement Committee shall strive to reach consensus on the staff
placement submissions under consideration. Where consensus
cannot be achieved, the Council's proposal will be published in the
decision circular indicating that no consensus was reached. Not-
withstanding any decision of the Placement Committee, individual
employees or Trade Unions on behalf of their members retain the
right to lodge grievances against published, decision/so Any
grievances lodged will ,be dealt with in terms of the grievance
procedure as set out in Clause 12 below. Following the standard
grievance period of 10 days, staff placements against which no·
. grievances have been lodged will b~ deemed to be final.
•
It is accepted 'in principle that staff plaoed In the new staff structures
within the Northem CounCl1, Southem CounCl1, Inner Western Council
and Outer Western Councn wiU be placed on the applicable grade and





Council. However, in the first instance, an urgent investigation shall
be done into the cost implications of applying the salary structure of
the highest graded local authority in each of these C~'uncils in order
to determine a cost effective implementation process in this regard.
In the case of the Metropolitan and Central Councils, due to the fact
that more than one job grading'system applies and that the -Durban
City Council- grading system operating within the Central Council,
which is .the highest graded local authority, does not have clearly
defined structures and criteria and furthermore a lengthy research
process is required in order to grade posts, it is not recommended
that this system and its cumbersome salary structure be perpetuated
any further by placing additional staff onto the system.
In this regard it is proposed that an urgent investigation should be
done into the process implications of applying the TASK job'
evaluation system in the Central and Metropolitan Councils, initially
to posts placed in the new structures from Ningizimu, the former
Joint Services Board and Yellowwood Park, as well as to all major
changed, new and other posts emanating from the Administrative
Entity of Durban. Thereafter, all other posts in the Metropolitan and
Central Councils will be graded in terms of the TASK job evaluation
system. It will also be necessary to create a salary structure that
reflects the national market Interquartile salary ranges per TASK
grade of the TASK Survey for these Councils and in terms of which
the aforementioned posts will be paid; it being recorded triat in the
creation of such salary structure, those employees from outside the
Administrative Entity of Durban occupying identified and agreed
posts, would not be allocated salary rates below the applicable
minimum -Durban City Council- salary rate.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, staff in all Councils would retain all
other current conditions of service following placement In the new
structures until rationalisation of such conditions of service has been
completed.
11. GEOGRAPHICAL RELOCATION
11.1 . All submissIons In terms of the abovementioned classification are to
indicate whether· geographical relocation of staff will be required.
11.2 . Geographical redeployment of staff will only take place where for
sound operating and/or economic reasons : •








the functions of the postls are to be relocated in another
geographicaJ area;·
the functions of the postls are reduced and/or combined resulting in
a necessity to rationalise resources;
the. functions of the postls are .abolished in that particular
geographical area.
Where it is necessary to geographically redeploy only part of a
Section/Departmen~, the selection of employees for redeployment In
each of the affected job categories will be done in terms of the .
folJowlng criteria :-
' .. (a) Call for volunteers .from employees within each Job category.
(b) Should too many affected employees volunteer to be
redeployed, then selection will be done on the basis of -·first
in, first opportunity- (FIFO).
(c) Should too few affected. employees volunteer' to be
redeployed, then $election will be done on the basis of -last
in first out- (lIFO) i.e. the employees with the shortest
service in the Job category concerned will be selected for
redeployment.
11.4 In the event of equivalent vacancies subsequently being advertised
at the previous geographic location within a period of 12 months
from redeployment, any redeployed employee will receive preference
should he apply for transfer thereto.
12.. GRIEVANCE HANDLING PROCESS
12.1 . Should a grievance be lodged arising out of the placement (including
geographic redeployment) of any employee/s a meeting shall be
convened within 6 working days between the employee/s,
.. management and Trade Unlon/s concerned. All relevant information











Sh.ould the parties reach agreement, the proposed placementls will·
be implemented.
Should the parties disagree and should the matter not be resolved
within a period of 10 working days as to whether the proposed·
placement .is reasonable, then the matter will be referred to a
Grievance Tribunal in terms of the agreed procedures.
Should the Arbitrator rule that the placement proposal is reasonable,.
the employee/s concerned will be obliged to accept the placement.
Should the Arbitrator rule that the placement proposal is
unreasonable and the parties concerned are still not able to resolve
the matter, the following will apply :-
The employee will be pla~d in the Metropolitan Staff Placement Pool
for a period of not more than 6 months or such agreed extension
thereof, during which period alternative employment will be sought
for the employee who would, in addition, be expected to :-
• identify alternative positions to which placement would be
acceptable (and the employer will canvass the feasibility
thereof on his behalf); and
• actively make application for suitable vacancies advertised:
and
• carry out any reasonable alternative duties assigned.
In the event of the employee being offered an alternative position or
successfully applying for 8 post which has a basic salary of not more
than 20% (1/5th) below his current basic salary and the employee
accepts such alternative position, the employee will be entitled· to
retain his current basic salary as personal to holder i.e. future general
salary increases will be based on the substantive rate for the post
and not the employee's actual rate of pay.
J
In the case of an employee accepting geographical redeployment
which Is regarded as unreasonable, and such employee, within a
period of 6 months following such redeployment moves his place of
residence in order to resIde closer to his new place of· work, thea
. . Council concerned will pay the costs of removal· of .his household
goocls to his new place of residence. ...
13/ ••••••••••••• ~ ••a.;•••••••
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2.8 In the event that It is not ~ossible to find an acceptable solution or
alternative position within the 6 month period referred to In 12.5 or
such agreed extension thereof, and the post previously occupied has
been abolished as a result of the restructuring process,' the employee




He will be entitled to any benefitS prescribed in his Conditions
of Service/Conditions of Employment.
He will be eligible for severance benefits (as detailed under
Clause 9 of the Procedural Agreement (Retrenchment) for the
City of' Durban and corresponding provisions in other
applicable agreements);
~2.9 Should the employee not wish to be placed in the Metropolitan Staff
Placement Pool, he may elect to be retrenched, on the basis that he
would be entitled to any benefits prescribed in his Conditions of
Service, but :-
• he will not be eligible for any severance benefits (as detailed
under Clause 9.2 of the Procedural Agreement (Retrenchment)
for the City of Durban an~ corresponding provisions in other
applicable agreements); and
• he will not be eligible,for re-employment with any other local
government body within the Durban Metropolitan Area for a
period of 24 months commencing from the date of termination
of service.
,.
. ", ;. f." .
• Should re-employment 'of a retrenched employee by a local'
government body within the Durban Metropolitan Area take
place within the periods stipulated in, Clause 12.9 above, the
employee concerned will be required to repay all severance,
























Ifh:d O. My name is This household has been randomly selected to participate in the Key
Performance Indicator/Quality of Life survey. The survey aims to obtain your views on the performance of
the seven councils of the Durban Metropolitan Area in terms of their Vision and how this affects the quality
of your life.
The Vision is: -By the year 2015. metropolitan Durban will be a thriving world class industrial and
commercial centre. an attractive tourist destination and the gateway to KwaZulu-Natal and Southern
Africa. It will be a clean and safe environment with full, effective employment, with its residents living in
acceptably serviced housing, and with a generally high quality of life that can be sustained. Democracy
and tolerance will be an established way of life in a united metropolitan area, with a high level of service
and development orientation and civic pride."
Your assistance in this survey would be appreciated. A report will be compiled in such a manner that it
cannot be traced back to any individual. The completed report will be made public in July 1999 so that you
will be informed of the results.




0 ) Enumerator Area I I I I
E Formal = 1; Informal =2
F' Settlement I I
G) Local Council
H No of households at this visiting point
I Selected household number
J Number of people at the selected household
Urban Strategy KPI/Quahty of Life Survey '999 2
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Record of visits to selected household:
Date No one Refusal Respondent Interview
at home not at Home Complete
First Visit 1 2 3 4
Second Visit 1 2 3 4
Third Visit 1 2 3 4
Back check Yes 1 I No 2 I Date







TIlis questionnaire was designed in association with: Medway Search CC, ISER Rhodes University, CSDS, Research Advisory
mittee, Metro Traffic and Transportation, Metro Economic Development, Metro Water Services, Metro Housing, Metro Parks
l1"d Gardens, Metro Health Services, North LC, Outer West LC, North Central LC, South Central LC, South LC, Inner West LC
















































( Note here the roster number of any members of the household who were over 18 but were too ill to be interviewed__, -->
L After the Interview calculate the total monthly Income for this housellold
. IR I




h Id R tM) Transport House 0 os er
Indicate all modes of transport used to work or study
A B C 0 E F G H I J K
Work Study walk bicycle bus train Minibus Motor Lift Work Do not
Placename Placename taxi car Club from work/study
code code home
I I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
2 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9,
4 I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9
5 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
6 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
7 I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9
8 I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9
9 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
11 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
12 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
13 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
14 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
15 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
~ ype ofdwelling does this household occupy? (Interviewer mark from observa
House or formal structure on a separate stand I
Traditional dwellinRlhut/structure made of traditional materials 2
Flat in a block of flats 3
Townlclusterlsemi-detached house (simplex/duplex or triplex) 4
Unit in retirement village 5
House/flat/room in backyard 6
Informal dwellinvlshack NOT in backyard. e.g. in a squatter settlement
,.
7
Informal dwelling/shack IN the backvard ofa formal house 8
Room/flatlet in main dwelling 9




2 What /s the respondents' gender
,. Maleo=! Female ITI
3 What Is the respondents' age In yearso _
4 What Is the respondents' household roster number? _
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ASK THE RESPONDENT FROM QUESTION 5
Married with leJ!.al certificate I
Common law marriaJ!.e 2
Traditional marriaJ!.e 3
Divorced I Separated 4
Widowed 5
Never married! sinJ!.le 6
5 What is your current marital status?
?tl t hkdauage o you slJea mos ,ya ome
Afrikaans 1 Sepedi 6 Tshivenda 10
English 2 Sesotho 7 XitsonJ!.a 11
isiNdebele 3 Setswana 8 Oriental 12
isiXhosa 4 siSwati 9 Other: 13
isiZulu 5
Whatlan6
7 If unemployed or on pension what is the type of work that you can do or have done
prevlously. _
. b?'th. ~. ddhIf you are employe ow satls le are you WI yourjO
Very Satisfied Satisfied Neither satisfied or dissatisfied Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied Not applicable
(VS) S NSD D VD N/A
I 2 3 4 5 6
?fI bfh flll ffembero anyo t e 0 ow ng c u s or orgamsa Ions
Yes No
I. Ratepayers Association I 2
2. Sports club . I 2
3. Civic Associations I 2
4. Woman's c1ub/orJ!.anisation I 2
5. Environmental Or~anisation I 2
6. Church. reli~ious club choir I 2
7. Development Forums I 2
8. Community service or~anisation 1 2
9. Nei~hbourhood Watch I 2
10. Book club. library I 2
11. Social or recreational club I 2
12. Youth Orlanisation I 2
13. An orlanisation for the Disabled I 2
14. Senior centre or luncheon club for seniors I 2
15. SavinJ!.s club (stokvel) I 2
16. Burial society I 2
17. Other. olease specify I 2
9 Are you a m
10 Please rank the follOWing monthly household expenses. (Start by writing 1 next to the item on
which most money is spent. Please note that this is not intended to cover all expenses. If the respondent is not aware
of these expenses you may need to consult the head of the household to get these details)
I I Housinl (rent. bond) 6) Food
I 2 Education 7 Transport
3 Rates 8 Telephone
4) Water and electricity 9) Support of family outside Durban
5) Health Care 10) Other expenses more than the above, specify:
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11a. Do you save any money after all expenses?~--,FY~s I ~o I
11b.lfyou are saving what will you use your savings for? _
12 Does this household'
Yes No
I .Have a domestic worker living in? I 2
2. Have a domestic worker but NOT livin~ in? I 2
13 Does this household have a:
Yes No
I. Car I 2
2. Telephone or cellphone I 'l...
3. Television set I 2
4. Radio I 2
5. Electric stove I 2
6. Frid~e I 2
7. Piped hot water I 2
8. Micro wave oven I 2
9. Polisherl Vacuum cleaner I 2
10. WashinJ!. Machine I 2
11. Use dishwashinJ!. liquid I 2
12. Credit card 1 2
13. Bank overdraft facilities 1 2
14. Insurance policy 1 2
. '. . .:.' ~:'
?thI/flIthbtl fl dhIhenera owsa s e aveyou eenw your eover epastyear
very Satisfied Satisfied Neither satisfied or dissatisfied Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied
'(VS) S NSD D VD
I 2 3 4 5
Ing14
15
17 During the past year, has the crime situation In this area got better, stayed the same,
orgot worse? '
,-_...::;;B..;;.;et;,;.;;te:-,.rCL] Same 12 Worse [IJ
Migration/listory , , :\
, '
18a. How many years have you lived In Durban?-------
18b. How many years have you lived In this dwelling? _
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Se. Have you found that the local communlt has a welcoming attitude to newcomers?
YES NO
I 2
~. Ifyou have lived In other dwellings can you give some details of the last two places that
~u lived before moving to this dwelling, and how long you lived there?
la last dwelling details:
la1 If the last dwelling was in Durban use the Placename code, _
la2 If the last dwelling was not in Durban name the town and province, _
la3 How long did you live there? (Years). _
tb Second Last dwelling details:
Ib1 If the Second last dwelling was in Durban use the Placename code _
Ib2 If the Second last dwelling was not in Durban name the town and province, _
Ib3 How long did you live there? (Years) _
f h'Du move to this residence In urban oranv 0 t ese reasons?
YES NO
I. Not applicable (always lived here) I 2
2. Employment. business I 2
3. SchoolinJt I 2
4. Health reasons I 2
5. Retirement I 2
6. To escape violence safety and security reasons I 2
7. Family and personal reasons I 2
8. To live in a better. more suitable dwellinl!. I 2
9. .Other, please specify I 2
Dldyo
?If dhas e area were vou Ive IJrevlOUs r, s .....
0 Not applicable (always lived here) 5 Suburban area
I Rural area, farm 6 Retircmcnt village
2 Tribal Authority Area 7 City Centre
3 Shack area I informal settlement in a townshio 8 Shack area I infonnal settlement in a city centre
4 Township Other, please specify
W th
! Have you ever thought ofmoving out of this neighbourhood?
r-__~90 to 024)
,--_Y;;...;,e~sI..L.J No I 2
r (Ifyes In Q22) Why would you want to move out of this neighbourhood? Which of the
flowing reasons comes closest to yours? (Circle all reasons that the respondent identifies)
I. To live in a better. more suitable dwellinJt I
2. To be closer to services and facilities schools and employment 2
3. To live in a more affordable neiJthbourhood 3
4. To live in a hil!her class neh~.hbourhood 4
5. To live amonR. people from similar back2round 5
6. To be closer to family and friends 6
7. To live in a safer area 7
8. To live in an area with a countrv atmosphere 8
9. To increase the value ofmy propertY 9
10. Other please specify .............................................................. 10
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24 Ifyou were to move, but within the Durban Metro Area, to which area
would you move? (use Placenames codes)
25 Have you ever thought ofmoving away from the Durban Metropolitan Area?
(IF NO, GO TO Q26a) rTI ~I Yes Ll-J No L.L.J
26 Ifyes In Q25, would you want to mov~ away from the Durban Metropolitan Area for any
of these reasons?
t EmDloYment business 6 To achieve a more relaxed lifestvle
2 Schoolin2 7 To live in a better house
3 Health reasons 8 Family and personal reasons
4 Retirement 9 To live in a cleaner more pleasant environment
5 To escape violence for security reasons 10 Other, please specify
26a. If you were to move from Durban to another place in South Africa, where would you
move to? _
27 Ifyou have ever seriously thought of emigrating from South Africa, which country would
this be to? _
Transp_o_rt ----':....o.;...;o..................., :'"-,............." ...'. "",-:
28. If cars are used how many are owned or available to household members? _
point?blhI kdong oes t ta e you to reac apu ic transport
Less than t5 minutes I
Between 15 minutes and 30 minutes 2
More than 30 minutes but less than I hour 3
Between I hour and 1.5 hours 4
Between 1.5 hours and 2 hours 5
Over 2 hours 6
Not aDPlicable • Do not work 7
Not aDDUcable - Work from home 8
Not aDDlicable - Use own transport 9
29 From home how I
-.
29a. Ifyou use public transport are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the following public
transport modes and why? (Please give a maximum of 3 reasons. Interviewer to circle the relevant response, ie: y
no, and to write the code of the main reasons in columns 1,2 and 3. Answering yes would be followed by satisfied codes. A No at
would be followed by dissatisfied codes) .
NA Yes No I 2 3 Satisfied's codes Dissatisfied's codes
t. Durban Transoort Bus 0 t 2 Good Drivers t Reckless Drivers 9
2. KZTBus 0 I 2 Reliable 2 Unreliable 10
3. Olympic Bus 0 I 2 Clean 3 Dirty I1
4. South Coast Bus 0 I 2 Good Condition 4 Break Down 12
5. Private Bus ODerators 0 t 2 Affordable 5 Exoensive 13
6. Minibus-taxis 0 t 2 Safe 6 Accidents 14
7. Trains 0 I 2 Comfortable 7 Crowded 15
Punctual 8 Late 16





Less than 15 minutes I
Between 15 minutes and 30 minutes 2
More than 30 minutes but less than I hour 3
Between I hour and 1.5 hours 4
Between 1.5 hours and 2 hours 5
Over 2 hours 6
Not apPlicable - Do not work 1
Not apPlicable - Work from home 8
30 After leaving home how long does It take you to reach your place of employment or
educational Institution?
31
tl na/lnstitution?dlehta e you 0 re urn ome rom wor; ore uca 0
Less than 15 minutes 1
Between 15 minutes and 30 minutes 2
More than 30 minutes but less than I hour 3
Between I hour and 1.5 hours 4
Between 1.5 hours and 2 hours 5
Over 2 hours 6
Not applicable - Do not work/study 1
Not apPlicable - Work from home 8
32.a How long does It t k
32b
. . ., .
;~~~,\:,':'):.b:~:r~!~;':"'" .,'-i,'_': .', ~. " .... Household,Services·..: 1 ,.
33 What type of toilet facllltv Is available In this house?
1 Full Waterbome Flush toilet (off site disposal) 5 Chemical Toilet
2 Septic Tank (on site disposal) 6 None
3 Ventilated Improved Pit Latrine 1 Other specify:
4 Basic Pit Latrine
d f?h /dd"bbl h fthl hs e re use orru s 0 s ouse 0 Ispose 0
Refuse bajts removed from the house by local authority at least once a week I
Refuse bajts removed from the house by local authority, less oOen 2
Removal by local authority from community refuse container 3
Placed on communal refuse dump but not collected by local authority 4
Placed on own refuse dump but not collected by local authority 5
Other means of removal: sDecifv: 6
No refuse removal 7
Howl th
35 What Is the main water source for this household?
Piped water in dwellinlt from full pressure pipes 1
Piped water in dwellin2 from roof tank 2
Ground tanks next to the house (bailiffoperated) 3
Street taps (standoioes) 4
Borehole I rainwater tank I well 5
Dam I river I stream I sorimt 6
Other 1
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38 If electricity was recently supplied to this house how has It Improved the quality ofyour
Ilfe? ---------------





40c. If you would like to own a dwelling for the first time, how much would you be willing to
contribute as a deposlt? _
40d. How much would you be willing to contribute as a monthly repayment
on a new home?---------
ng?II dh hhevou ave Ve ere ave any of the followim been Improved In this dwelli
Yes No Year Cost
I. New rooms built onto main dwellinl! 1 2
2. Outside rooms uP2J"aded 1 2
3. Interior and exterior walls reolastered 1 2
4. Interior and exterior walls repainted 1 2
5. New electrical li!!.hts and Dlu!!.s installed I 2
6. Roofinlt uPltraded 1 2
7. CeilinJt installed 1 2
8. New taDs installed 1 2
41. Slnc
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-Q41 continued Yes No Year Cost
9. The driveway has been oaved/tarred I 2
10. The floors have been imoroved I 2
11. A garage/car shelter has been built I 2
12. Pool I 2
13. Fencing 1 2






16. Burglar alanns I 2
17. Water tanks I 2
18. Other(specify) I 2
ed th" " bbt hImprovemen s ave eenma e IS IS ecaus ""
Yes No NA
I. Finances are not available I 2 3
2. The house is rented I 2 3
3. We have not improved this dwelling because we may have to move I 2 3
4. There is no need for imorovement I 2 3
5. Other (specify) . I 2 3
42/f no "
Services in your Con.,munitylSuburb
43 How do you rate the following features of this community/suburb?
Kindly say whether they are very good (VG), good (G), neither good nor bad NGB), bad (B), very bad (VB), or not important (NI)
VG G NGB B VB NI
I. Access to shops I 2 3 4 5 6
2. Co-operative neighbours 1 2 3 4 5 6
3. Safe from crime I 2 3 4 5 6
4. Peaceful I 2 3 4 5 6
5. A safe area for bringing UP children I 2 3 4 5 6
6. Trees and natural surroundings I 2 3 4 5 6
7. Good value when paying for rates and services I 2 3 4 5 6
8. Active local councillors I 2 3 4 5 6
9. Active Development Forums I 2 3 4 5 6
10. Active Civic Associations I 2 3 4 5 6
11. Active Ratepayers Associations I 2 3 4 5 6
12. FlatITownhouse Body Corporate I 2 3 4 5 6
nor dissatisfied (NSDl. dissatisfied CDl. verv dissatisfied (VOl. Refuse to answer eRAI?
ACCESS VS S NSD D VD RA
YES/NO
I. Public telephones Y N I 2 3 4 5 6
2. Postal deliveries Y N I 2 3 4 5 6
3. Post office Y N I 2 3 4 5 6
4. Police services Y N I 2 3 4 5 6
5. Hospital Y N I 2 3 4 5 6
6. Private health services Y N I 2 3 4 5 6
7. Clinic Y N I 2 3 4 5 6
8. Ambulance Y N I 2 3 4 5 6
9. New Housing developments Y N I 2 3 4 5 6
10. Water suooly Y N I 2 3 4 5 6
44 How satisfied are you with these services in your community/suburb?
:irst indicate if the respondent has access to the service and then indicate satisfaction, Very satisfied (VS). satisfied (S),
leither satisfied
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Q44 continued ACCESS VS S NSD D VD RA
YES/NO
11. Electricity supply Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
12. Street lie.htine. Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
13. Roads Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
14. Traffic flow y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
15. Storm water drains y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
16. Sie.nposting of roads Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
17. Pedestrian safety Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
18. Pavements Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
19. Parks Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
20. Sports facilities Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
21. Libraries Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
22. Education facilities Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
23. Community Halls Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
24. Noise pollution control Y N I 2 3 4 5 6
25. Air Dollution control Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
26. Refuse removal " Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
27. Sanitation Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
28. Bus transport Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
29. Train service Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
30. Mini bus taxis Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
31. Creches Y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
32. Pension payout point y N 1 2 3 4 5 6
o
45. What are the most important services that you do not have in this community/suburb?
(Start with the most 'important service)
Service . Service Code (use Q44 codes,






46 Have you seen any improvement or deterioration in this community/suburb
in the past year?
Improvement 1 Deterioration 2 Unchanged 3
46a. Please specify any Improvement or deterioration, _
Use ofNeighbourhood/Community, nearest CentreandCity,Facilities'
47 Do you use any of the following facilities? (Ask about each facility as follows: Ask 'Do you use a
shopping centre in your community, closest centre and City. Then proceed to the next facility. Circle only Yes
answer codes.
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Q47 Yes, in my Yes, in the Yes, in
neighbour closest Durban
hood/corn centre or City
munity (a) complex (b) Centre (c)
1. Shopping centre I 1. Shopping centre 2 1. Shopping centre 3
2. Restaurant I 2. Restaurant 2 2. Restaurant 3
3. Cinema 1 3. Cinema 2 .. 3. Cinema 3
4. Librarv 1 4. Library 2 4. Library 3
i 5. Clinic 1 5. Clinic 2 5. Clinic 3
i 6. Hospital 1 6. Hospital 2 6. Hospital 3
7. SwimmiOJt pool I 7. Swimming pool 2 7. Swimming pool 3
8. Sports grounds I 8. Sports grounds 2 8. Sports grounds 3
9. Public park 1 9. Public park 2 9. Public park 3
10. Community hall I 10. Community hall 2 10. Community hall 3
11. Bus I 11. Bus 2 11. Bus 3
12. Train I 12. Train 2 12. Train 3
13. Mini Bus Taxi I 13. Mini Bus Taxi 2 13. Mini Bus Taxi 3
I
14. Place of Worship 1 14. Place of Worship 2 14. Place of Worship 3
15. Bank I 15. Bank 2 15. Bank 3,
16. Public telephone 2 16. Public telephone 3.JA.. Public telephone I
48a. Please name the centre/complex and the place where you most often shop and do busIness.
in (use placename code below)
I c:::r:::::r-
48b. Pleas~ name the venue and the place where you pursue your favourite spare time activity.
In (use placename code below)
. I c:::r:::::r-




~q What are your 3 most serious day to day problems with living in the Metro?






51 In your opinion do most people In this area pay rates and service charges?
Yes I think that most DeoDle Day rates I
No, I don't think that most people Day rates 2
I don't know 3
Page 256
I Perceptions ofyour Neigltbourltood/Comn,unity and tlte City ofDurban I
Since the Local Government elections in 1996 the new Durban Metro Council and Local
Councils have developed a Mission which aims to achieve the following goals by the year
2015.
ank I the respondent does not now
VS S NSD D VD
I. Your community/suburb has growing businesses and/or industries 1 2 3 4 5
2. Your community/suburb is attractive to tourists I 2 3 4 5
3. Your community/suburb is clean I 2 3 4 5
4. Your community/suburb is safe I 2 3 4 5
5. Your community/suburb has full employment I 2 3 4 5
6. Your community/suburb has acceptably serviced housing 1 2 3 4 5
7. Your community/suburb a generally high and sustainable Quality of life I 2 3 4 5
8. Your community/suburb has democratic and transparent local government I 2 3 4 5
9. Tolerance is a way Of lire !n yom COIn!1'_ .. :ty/suburb I 2 3 4 5
10. Your community/suburb has high levels of services I 2 3 4 5
11. Your community/suburb is development orientated I 2 3 4 5
12. You can be proud ofyour community/suburb 1 2 3 4 5
53 Please indicate your level of satisfaction with how Durban Metro has been working
towards the following goals since 1996 in the community/suburb in which you live.
Very satisfied (VS), satisfied (S), neilher satisfied nor dissatisfied (NSD), dissatisfied (D), very dissalisfied (VD).
leave bl 'f k
I e reSDon ent does not now
VS S NSD D VD
I. Durban as a city with growing businesses and industries I 2 3 4 5
2. Durban as an attractive tourist destination I 2 3 4 5
3. Durban as a clean city 1 2 3 4 5
4. Durban as a safe city 1 2 3 4 5
5. Durban as a city with full employment I 2 3 4 5
6. Durban as a city with residents living in acceptably serviced housing 1 2 3 4 5
7. Durban as a city with a generally high and sustainable Quality of life I 2 3 4 5
8. Durban as a city with a democratic and transparent local government I 2 3 4 5
9. Durban as a city where tolerance is a way ofHfe I 2 3 4 5
10. Durban as a city with high levels of services I 2 3 4 5
11. Durban as a city that is development orientated 1 2 3 4 5
12. Durban as a city that you can be proud of I 2 3 4 5
54 Please indicate your level of satisfaction with how Durban Metro has been working
towards the following goals since 1996 in the city centre of Durban?
Very satisfied (VS), satisfied (5). neither satisfied nor dissatisfied (NSD), dissatisfied (D), very dissatisfied (VD).
leave blank 'f th d k
,IS In e u IC I rary.
Yes No
I Have you heard of an Integrated Development Plan before? I 2
2 Do you know the details of the Integrated Development Plan? I 2
55. Do you think that women and men have equal opportunities in Durban?
I Yes o:=J No I 2 I
56. A copy ofyour Local Council's Integrated Development Plan, which describes future
development . . th P bl" L ·b
he following media?IddUf, an an eve opment In t
Yes No
I Radio 1 2
2 Newspapers I 2
3 Television 1 2
57. Do you follow repo"rts about D b
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Id ·t ?I d·./1 bth tD btic are you a ur, an WI ecomea ea mg wor, Cl ,
Very optimistic I Pessimistic 4
Mildly optimistic 2 Very pessimistic 5
Uncertain 3
Howoptimis58.
59. During previous research with Durban residents the following have been suggested as
, bl D .. h th ~ 11 • t t t ?solutions to some of Durban s pro ems. o you agree WIt e 0 owmg s a emen s
I YES NO
11. Only employment training, which provides work experience, will help the youth find jobs. I 2
\2. Job creation proiects are efficient means of reducing levels of crime in local neighbourhoods. I 2
3. The most successful community proiects create local jobs. I 2
4. Youth development programmes, youth clubs and holiday camps are crime deterrents. I 2
5. Providing accessible and affordable recreation facilities in poor areas is important. I 2
16. Micro-credit facilities for small business should be developed. I 2
17. Transport should be subsidised in outlying areas. I 2
18. Greater priority should be placed on the needs of outlying constituencies. I 2
19. Informal trading is an important aspect of Durban's economy and requires consultative planning from Local I 2
Government.
110. A publicity campaign about Metro identity, structures, local government representation, and rates is required. 1 2
I 11. Co-operation among neighbours is necessary to achieve community goals. 1 2
I 12. Hostels should be upgraded to make better privacy provisions. I 2
" ~A more vigorous Aids Education campaign is required. 1 2n... A more efficient iustice system and harsher sentencing are necessary. 1 2
I 15. Stricter control ofgambling establishments and shebeens is needed. I 2
I 16. Better policing and trustworthy police is a major issue. 1 2
I 17. Better-paid police would be more motivated. I 2
, 18. Durban Metro Council should do more to promote Durban as a tourist destination. 1 2
60. Have any important local issues been left out of the questionnaire?
Thank you.
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Anncxurc IU
EXTRACT FROM 13 MAY 1999 COUNCIL MINUTES







THAT the North Local Council enter into an agreement with the other
Councils within the Durban Metropolitan area in terms of Section 313 of
Ordinance No. 25 of 1974 for the establishment of a Unicity Committee
or ·Unicom" to exercise certain powers and perform certain functions of
the Councils in respect of the entire Durban Metropolitan area, as
defined in Proclamation 80 of 1996, to prepare for the formation of a
Unicity In terms of the Local Government White Paper, 1998 and the
Municipal Structures Act, 1998;
THAT the terms of reference of the Unicity Committee detailed in the
Deed of Agreement dated 28 April 1999 in terms of Section 313(2) of
Ordinance 25 of 1974 be approved and the Mayor and Chief Executive
Officer be authorised to sign such agreement;
THAT the apportionment of the Unicity Committee budget to the seven
Councils within the Durban Metropolitan Area as detailed in the
memorandum dated 13 April 1999 from the Executive Director Corporate
Financial Services be supported; and
THAT the repre~entatives of the Unicity Committee as detailed in the
report from the Secretariat of Change Management Committee dated 6






The DURBAN TRANSITIONAL METROPOLITAN COUNCIL (UDMC"),
The INNER WEST CITY COUNCIL ("IW"),
The NORTH CENTRAL LOCAL COUNCIL (UNC"),
. The NORTH LOCAL COUNCIL ("N"),
The OUTER WEST LO€AL COUNCIL ("OW"),
The SOUTH CENTRAL LOCAL COUNCIL (USC")
The SOUTH LOCAL COUNCIL ("S")
(hereinafter called the "Seven Councils")
WHEREAS:-
In tenns ofparagraph 27(1) of the Schedule 2 of Proclamation 80 of 1996 (Proclamation 80),
the Seven Councils within the metropole ofDurban are obliged to co-operate with mutual trust
and good faith by:-
(a) assisting and supporting each other;
(b) infonning each other and consulting each other; and
(c) co-ordinating their actions and legislation with each other,
AND WHEREAS:-
1. In tenns ofsection313 ofOrdinance 25 of1974, local authorities may, by agreement, co-
operate with each other for the better or more economical carrying out of any matter
within the po~er of the local authorities; and .
2. In tenns ofsection313 ofthe same Ordinance, the conditions ofsuch agreement must be





As the metropolis ofDurban has the characteristics ofa metropolitan area as prescribed
in the Local qovcmment: Municipal Structures Act, 1998 (Act 117 of 1998), the Seven.
Councils ~nably anticipate that the metropole of Dtirban will be demarcated as a
metropolitan area and that a Category Amunicipality within the meaning ofsection 155
-ofthe Constittiti~n ofthe Republic ofSouth Africa will be instituted for the metropolis;
I
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and
2. As it is necessary to take numerous r~asonable steps to ensure the successful
transfonnationofthe political and administrative institutions and structures and to ensure
the establishment ofappropriate governance and delivery systems in the anticipated new
dispensation;-
NOW THEREFORE the Seven Councils agree as follows:-
CHAPTER ONE
CONSTITUTION AND OBJECTS OF UNICITY COMMITIEE
1.0 Status:-
There is established by this deed ofagreement in tenns ofsection 313 ofOrdinance 25 of 1974,
a Joinl Committee of the Seven Councils to be known as the Unicity Committee.
2.0 . MeDlbenhip:-
2.1 The Un;city Committee shall consist offifteen members jointly appointed by the Seven
Councils.
2.2 In the event ofa member resigning or ceasing to hold office, the Seven Councils shall
jointly appoint a surrogate member.
3.0. Chair:-
The Unlcity Committee shall elect one of its own members to hold the Chair of the committee
and another vice such person. The member holding the Chair or, in his absence or indisposition,
the person acting vice such person shall be the convenor of the Unicity Committee.. .
• 4.0 . Procedures:-
4.1 Rules of Order:-










4.2.1 The Unicity Commiltee shall endeavour to exercise its powers and perform its duties on
the basis ofconsensus; and
4.2.2 ifconsensus on any malter is not achieved, such matter shall be decided by a majority of
two thirds ofthe members present.
4.2.3 The Unlcity Committee shall meet as and when required.
4.2.4 The quorum of the Un;city Committee shall be eight(8).
4.3 Administrative Regulations:-
Subject to Clause4.4.0, theAdmlnislrativeRegulations regulating interfaces between employees
ofthe fonner City Council ofthe City ofDurban and conunittees of the fonner City Council of
the City ofDurban shall apply to all meetings oflhe Un/city Committees.
4.4.0 Fun~ing:-
4.4.1 Budget:-
The Unlelty Committee shall prepare an annual budget ofanticipated expenditure necessary to
carry out its Object. : :
4.4.2 Trust Fund:..·
TheExecutiveDirector(Corporate FinancialServices) shall establisha[wul in teons ofsection
264(38) ofOrdinance 2S of 1974 which said fund shall be used by the Unlcity Com".ittee and
the employees of the Seven Councils acting under the direction of the Ullicity Committee to
fulfil its Object.
4.4.3 Anaual Coatributions of tbe Seven Councils:-
The Sevea Couacill shall severally set aside in their Annual Estimales and pay to the Trust
Fund on or before 30th September of every Financial Year a swn equal to X divided by
r IWR+OWR+NR+SR+2(NCR+SCR) and multiplied by YwhereXis the anticipated expenditure
referred to in Clause 4.4.1, IWR is the anticipated Rates Income of IW for the Finallcial Year
concerned, OWR'Uithe anticipated Rates Income ofOW for the Financial Year concerned,NR
is the anticipated Rates Income ofN for the Financial Year concerned, SR is the anticipated
Rates Income ofS for the Financial Year concerned, and NCR+SCR is the anticipated combincd
Rates Inconie oCNe imd se for the Financial Year concerned and Y is:-
. (1) .in respect of-lW, its anticipated Rates Income for the Financial Year concerned;
(2) .·in respect orow, its anticipated Rates Income for the Financial Ytar concerncd;
IJI: "'0.~2~2 'A ° -t. fl1 . ,-,.l jj.. ~£.
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(3) in respect ofNC, its anticipated Rates Income for the Financial Year concerned;
(4) in respect orN, its anticipated Rates Income for the Financial Year concerned;
(5) in respect ofSC, its anticipated Rates Income for the Financial Year concerned;
(6) in respect ofS, its anticipated Rates Income for the Financial Year concerned; and
(7) in respect of DMC, is the anticipated combined Rates Income of NC and se for the
Fina"cial Year concerned.
5.0 Objects:-
The Object ofthe Unicity Committee shall be to carry out its mandate from the
;1. Seven Councils as set out in Chapter 11 ofthis Deed ofAgreement in accordance




The Seven Councils severally nominate, constitute and appoint the Unicity Committee
as their lawful attorney and agent with authority to:-
(I) take all'such decisions as may be necessary or incidental to any matter pertaining
to the preparation for and implementation of the establislunent ofa Category A
. Municipality within the meaning of section 155 of the Constitution within the
re~pectiveareas ofjurisdiction ofthe Seven Councils;
(2) take all such decisions on any staff, fmancial or policy matter which have an
impact beyond the local government elections in 2000/2000 I;
(3) instruct the respective ChiefExecutive OjJicers of the Seven Counci~s on the '
~g of any' preparatory steps as may be necessary or incidental to the
introduction ofappropriate new administrative and delivery systems for the said
Category A Municipality for the metropolis of Durban;
"
(4) . make suchrepresentations as it deems necessary onbehalfofthe Seven Councils'
to the relevant provincial and national Organs of State on any legislation
(including subordinate legislation) proposed, enacted or to be enacted by any,
legislative body or Functionary which will impact on the establisluncnt of the
Category A Municipality aforementioned;
". :. t"" . ,
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(5) make recommedations to the Seven Councils severally on any legislative changes
the Unicity Committee considers necessary or desirable for the preparation ofthe
metropolis for the establishment ofthe Category AMunicipality aforementioned;
(6) enter into any contract on behalf of the Seven Councils jointly necessary or
incidental to the execution of sub-clauses (1)-(5) of this mandate:-
(a) of the kind referred to in section 187(3){h) of Ordinance 25 of 1974; and
(b) of the type referred to in section 187(1) of Ordinance 25 of 1974:
Provided that such contract does not exceed the limits prescribed by the
Regulation relating to the calling for tenders made under the said section
for ·any party;
(7) decide all matters of a policy nature incidental to the above.
7.0 Terms and Conditions of Mandate:-
7.1 In carrying out its mandate, the Unicity Committee shall deliberate and decide in the best
interests of the metropolis of Durban as a whole.
7.2 The Seven Councils shall be bound by the decisions of the Unicity Committee in terms
of the mandate and will not instruct any ChiefExecutive Officer or any other pers~n to
perfonn any'act at variance with any policy decision oftheUnicity Committee.
7.3 ID incurring any expenditure in tenns of sub-clause (5) of its mandate, the Unicity
Committee shall incur no fmancial commitment in excess of the amount in the Trust





The Executive Director (Corporate Financial Services) shall provide to the Unicity
Committee a Financial Certificate certifying that there is sufficient funds available in the
Trust Fundwhere expenditure is contemplated in tenns ofsub-clause (5) ofits mandate
and no expenditure shall be incurred by the Unicity Committee without such certificate.
In serving on the Unicity Committee the members shall incur the usual personal liability
ofa Councillor serving on a committee ofa Municipal Council and the Seven Councils .
shall jointly and severally be responsible for the actions ofsuch Committee as if it were
a Committee ofthe Council concerned.
7.6 The ChiefExecutive Officer ofDMC shall provide such secretarial support as may be
necessaryorincidental for the fulfilment ofthe mandate ofthe Unicity Committee on the





I. I _0_ .
"
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7.7 The ChiefExecutive Officers of the Seven Councils shall collectively by agreement
between themselves provide such other technical support from the human and material
resources of the Seven Councils as may be necessary or incidental for the fulfilment of
the mandate of the Un~city Committee on the instructions of the Unicity Committee.
8.0 Termination:-
This Agreement shall terminate on the date of the next general municipal election to be




Unless inconsistent with the context, the following words and phrases shall have the following
meanings ascribed to them:-
Administrative Regulations: The.Rules regulating the interfaces between the Former City
Council ofDurban, its Committees and its Employees as set out in Chapter 4ofthe Interim Code
ofDelegations ofthat City Council;
Annual Estimates: The statutory Municipal Budget or Annual Estimates of Income and
Expenditure ofa Municipality;
Chiq/!ucutive Ofllcer. The Functionary ofthe Municipality as defmed in section lOB ofthe
Local Government Transition Act, 1993 (Act 209 of 1993);
Executive Director (Corporate Financial Services): The statutory treasurer of DMC;
Financial fear. 1 July in one year to 30 June in the next;
FunctiontUY: Any "Functionary" within the meaning of section 239 of the Constitution;
Object: The object ofthe Unicity Committee as described in Clause I/5.0 hereof;
Organ ofState: Any "Organ of state" as defined in section 239 of the Constitution of \he. . .
Republic ofSouth Africa with legislative capacity ofany kind but excluding the parties to this
Deed;
Rules olOrder. Rules ofthe kind contemplated in section 84 of Ordinance 25 of 1974;
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Trust Fund: The Fund established in terms of Clause 1/4.4.2 hereof;
Unicity Committee: The body established by Clause 1/1.0 hereof;
Dated at DURBAN this p.\~day of ~ 1999
MAYOR, Durban Transitional Metropolitan Council
I certify in tenns of section 186 of Ordinance 2S of 1974 that the Mayor of the Durban Transitional
Metropolitan Council was authorised to sign the above deed ofagreement by resolution of the Durban
Transitional Metropolitan Council dated..:?"~.~.1 ..!.~..1.1......
TOWN CLERK, Durb Transitional Metropolitan
Council .
Dated at DURBAN this day of. 1999
MAYOR, Inner West City Council
Icertify in tenns ofsection 186 ofOrdinance 2S of 1974 that the Mayor ofthe Inner West City Council
was authorised to sign the above deed of agreement by resolution of the Inner West City Council.
dated .
TOWN CLElU<., Inner West City Council
Dated at DURBAN this \'1 ""day of 1999
.....~~.~ .
MAYOR, North Central Local Council
I certify in teons of section 186 of Ordinance 25 of 1974 that the Mayor of the North Central Local
Council was authorised to sign the above deed of agreement by resolution of the North Central Local
Council dated...•~.~ \.~.~ \.~~.~., .
..::('.:.~ ::.(.~.~ .
TOWN CLERK, North Central Local Council
; :. f" .
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MAYOR, North Local Council
I certify in terms of section 186 of Ordinance 25 of 1974 that the Mayor of the North Central Local
Council was autho~sedr~ }ign the above deed of agreement by resolution of the North Central Local
Council dated.l.?l.t.!!.$.f.J.L............. I/~
. TOWNVQiN~~h..;:;;;;~i·c~~~~ji
Dated at DURBAN this day of 1999
MAYOR, Outer West Local Council
Icertify in terms ofsection 186 ofOrdinance 25 of 1974 that the Mayor ofthe Outer West Local Council
was authorised to sign the above deed of agreement by resolution of the Inner West Local Council
dated .
TOWN CLERK, Outer West Local Council
Dated at DURBAN this \ q,n.-. day of MA't 1999
...........t ..llI~ .
MAYOR, South Central Local Council
I certify in terms of section 186 of Ordinance 25 of 1974 that the Mayor of the South Central Local
Council was authorised to sign the above deed of agreement by resolution of the South Central Local
Council dated•.......\~.,..g..~..: ~~.~.~ .
.............•....~ .
TOWN CLERK, South Central Local Council
Dated at DURBAN this iJit"'" day of
~~~:~;~ii·..·····..···..··
Icertify in tennsofsection 186 ofOrdinance 25 of1974 that the Mayor ofthe South Local Council was
authorised to sign the above deed of agreement by resolution of the South Local Council
t;::··(;~~i··f!;~I!;.t!:··i·~,$"I,~(()(,,)
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Total
THESE BATCH OF GRAPHS WILL BE UNPACKED AND EXPLAINED IN GREATER DETAIL
RATES HAVE BEEN BASED ON PROPERTIES OF EQUAL VALUE TO MAKE THE EXERCISE MEANINGFUL. WHILST PROPERTY VALUES ARE EQUAL THE
ACTUAL INDICES AS APPLICABLE IN THOSE AREAS FOR THE RELEVANT YEARS HAVE BEEN UTILISED TO PRODUCE THE GRAPH.
















o TONGAAT • VERULAM
1996/97 ( TOTAL RATES)
• UMHLANGA
RATES HAVB BEEN BASED ON PROPERTIES OF EQUAL VALUE TO MAKE THE EXERCISE MEANINGFUL. WHILST PROPERTY VALUES ARE EQUAL THE ACTUAL
INDICES AS APPLICABLE IN THOSE AREAS FOR THE RELEVANT YEARS HAVE BEEN UTILISED TO PRODUCE THE GRAPH.

























RATES HAVE BEEN BASED ON PROPERTIES OF EQUAL VALUE TO MAKE THE EXERCISE MEANINGFUL. WHILST PROPERTY VALUES ARE EQUAL THE ACTUAL
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• VERULAM D TONGAAT
1997/98
• UMHLANGA
RATES HAVE BEEN BASED ON PROPERTIES OF EQUAL VALUE TO MAKE THE EXERCISE MEANINGFUL. WHILST PROPERTY VALUES ARE EQUAL THE ACTUAL
INDICES AS APPLICABLE IN THOSE AREAS FOR THE RELEVANT YEARS HAVE BEEN UTILISED TO PRODUCE THE GRAPH.


























RATES HAVE BEEN BASED ON PROPERTIES OF EQUAL VALUE TO MAKE THE EXERCISE MEANINGFUL. WHILST PROPERTY VALUES ARE EQUAL THE ACTUAL
INDICES AS APPLICABLE IN THOSE AREAS FOR THE RELEVANT YEARS HAVE BEEN UTILISED TO PRODUCE THE GRAPH.









RATING ANALYSIS (RATES RANDAGES)
RATES RANDAGES
YEAR TONGAAT UMHLANGA VERULAM
LAND REBATE BUILDING LAND REBATE BUILDING LAND REBATE BUILDING
1995/96 4.27 30.00 % 0.34 2.133 10.00 % 0 2.05 0 0.63
1996/97 4.70 30.00 % 0,37 2.54 10.00 % 0 2,22 0 0.68
1997/98 2.94 20.00 % 0.49 2.94 20.00 % 0.49 2.94 20,00 % 0.49
1998/99 3.12 20.00 % 0.53 3.12 20.00 % 0.53 3.12 20.00 % 0.53
1999/2000 3.33 20.00 % 0.56 3.33 20.00 % 0.56 3.33 20.00 % 0.56
This table depicts the actual indices for the financial period 1995/96 to 1999/2000. The areas of Tongaat, Umhlanga and
Verulam applied different indices for the financial periods 1995/96 and 1996/97. This was rationalised and from the 1997/98
financial period the indices were common throughout the North Local Council areas.
Rates:
Calculated on cents in the rand on valuation of land and building.
Rebate:











YEAR TONGAAT UMHLANGA VERULAM
LAND BUILDING LAND BUILDING LAND BUILDING
1995/96 30000 200300 30000 200300 30000 200300
1996/97 30000 200300 30000 200300 30000 200300
1997/98 38000 278000 38000 278000 38000 278000
1998/99 38000 278000 38000 278000 38000 278000
1999/2000 38000 278000 38000 278000 38000 278000
This table provides for equal valued properties in Tongaat, Umhlanga and Verulam. To illustrate the problem ofthe
poorer municipalities the actual indices from Table 4.1 have been utilised to calculate property rates. These rates












YEAR TONGAAT UMHLANGA VERULAM
LAND REBATE BUILDING TOTAL LAND BUILDING REBATE TOTAL LAND REBATE BUILDING TOTAL
1995/96 1281 -384 681 1578 640 -64 0 576 615 0 1262 1877
1996197 1410 -423 741 1728 762 -76 0 686 666 0 1362 2028
1997/98 1117 -223 1362 2256 1117 -223 1362 2256 1117 -223 1362 2256
1998199 1186 ·237 1473 2422 1186 -237 1473 2422 1186 -237 1473 2422
199912000 1265 ·253 1557 2569 1265 -253 1557 2569 1265 -263 1557 2569
This table provides the rates applicable in each of the areas of Tongaat, Umhlanga and Verulam using the actual Indices for the financial periods 1996196 to 199912000.
